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Abstract 

The aim of this project was to determine the effects of strontium addition to 

Apatite Wollastonite Glass-Ceramic (SrAWGC) on human mesenchymal 

stem/stromal cells (MSCs), and to identify through which mechanisms these 

effects operated. SrAWGC has a molar composition of 35.4SiO2-7.1P2O5-

0.4CaF2-7.1MgO-(49.9-x)CaO-xSrO, where x = 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9, 37.4. 

Neutron diffraction, Magic Angle Spinning Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and 

Raman spectroscopy found that Sr substitution did not alter the short-range 

order, but at the medium range the percentage of Q3 silicate decreased, 

alongside a significant increase in the density of the glass. The glass 

compositions were heat treated into SrAWGC discs using a polymer slurry 

casting method, with high strontium compositions showing altered surface 

topographies. 

SrAW glasses released strontium linearly with increasing strontium content, 

whereas the SrAWGC discs released both increasing concentrations of 

strontium and silicon with strontium content, suggesting increased glass-

ceramic dissolution with Sr substitution. The 12.5 Mol% SrAW glass 

conditioned media and 6.2 mol% SrAWGC discs induced an increase in 

MSC cell number. 

The 0 and 12.5 mol% SrAWGC discs significantly raised the expression of 

genes associated with inflammatory response (determined with RNA 

sequencing), compared with cells exposed only to the ionic release products 

of the material. The addition of strontium to the material was found to have a 

relatively small effect, but did slightly increase the inflammatory gene 

expression induced by the discs. An in vivo study found that the MSCs 

conditioned to have raised inflammatory gene expression by the discs did 

not promote a sustained inflammatory response. The discs and ionic 

dissolution products (with 12.5 mol% Sr) were found to increase the 

expression of proliferative and survival-oriented gene groupings, such as K-

Ras signalling. A K-Ras inhibitor abrogated the previously described SrAW 

glass associated rise in cell number.  
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Chapter 1 – The Introduction 

Bone is effective at repairing itself, and in healthy adults regularly does so 

throughout life. However, trauma, infection and cancer surgery can result in 

large bone defects which will not repair naturally, requiring further 

intervention. In the USA alone, there are over 100,000 non-union fractures a 

year, which are defined by the FDA as those which present no visible 

healing after 3 months (1,2). Smoking, age and poor control of diabetes can 

increase the incidence of non-unions (2,3), as can osteoporosis which  

contributes to the fact that in the United Kingdom it is predicted that half of 

women and 20% of men over 45 will suffer from a fracture within their 

lifetimes (4,5).This will worsen as the population ages.. The gold standard 

treatment for larger bone defects and non-union fractures is the autograft 

(3), where spongiosa is taken from elsewhere in the body to repair the 

defect. However, this requires further surgery, causes donor site morbidity 

and may suffer from a lack of suitable tissue (6). Allografts offer an 

alternative, however there is the potential of disease transmission  and a 

detrimental immune response leading to rejection (6,7). A more elegant 

solution would be to restore the damaged tissues by providing a suitable 

scaffold, a source of appropriate cells and the correct chemical and 

biological cues, and with this in mind there has been considerable research 

since the 1970s into synthetic bone regeneration scaffolds (8). 

Strontium-doped Apatite-Wollastonite Glass-Ceramic (AWGC) presents a 

promising tissue engineering scaffold for the treatment of larger bone 

defects, particularly in load bearing sites. This is due to AWGC having high 

compressive strength and fracture toughness comparable to human bone 

and other bioactive glasses and glass-ceramics (9). AWGC has already 

been used successfully in 60,000 patients as a bone substitute, such as in 

artificial vertebrae and iliac crests (10). However, it can be improved further 

as a bone regeneration scaffold through doping with strontium, which is itself 

an established treatment for osteoporosis (11). The work presented in this 

thesis concerns determining what effects strontium substitution into AWGC 

has on human MSCs, with the intention of improving SrAWGC as a bone 
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regeneration scaffold. This chapter provides an introduction to the work 

presented in this thesis, first discussing bone biology and disease and the 

need for improved bone regeneration strategies (Section 1.1), before moving 

onto discussing tissue engineering as a solution to this and describing the 

material AWGC in more detail (Section 1.2). Finally, the thesis aims and 

objects are discussed (Section 1.3). 

1.1 Bone biology and disease 

1.1.1 The anatomy of bone 

Bone is a dynamic composite tissue which has the primary function of 

supporting the body and directing muscle force mechanically. However, it is 

not simply an inert framework, as the bone mineral itself finds secondary use 

as a store of various ions, primarily calcium but also strontium, boron, 

copper, fluorine, magnesium, zinc and manganese, all of which have 

essential functions in the human body (12). Finally, bone also plays host to 

blood production, with haematopoietic stem cells being responsible for the 

production of erythrocytes (red blood cells), various types of white blood 

cells and also osteoclasts (13). 

Bone manifests in two types of structure: cortical and trabecular (also called 

cancellous) bone. These two types of bone and associated structures are 

shown in Figure 1. The trabecular bone is the core of the larger bones and is 

composed of a network of struts (trabeculae). Within this porous structure 

resides the bone marrow with associated haematopoietic and bone marrow 

stromal cell populations and functions. The cortical bone is much denser, 

forming in cylindrical structures called osteons, with central Haversian canals  

that act as the main channels through the bone mineral (14). Within this 

dense network there is a distributed population of osteocytes, located in 

lacunae throughout the bone, and dormant osteoblasts resident on the bone 

surfaces (14). 

The bone material itself is a composite of organic and mineral components. 

This consists primarily of mineralised collagen type I and collagen forms 

90% (w/w) of the organic component of the bone (15). Other non-
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collagenous proteins are also present such as fibronectin and bone-specific 

proteins such as osteocalcin , osteonectin and osteopontin, whose role is not 

fully understood, but appears associated in part with bone turn over (15–17).  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the anatomy of cortical and trabecular bone. 
The trabecular bone is composed of cylindrical osteons through 
which run Haversian canals and a network of lacunae occupied by 
osteocytes. The trabecular bone is at the centre of the bone, and 
is composed of network of struts which are well vascularised. 
adapted from Servier Medical Art (Creative Commons)(18). 

 

The mineral component of the bone is composed of hydroxyapatite (HA), 

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 (50% to 70% (w/w))(16). The process by which this forms 

is not fully understood, however osteoblasts release alkaline phosphatase 

into the extracellular environment to raise the surrounding phosphate 

content (15), whilst the bone specific proteins (osteocalcin, osteopontin and 

osteonectin) draw Ca2+ and PO4
3- ions to themselves, and studies suggest 
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that osteocalcin and osteopontin can form tethers between the collagen 

matrix and the crystals further strengthening the material (19–21). 

1.1.2 Bone remodelling 

Bone is a complex vascularised tissue undergoing a process of constant 

resorption and formation, known as bone remodelling. This is facilitated 

primarily by cells arising from two different lineages, osteoclasts, which 

descend from haematopoietic stem cells, and osteoblasts, which 

differentiate from mesenchymal stem cells. It is useful to describe the 

functions of the various cells in bone in the context of bone remodelling. A 

schematic of this process can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic of the bone remodelling process, showing how 
osteoclasts form, resorb the bone then vacate, and are followed 
by osteoblast formation, bone production and subsequent 
entombment/dormancy of the osteoblasts. Adapted from Servier 
Medical Art (Creative Commons) (18). 

 

The bone structure described previously experiences micro-fractures during 

the normal bending and stressing of the bone (22). Osteocytes entombed 

within the bone sense the fracture with their processes, causing them to 

apoptose resulting in the release of factors which will induce osteoclastic 
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bone absorption whilst also ending the release of factors which would have 

inhibited the bone healing response (23).  

 Osteoclasts 

Osteoclasts are terminally differentiated cells whose function is to break 

down the bone matrix, facilitating bone turnover and repair, in combination 

with osteoblasts as part of a basic multicellular unit (BMU) (24). They are 

formed in response to stimuli from osteocytes (such as during bone injury or 

micro-fracture), and also from osteoblasts, both of which release RANKL 

(receptor activator of nuclear factor κ-B ligand), the primary activator of 

osteoclastogenesis, which is also critical for osteoclast precursor survival 

and expansion (15,24). A number of other cytokines such as Tumour 

Necrosis Factor Alpha (TNFα) and Interleukin 6 (IL6) can promote RANKL 

expression and subsequent bone resorption (25). Osteoclastogenesis is the 

process by which the mononuclear osteoclast precursor cells fuse together 

forming osteoclasts (15,26). Osteoprotegerin (OPG), which is also produced 

by osteoblasts can inhibit the formation of osteoclasts by binding to RANKL 

preventing it reaching its receptor (27). The bone remodelling process 

occurs with the osteoclasts working at the front of the BMU, and adhering to 

the surface of the bone mineral (24). The osteoclasts then proceed to break 

down the hydroxyapatite by lowering the pH through flooding the site with H+ 

ions and enzymes, such as matrix matelloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) and 

tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP)(26). Together, these degrade the 

bone matrix, forming a Howship lacuna in the bone(26). The bone resorption 

phase is followed by bone formation, which is mediated by osteoblasts. The 

remodelling process is different in the two bone types. In trabecular bone, 

the osteoclasts work across the surface of the trabeculae making a 

resorption lacuna which is later filled by the osteoblasts (23,25). In cortical 

bone, the osteoclasts form “cutting tunnels”, followed by osteoblasts which 

then fill this in causing “closing cones”, and resulting in new osteons forming 

as the tunnels near-fully close (23,25). 
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 Osteoblasts 

The other main components of the BMUs are osteoblasts. These 

differentiate from bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and work in 

concert with osteoclasts to remodel and repair bone. Osteoblasts produce 

both RANKL and OPG which promote and inhibit osteoclast activity, 

respectively, demonstrating that although osteoblasts themselves are 

responsible for bone production, they indirectly regulate bone resorption 

(15,24,27). Similarly, osteoclasts release Transforming Growth Factor Beta 

(TGFβ) from the bone matrix which can promote MSC migration to the site 

(26,28,29).   

MSCs undergoing osteogenic differentiation go through a series of transit 

amplifying stages to proliferate and sequentially differentiate to become 

mature osteoblasts. These then facilitate the repair of the lacunae formed by 

the osteoclasts, by depositing  primarily Collagen I along with non-

collagenous matrix elements (osteocalcin, osteopontin, osteonectin and 

others) (24,26). The osteoblasts also release alkaline phosphatase (ALP) to 

free up phosphate ions, in addition to vesicles containing many negatively 

charged proteoglycans, encouraging increased Ca2+ concentrations, and 

facilitating the mineralisation of nano-hydroxyapatite (24,26). This 

mineralises the collagen network, forming new bone. Once the mature 

osteoblasts have finished forming bone they either apoptose (85% of the 

cells), become osteocytes, or become quiescent bone lining cells (26).  

The differentiation of osteoblasts is a key element of bone biology. Initially, 

MSCs produce daughter cells which are induced towards an osteogenic 

lineage through a series of steps brought on by stimulatory factors such as 

bone morphogenic protein (BMP) and Wnt (an acronym for 

Wingless/Integrated) (26,30). This begins with raised expression of Runt-

related transcription factor 2 (Runx2) which commits the daughter cell to the 

osteogenic line, and results in raised ALP and osterix expression (30). Next 

the cells progress through transit amplifying stages before becoming 

osteoblasts, indicated through expression of the late stage osteogenic 

differentiation markers osteocalcin, osteonectin and osteopontin (30). These 

cells will then begin to repair bone cavities as described previously. 
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 Osteocytes 

Osteocytes are the most abundant cell type in the bone, making up between 

90 to 95% of the adult bone cell population (31,32). They are the result 

osteoblasts entombing themselves in bone matrix during the formation of 

bone (32), after which they continue to play some part in bone turn over (25). 

The osteocytes are located within lacunae, small spaces in the bone matrix, 

with thin filopodia extending down caniliculi to interact with other osteocytes 

and cells on the bone surface, whilst releasing various proteins related to 

mineralisation (24). In particular, osteocytes are the primary source of 

sclerostin, a major regulator of the remodelling process (33). Sclerostin 

downregulates bone formation in the vicinity of the osteocyte by inhibiting 

Wnt signalling through binding to the LRP5/6 Wnt co-receptors expressed by 

osteoblasts (34). Mechanical stimulation of bone can increase osteocyte 

viability (35), however loading sufficient to induce micro-fractures has been 

associated with osteocyte apoptosis, halting the production of sclerostin and 

allowing nearby osteoblasts to commence bone formation (23). In addition 

osteocytes are an important regulator of bone resorption as they produce 

TGF-β, which has been shown to act as an inhibitor to osteoclastogenesis 

(24,32,36), and recently it has been discovered that osteocytes are an 

important source of RANKL, the primary activator of osteoclasts(32,33).  

 Mesenchymal Stem Cells 

MSCs are a heterogeneous multipotent stromal cell population, that are 

capable of dividing asymmetrically and which are often defined as having tri-

lineage differentiation potential, acting as the progenitor cells for bone 

(osteoblasts), fat (adipocytes) and cartilage (chondrocytes)(37). Though 

mainly taken from the bone marrow for tissue engineering purposes, MSCs 

have been found throughout the body, such as in the brain, liver, kidney, 

lungs, and muscles(38). They have been extensively studied and could most 

likely represent a heterogeneous population of stromal cells with varying 

characteristics and purposes (39). Typically MSCs are defined as being 

adherent to culture plastic, of a fibroblastic morphology, and expressing 

surface markers such as CD29, CD44, CD73, CD90, CD105, CD166 and 
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STRO-1 (40). MSCs are also typically defined as not expressing the 

following haematopoietic cell surface markers: CD14, CD34, CD45 and 

HLA-DR (40). The definition of an MSC is still open to debate however, and 

some groups choose to use different methods of isolation and identification, 

in addition to numerous other names (Mesenchymal Stromal Cells, Bone 

Marrow Stromal/Stem Cells and others). 

MSCs are encouraged down an osteochondral lineage by activation of 

Runx2 gene expression. This can occur in response to many paracrine, 

autocrine and endocrine signals, such as growth factors (Fibroblast Growth 

Factor, FGF, and Transforming Growth Factor Beta, TGF-β), glycoproteins 

(Wnt) and Bone Morphogenetic Proteins (BMPs), amongst others (30,41). A 

schematic describing key events in the osteogenic differentiation of MSCs is 

shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: The stages of osteogenic differentiation of Mesenchymal 
Stem Cells into Osteoblasts along with the expression of the 
Runx2 and OSX transcription factors and ALP, Osteonectin, 
Osteocalcin and Osteopontin proteins. Adapted from (30). 

 

During the differentiation of MSCs into osteoblasts, Runx2 expression is 

raised, the key transcription factor of this process, which commits the MSCs 

to an osteochondral lineage and raises the expression of many osteoblast 

related genes such as Col1 and ALP (26,30). Osterix (OSX) then acts to 

further restrict the cell to an osteogenic lineage hence becoming a 

committed osteoprogenitor whilst also enhancing the proliferation of the 
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cells. Further transcription factors are then upregulated (Msx2, Dlx3 and 

Dlx5/6) which carry the cell onto maturation into an osteoblast and 

associated bone matrix protein production (30). 

MSCs also perform an immune-suppressive function, as they have been 

seen to inhibit stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and 

produce immune-suppressive factors (TGFβ1, IDO1 and CD274) in 

response to inflammatory cytokines such as combined Tumour Necrosis 

Factor Alpha (TNFα) and Interferon Gamma (IFNγ)(39). However, MSCs are 

a varied population of cells, and are not all multipotent. Instead, some 

present a more immunomodulatory phenotype, potentially exhibiting raised 

IL-7 expression (39) and TGFβ, though the cytokines the MSCs release and 

the effects these have on surrounding cells vary greatly depending on the 

tissue and the other cells present (42).  

 Bone Healing 

Alongside the near constant process of bone remodelling, bone healing 

occurs when the bone suffers more significant damage and can allow the 

original structure of the bone to be reformed without scar formation (17). 

This occurs in two different forms, with primary healing taking place when 

the fracture consists of two surfaces in close proximity or contact (43), whilst 

secondary healing occurs when the fracture site is more fragmented (17,44). 

In primary healing the osteoclasts activated by the osteocyte network form 

cutting cones through the fracture surfaces, which mature into new bone 

“bio-pins” which stabilise the fracture (17,43). These bio-pins and the 

surrounding bone then undergo normal bone remodelling, erasing the 

fracture completely. Secondary healing is a more involved process akin to 

normal wound healing, with an initial inflammation stage followed by 

formation of granulation tissue which then mineralises and is remodelled to 

form bone (17,43). The inflammation stage sees an influx of white blood 

cells which then begin releasing cytokines such as TNFα and IL-6 (45). 

These orchestrate the wound healing response, as TNFα is chemotactic, 

drawing MSCs and fibroblasts (which form the granulation tissue) to the 

wound site (45), and controlled exposure has been associated with MSC 
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osteogenic differentiation (46), whilst IL-6 promotes MSC migration and 

survival (47) and there is some evidence to suggest it is associated with 

improved mineralisation of the wound site (48).  

1.1.3 Repairing large bone defects 

Despite the ability of bone to repair itself, trauma, infection and cancer 

surgery can result in large bone defects which will not repair naturally, 

requiring further intervention. Defining a defect which will not heal itself is 

difficult as the dimensions and nature of the defect can vary between 

patients, depending on their age, smoking status and management of 

diabetes (2,3). However, a number of factors can increase the probability of 

a defect not healing, such as the defect being above a critical size (~2 cm) 

and there being more than 50% of full thickness bone loss (49,50). Once this 

leads to no visible healing of the defect for 3 months, this is defined by the 

FDA as a non-union fracture (1,2). Additionally, these will become more 

common due the aging population and the susceptibility of humans to 

decreasing bone density with age (51). Eventually, the bones  may weaken 

sufficiently that is at greatly increased risk of fracture after which the defect 

may not heal sufficiently; a condition called osteoporosis (52).Whatever the 

cause, the need for repairing large bone defects is on the increase and there 

are already 100,000 non-union fractures in the USA  (1,2), and 1 million 

bone reconstructions in Europe every year (53). 

Autografts (using the patient’s own tissue from another site in the body) are 

the current gold standard treatment in this area, however they are 

expensive, damaging to the patient and there is sometimes insufficient 

autologous bone (54). The alternative would be an allograft, where foreign 

tissue (from a donor or a recently deceased person) is used to repair the 

damage, however these are also in relatively short supply and the tissue 

processing required for the graft to not induce a huge immune response can 

render it non-osteoinductive (54,55). 
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1.2 Tissue engineering 

1.2.1 The pillars of tissue engineering 

There is an increasing demand for bone regeneration, and the currently 

established methods for treating bone defects are both expensive and have 

a series of associated drawbacks. Hence there is a need for improved bone 

regeneration strategies. Tissue engineering aims to solve these problems by 

regenerating the damaged tissue, resulting in the damaged or lost tissue 

being repaired or replaced, and ultimately restoring functionality. Langer and 

Vacanti (1993) further defined it as “the application of engineering and life 

sciences principles towards the development of biological substitutes that 

restore, maintain or improve tissue function” (56). 

The crux of tissue engineering, is the combination of a scaffold to support 

the wound site and fill in the damaged tissue, a source of cells to populate 

the scaffold and to create and maintain the new tissue, and finally the 

appropriate environment (a combination of forces, chemical and biological 

signals) that will encourage correct cell function and result in the formation of 

a functional and viable tissue (57). 

To break this down, it is important to consider carefully what is required of 

each of these elements.  

 Tissue Engineering Scaffold 

The scaffold is the core element of the tissue engineering construct, and at 

its simplest it supports the cells within the wound site providing the matrix 

upon which growth can take place. The scaffold must be biocompatible, 

meaning that it should not induce a prolonged inflammatory response or 

damage resident cells as this would clearly cause the implant to fail (58). A 

material for bone tissue engineering needs to have mechanical properties 

similar to bone, as bone cells respond to mechanical signals and the stress-

shielding of very hard materials can result in bone resorption (58). Ideally, 

the material should be biodegradable, such that it temporarily performs the 

role of a scaffold whilst the new tissue is forming and subsequently maturing 
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in its place (58). The rate of degradation is important, to ensure that the 

mechanical properties of the material are not compromised (particularly if 

load bearing). The material should have interconnected porosity to allow cell 

infiltration and nutrient/waste transfer throughout the tissue engineering 

construct, with macropores of at least 100μm diameter to allow bone 

ingrowth (59,60). To be effective as a bone tissue engineering scaffold, the 

material ideally needs to possess the properties of osteoconductivity and 

osteoinductivity. Osteoconductivity is the ability of bone to bond to and form 

on the surface of the material, and has also been associated more 

specifically with the ability for bone cells to adhere to, proliferate and form 

bone on the material surface (58,61,62). Osteoinductivity, takes this further, 

as it describes a material which not only permits bone growth, but which 

actively induces MSCs to differentiate down an osteogenic lineage, in a non-

osseous environment (62–64). As the tissue engineering scaffold is 

intrinsically a non-osseous environment, this property is required for bone to 

form beyond the periphery of the material. Osteoinduction has been shown 

to have been caused by both the ions released from materials (such as in 

the case of Bioglass 45S5)(65,66) and also the material surface properties, 

such as nanotopography (67–69) or the ability to adsorb certain types of 

proteins to its surface (62).  

Scaffolds are typically made of biodegradable materials, such as polymers. 

Natural polymers which are abundant in the body have also proven to be 

useful as tissue engineering scaffolds, with collagen and hyaluronic acid 

(both components of the extracellular matrix) having been used to make 

scaffolds for softer tissues, though depending on the degree of processing, 

these materials risk transferring disease (70). There are also a range of 

alternative natural polymers, such as alginate and chitosan, in addition to 

synthetic polymers such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and 

polycaprolactone (PCL), which have found some success in tissue 

engineering (70).  

Various bioactive glasses are better suited to hard tissue engineering due to 

their strength and ability to form hydroxyapatite mineral, however there has 

been much work on combining the favourable properties of both polymer 
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scaffolds, with those of bioactive glasses (and ceramics) to produce a new 

generation of bone tissue engineering scaffolds (71). 

 Cells for Tissue Engineering 

The next components required in a tissue engineering therapy are suitable 

cells, which can facilitate repair. MSCs are the obvious choice for bone 

tissue engineering, as they possess the ability to differentiate into 

osteoblasts (and hence produce bone) in response to well established 

stimuli, such as growth factors, steroids such as Dexamethasone, or even 

surface topography (67–69) and dissolution products (72). However, 

acquiring sufficient cells to produce an autologous tissue engineered bone 

substitute can be challenging in older patients, or patients who have suffered 

trauma or major surgery to excise large areas of bone. Additionally, MSCs 

change with the age of the patient, losing potency (73), however, Pennock et 

al. (2015) found that initiating autophagy (through 3D cell culture) in MSCs 

from aged donors (56-79 years old) was seen to raise the expression of 

Oct4, Nanog and Sox2, which are associated with raised potency. This 

potentially describes a route by which older cells could be used for tissue 

engineering purposes (74). 

 Environment for correct tissue growth and function 

This is a very broad requirement for tissue engineering constructs and 

covers almost everything not included in cells and scaffolds. The cells on the 

scaffolds need to be instructed to form the correct tissue through appropriate 

cues, in addition to adequate vascularisation taking place to ensure the 

viability of the construct. For bone tissue engineering some concerns might 

be mechanical loading of the scaffolds (62,75,76), or addition of growth 

factors to encourage osteogenic differentiation of the cells into osteoblasts. 

So called “therapeutic ions” have been found to be a relatively simple way to 

induce osteogenic differentiation as they will be released as part of the 

material’s normal degradation, when incorporated into the material(72,77). 

For the bioactive glass “Bioglass 45S5” this has been shown to be an 

important part of its innate osteoinductivity (78,79), most likely associated 
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with the high amounts of silicon and calcium released, for which there is 

substantial evidence that they promote osteogenesis (72,80). There is also 

evidence that other ions influence gene expression in bone cells, and hence 

could prove useful in bone tissue engineering. Zinc has been shown to 

improve cell viability in combination with strontium (81,82), whilst there is 

substantial evidence that strontium raises osteoblast and MSC proliferation 

and osteogenic differentiation (83–87). Magnesium has also been utilised as 

a dopant in biomaterials, but has instead has been shown to alter MSC and 

osteoblast adhesion to the material (88,89), whilst there is evidence that 

copper both promotes osteogenic differentiation and the release of 

angiogenic factors (90,91). 

1.2.2 Ceramic scaffolds 

Bioactive glasses and ceramics are an attractive hard tissue scaffold due to 

their biocompatibility, ability to form hydroxyapatite and strength, potentially 

allowing their use in load-bearing bone tissue engineering (92). The basis of 

most bioactive glasses and ceramics is calcium phosphate, as this is the 

family of materials to which hydroxyapatite belongs. However, synthetic 

(monolithic or sintered) hydroxyapatite (HA) itself is not optimum for bone 

tissue engineering as the large crystal size and low porosity results in it 

being relatively insoluble (even by osteoclasts), greatly reducing its 

osteoconductivity (93–96). Another calcium phosphate bioactive glass is β-

tricalcium phosphate, which has improved solubility over HA, showing 

improved bone growth onto and over the material in vivo, and which can be 

combined with HA to tune the mechanical properties and dissolution rate 

(97). Bioglass 45S5 is perhaps the most commercially successful of the 

bioactive glasses and possesses innate osteoinductivity, shown to be 

associated with its dissolution products (78,79). It is a calcium-silicate glass 

with significant sodium content, which not only rapidly forms a 

hydroxyapatite layer on its surface, but also induces raised osteogenic gene 

expression in MSCs (98). Bioglass 45S5 has already been used in the clinic 

to repair bone defects of more than a million patients, particularly in the jaw 

and in orthopaedics (71). Additionally, it has found significant commercial 

success in the toothpaste NovaMin® (GlaxoSmithKline), where it is the 
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active ingredient responsible for mineralising dentine holes, reducing tooth 

sensitivity (71). There are also other particulate based Bioglass 45S5 

products, such as PerioGlas® (used in 35 countries), NovaBone and 

Biogran®  which can be made into a putty through interaction with bodily 

fluids and then used to facilitate bone repair (71). Despite these successes, 

it is arguable that Bioglass 45S5 is not being fully exploited, considering its 

potential as a bone regeneration scaffold. A limitation of Bioglass 45S5 is 

that it has relatively poor mechanical properties (99). Another commercially 

successful bioactive glass is BonAlive (with an S53P4 composition)(71). This 

is also used in a granular form and has shown much clinical success such 

as a sinus and maxilla orthopaedic bone-graft (100). However, early 

attempts to sinter both Bioglass 45S5 and BonAlive into scaffolds resulted in 

a significant drop in the bioactivity (due to crystallisation), though recent 

advancements have allowed Bioglass 45S5 scaffolds to be formed into 

scaffolds (101). 

Bioactive glass-ceramics are similar to bioactive glasses but their 

mechanical properties have been improved by controlled partial 

crystallisation. Apatite-wollastonite Glass-Ceramic (AWGC) is an example of 

these, and is amongst the strongest of bioactive glasses (99). Additionally, 

the production method of glass-ceramics is easily adapted into scaffold 

production as the glass is made, formed into the scaffold shape and then is 

sintered into the glass-ceramic, with this having been carried out extensively 

at the University of Leeds (102,103). AWGC scaffolds can also be 3D 

printed using selective laser sintering, allowing bespoke or complex designs 

to be fabricated (104). For these reasons, AWGC offers the potential to act 

as a bone tissue engineering scaffold for load bearing defects, something 

which currently commercially successful bioactive glasses (such as Bioglass 

45S5) cannot fulfil. AWGC has already been used successfully in 60,000 

patients as a bone substitute, such as in artificial vertebrae and iliac crests 

(10). However, AWGC can still be improved as a scaffold by altering it so 

that it interacts with the cells growing on it in a way which encourages bone 

growth and repair. Within the context of this thesis, it is important to 

understand what glasses and glass ceramics are and how they are designed 

to function in the body as a background to future discussion. 
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1.2.3 Glass theory 

Glasses are fundamentally disorganised networks of oxides. This is easiest 

to envisage when compared with crystals, and whilst considering a common 

glass SiO2. In a silica crystal (such as quartz) the silicon and oxygen atoms 

form tetrahedra which then form a network. Because the arrangement and 

form of the silicon and oxygen is repeated regularly throughout the material it 

is said to have long range order. A silica glass is made from the same basic 

tetrahedral units as a silica crystal, and as these units will be present 

throughout the material a glass is said to have short range order. However 

the tetrahedral units do not form a repeated extended network, and instead 

connect to each other in a disorganised manner, resulting in the amorphous 

silica having no long-range order. Schematics of the different forms of silica 

can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Silica tetrahedron (a), ordered crystal (b) and disordered 
glass (c). The crystal and glass schematics do not show the 4th 
oxygen which would be out of the plane of the page. 

 

Although silicon and oxygen are common glass components, they are not 

required to form a glass. Goldschmidt 1926 determined that physically only 

certain combinations of atoms could form glass, as the ratio in size between 

the cation (network former) and anion (for example oxygen) must allow the 

atoms to arrange themselves such that the cations do not repulse each other 

too much (105,106). Building on this, and through studying silica glasses, 

Zachariasen developed four rules to describe whether an oxide was able to 

form a glass (105,106): 

a b c 
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• The oxygens must not be linked to more than two cations 

• The coordination number of the oxygen atoms to the cation (the 

number of oxygens connected) must be generally four (tetrahedral) or 

lower. 

• The polyhedral anion-cation units must bond at the vertices 

• Each polyhedron must bond to at least three other polyhedra 

These rules describe the so-called network formers, the atomic 

combinations that form the backbone of a glass, and consist of (amongst 

others) SiO2 and P2O5. It is beneficial for some applications to break this 

glass network up, altering its mechanical properties, the way it responds to 

heat and its rate of degradation. This is done through the addition of so-

called network modifiers, such as Ca, Sr, Mg (107). These atoms have very 

low electronegativity, forming strong ionic bonds with the oxygen and do not 

function as network formers, effectively removing oxygen atoms from the 

glass network (making them non-bridging oxygens, NBOs) (108). The 

network is usually composed of the network formers linked by bridging 

oxygens (BOs); however the presence of network modifiers turns these into 

NBOs, breaking the network up, and reducing the number of other network 

forming tetrahedra each tetrahedron is connected to. This is referred to as 

lowering the network connectivity (NC), where the NC is defined as the 

number of other tetrahedra that a tetrahedra is connected to. 

1.2.4 Bioactive glasses 

Bioactive glasses are glasses designed to be useful in a medical or tissue 

engineering context. Between 1969 and 1971 it was found that various 

compositions of glass bonded strongly to the surrounding bone, and could 

not be dislodged, in comparison to the controls which slid out easily (109). 

The bond formed was found to be due to the formation of a hydroxyapatite 

layer on the surface of the material which fused with bone mineral, however, 

only a subset of compositions were able to do this (see Figure 5). Both the 

silicon and phosphorus content seemed key in the response, and although 

sodium did affect the ability of the bioactive glasses to bond to human tissue, 

it was not required for them bond to bone, as apatite wollastonite glass-
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ceramic (AWGC, which has no sodium) was found to also possess this 

ability (110). The formation mechanism of this hydroxyapatite layer for both 

Bioglass and AWGC is essentially the same, beginning with Ca2+ ion 

exchange from the glass for H+ or H3O+ ions in the solution, also raising the 

pH of the solution (110). This hydrolyses the silica in the glass, making 

silanols (Si-OH), whilst the increase in pH results in the silica network being 

broken down (110,111). This leads to a silica rich gel forming on the surface 

of the material, on top of which a calcium and phosphate rich layer forms, 

which then crystallises into hydroxyapatite (110).  

 

Figure 5: Ternary phase diagram of the CaO-SiO2-NaO2 glass system 
with regions indicating compositions which showed bioactivity, 
and more specifically the ability of the material to bind to living 
tissue (A, S and E). Reproduced with permission (109). 

 

The formation of the hydroxyapatite layer is a key element of the bioactivity 

of bioactive glasses, and Hill and Brauer (2011) proposed it was associated 

with, and could be predicted using, the network connectivity of the bioactive 

glass (112). As said previously, the network connectivity describes how 

many other tetrahedra are connected to each silicon tetrahedra. For the 

purposes of bioactivity, if the connectivity is too high, the material is too 

robust and will not break down sufficiently to proceed through the stages 

towards HA formation. An NC in the range between 2 and 2.6 (average 

connections per tetrahedra) appears optimum (depending on the glass), 
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however there is a lower range because it is also possible for the material to 

be too disrupted (112–114). Once the network connectivity drops sufficiently, 

the network is so disrupted that the Si-O-Si bonds in the material can 

dissolve without the need for the hydrolysis step described previously, 

preventing the Si-OH gel from forming on the surface and thus inhibiting HA 

formation (112). The phosphorus content also plays an important role. 

Phosphorus is a network former, however in calcium silicate bioactive 

glasses the phosphorus manifests in the form of orthophosphate (PO4
3-), 

which is essentially a network modifier (112). The orthophosphate is 

essentially a second glass phase dispersed at the nano-scale throughout the 

material (112). For glass compositions with the same NC but different 

phosphorus content, the higher phosphorus content compositions showed 

greater bioactivity (112,113). This was not associated solely with increased 

dissolution of the material generally, but the increased phosphate ions 

released by the material were implicated in the improved bioactivity 

(112,115). 

A large range of bioactive glasses have been designed despite the 

limitations to glass composition described previously (section 1.2.3), with the 

greater understanding of the importance of the hydroxyapatite layer, and the 

method and factors involved in its formation having most likely contributed to 

this. However, despite there being a close relationship between bioactive 

glass bioactivity and network connectivity (and phosphorus content) and this 

often being associated with raised dissolution rates over glasses with high 

network connectivity (and low P content), a high dissolution rate will not 

necessarily result in HA formation as many of the atoms released by the 

materials aren’t utilised in those processes and those that are need to be 

exchanged with the surrounding fluid according to the Hench paradigm for 

HA formation described previously (110,112). 

1.2.5 Glass-ceramic theory 

Bioactive glasses have many useful properties; however partial 

crystallisation into glass ceramics has been explored as a means of 

improving the mechanical properties of bioactive glass. The most widely 
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used clinically is AWGC (which consists of approximately one third each 

MgO-CaO-SiO2-P2O5 glass, apatite and wollastonite crystals), however there 

are other examples, with glass-ceramics having been made of Bioglass 

45S5 (though initially presenting reduced bioactivity)(71), Ceravital® (apatite 

crystals in a Na2O–K2O–MgO–CaO–SiO2–P2O5 glass), Bioverit® (apatite and 

phlogopite crystals in a Na2O–MgO–CaO–Al2O3–SiO2–P2O5–F glass) and 

Biosilicate (23.75Na2O–23.75CaO–48.5SiO2–4P2O5) to name a few 

(93,111). 

To form a glass ceramic, the base glass is exposed to a heat treatment, 

designed to provide the glass network with the energy to reorganise itself (in 

a controlled manner) into the desired crystal structures. The result is 

essentially a glass interwoven with crystalline phases which can alter the 

solubility of the material, deflect cracks and make the material more resistant 

to bending and crushing. 

Bioactive glass is transformed into a glass-ceramic through a process of 

controlled crystallisation, which utilises a heating regime that leads to the 

nucleation  and growth of the crystal phases. These do not always happen at 

similar temperatures, potentially requiring a stepped heat treatment. 

However, for AW glass, Kokubo et al. (1986) found that a heat treatment of 

1050°C at 5°C/min was sufficient to induce the required crystal nucleation 

and growth (116). However with bulk AW material it was found that cracks 

formed upon heating, which was attributed to the wollastonite phase forming 

just below the surface and inducing a directional volume change leading to 

the material to cracking (116). However, they found grinding the glass into a 

fine powder with grains below 44µm size, forming this into a compact, then 

applying the heat treatment resulted in the formation of a robust glass-

ceramic, as instead of forming along the surface of each grain the 

wollastonite crystals nucleated throughout each grain evenly (116). More 

generally, this process of crushing the glass into powder and heating it to 

form a new glass/glass-ceramic/ceramic structure, is called sintering, and is 

a useful methods for producing tissue engineering scaffolds. 
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1.2.6 Glass-ceramic scaffolds 

A relatively simple way to form a scaffold of a desired shape is to form a 

compact in that shape composed of some binding material and the glass 

particles. This can then be heat treated causing the binder to burn off, whilst 

the glass particles sinter together to form the final structure. The heat 

treatment used to form the glass-ceramic also causes the glass particles to 

fuse, in a process called sintering. When the material is heated, the glass 

particles in contact with each other stick, then connect forming a neck, which 

progresses until the two glass particles are one particle (117). For compacts 

of glass powder, this results in particles sticking to each other and then 

fusing with the material densifying until it is a completely solid material with 

next to no pores between what used to be the glass particles. Furthermore, 

this process can occur at temperatures well below the glass melting 

temperature.  

The compact to be sintered can be made through various techniques, 

though perhaps the most simple is to just pour the glass powder into a 

mould without a binder, though this clearly limits the structures that can be 

made. Another technique is to mix the glass powder with a polymer (such as 

poly-vinyl alcohol), which than then be extruded into a mould to form a green 

body of a particular shape, or could be impregnated into a polymer foam in a 

method called foam replication (99,101). These glass powder-binder 

constructs are referred to as green bodies and during the heat-treatment (to 

sinter the glass and induce the transformation to glass-ceramic) the binding 

substance burns off whilst the glass particles fuse, producing the scaffold in 

the required format (99,101). Another method is a type of 3D printing, called 

selective laser sintering (SLS), where a laser is used to selectively adhere a 

bed of glass powder (mixed with an acrylic binder) according to some 

design, which is then stepped through layer by layer (with more glass 

powder being added at each step), eventually producing the final 3D design 

(118). This green body is then sintered to produce the final scaffold. 
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 Apatite-Wollastonite Glass-Ceramic as a scaffold 

material 

AWGC (35.4SiO2-7.1P2O5-0.4CaF2-7.1MgO- 49.9CaO) is a MgO–CaO–

SiO2–P2O5 glass in which forms two crystalline phases: a fibrous 

wollastonite phase, woven around apatite crystals (93). Due to the 

production method (glass formation, followed by crushing and sintering of 

these glass particles) the crystals are distributed evenly throughout the 

material, and this is considered to play an important role in the material’s 

impressive mechanical properties (which are even higher than sintered 

hydroxyapatite) as cracks are prevented from propagating through the glass 

as they are deflected by the apatite crystals (116,119). This leads to AWGC 

having bending strength and fracture toughness comparable to human bone 

and greatly improved compared with AW glass, AW glass treated to have an 

apatite phase or hydroxyapatite alone (see Figure 6) (93), 

AWGC also possesses higher  compressive strength than hydroxyapatite 

and human bone, higher Young’s modulus than Bioglass 45S5 and human 

bone (119) and higher hardness than Bioglass 45S5 and hydroxyapatite 

(see Table 1). Additionally, after 8 weeks implantation the failure load of 

AWGC was seen to exceed that of hydroxyapatite, Bioglass 45S5 and an 

alumina ceramic (120) 

 

Figure 6: A comparison of the bending strength and fracture 
toughness of AWGC (AW), its parent AW glass (G), AW glass 
treated to have apatite crystals (A), sintered hydroxyapatite (HAp) 
and human bone (93) (reproduced with permission).  
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Property AWGC Bioglass 45S5 HAp Bone 

Density (g/cm3) 3.07 2.66 3.16 1.6-2.1 

Flexural strength (MPa) 157-220 42 (tensile) 115-200 50-160 

Compressive Strength (MPa) 1060  500-1000 100-230 

Young’s modulus (GPa) 103-118 35 74-110 7-30 

Hardness (Vickers) 680 458 600  

Fracture toughness (MPa.m1/2) 2.0  1.0 2-6 

Table 1: A comparison of the mechanical properties of AWGC, 
Bioglass 45S5, hydroxyapatite (HAp) and cortical human bone 
(119,121).  

 

In addition to its preferable mechanical properties, the material has very high 

bioactivity, readily forming a surface hydroxyapatite layer in biological fluids 

and having been shown to bind firmly to bone in numerous in vivo 

experiments (93). Additionally, it has been shown to be able to be fashioned 

into porous scaffolds with macro and microporosity, either through foam 

replication or selective laser sintering, and to support MSC growth (103,104). 

Although it’s commercial production has now finished, between 1990 and 

2000, AWGC was used  successfully in 60,000 patients as a bone 

substitute, such as in artificial vertebrae and iliac crests (10). 

1.2.7 The addition of strontium to biomaterials 

Despite its favourable mechanical properties, clinical success and 

bioactivity, apatite wollastonite is not osteoinductive, and hence its use as a 

tissue engineering scaffold should be limited to smaller defect sizes. 

However, the addition of strontium to AWGC presents a potential solution to 

this problem as it is well known to induce osteogenic differentiation and is 

chemically similar to calcium allowing for relatively easy incorporation into 

the material. Before discussing the addition of Sr to AWGC further, it 

important to understand the effects that Sr has on bone cells. The methods 
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by which strontium influences cells have been studied for some time, though 

primarily in its ionic form as part of studies into the osteoporosis drug 

strontium Ranelate (122). 

 The effect of strontium on bone cells 

There is a wealth of information on how strontium influences bone cells, 

gathered as part of studies into the effects of strontium ranelate, an 

osteoporosis treatment. Given the very close similarities between strontium 

and calcium (5% larger ionic radius, divalent cation) it is perhaps 

unsurprising that the Calcium Sensor Receptor (CaSR) has been 

established as a method by which strontium affects MSCs, although it is not 

yet understood in what manner (or even if) this receptor can distinguish Ca 

from Sr, as it can also sense other divalent and trivalent cations (122). In 

Fromigue et al. (2009) studies on mouse calvarial osteoblasts showed that 

Sr was found to raise Akt and ERK activation, indicating the involvement of 

Sr in both the Akt pathway and elements of the mitogen activated protein 

kinase (MAPK) pathway (see Figure 7) (123). However, they also showed 

that Sr still induced proliferation in CaSR knockout mouse calvarial 

osteoblasts via Akt phosphorylation, suggesting that Sr could act on the 

osteoblasts in a CaSR independent manner, via Akt (123).  

Further work has confirmed the role of CaSR, as a study on MC3T3-E1 

osteoblastic cells found that a CaSR inhibitor strongly abrogated Sr-induced 

proliferation and matrix mineralisation (122), whilst Rybchyn et al. (2011) 

showed that a CaSR inhibitor reduced Sr-induced Akt phosphorylation (124). 

Rybchyn et al. (2011) also determined that the CaSR mediated strontium 

response was potentially routed via PI3K, as Wortmannin (a PI3K inhibitor) 

was seen to greatly lower the presence of Thr308 phosphorylated Akt (124). 

Interestingly, the strontium-induced phosphorylation of Akt at Ser473 was 

not abrogated by Wortmannin, potentially confirming the results of Fromigue 

et al. (2009) that Akt can be activated by Sr in a CaSR independent manner 

(123,124) (see Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: The osteogenic and proliferative signalling pathways in 
human MSC lineage cells affected by Sr. Studies have found Sr 
acts through the Wnt pathway mediated by the CaSR signalling 
response. MAPK/ERK mediated RTK signalling has also been 
implicated, potentially associated with the PI3K/Akt cascade 
associated with the CaSR signalling. Sr has also been found to 
activate p-NFATc1 signalling through a yet not understood means. 
These culminate in proliferative, survival and osteogenic gene 
expression. (122,124–128) 

 

Additionally, Rybchyn et al. (2011) also found that the application of an Akt 

inhibitor (AKT-XI) reduced the strontium induced amount of Ser9 

phosphorylated GSKβ3, an element of the Wnt pathway, and also both 

phosphorylated and nuclear translocated β-catenin (124)(see Figure 7). 

A study by Yang et al. (2011) complemented this work by showing that Sr 

raised the gene expression of osteogenic genes Col1a1, ALP and OPN, 
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whilst also increasing the expression of β-catenin in vitro and in vivo (129). 

The Wnt signalling pathway is known to be important in osteoblast 

differentiation and has been linked with the response of osteoblasts to 

calcium. The canonical Wnt signalling pathway begins with Wnt ligand 

interacting with its pair receptors, LRP5/6 and Frizzled. These then cause 

the breakup of the GSK3/Axin/APC destruction complex, which would 

otherwise facilitate the degradation of cytosolic β-catenin (130). The Wnt 

signalling then culminates in β-catenin translocation to the nucleus, which 

activates TCF/LEF leading to osteogenic gene expression. Further studies 

have indicated the importance of Wnt signalling in the Sr response of 

osteoblastic cells, as it has been shown that the Wnt inhibitors DKK1 and 

sFRP1 abrogate Sr induced osteogenic gene expression (125), whilst it has 

also been shown that Sr reduces sclerostin expression and production in 

human osteoblasts (124). These clearly show that strontium interacts with 

the Wnt pathway via at least two mechanisms, one of which is CaSR 

mediated.  

Other studies have implicated other pathways in the osteoblast Sr response 

(previously suggested in Fromigue et al. (2009) which found CaSR 

knockouts still responded to Sr). The calcium activated, calcineurin mediated 

NFATc1 pathway has been associated with strontium (122,123). Nuclear 

factors of activated T-cells c1 (NFATc1) are normally phosphorylated in the 

cytoplasm, however when calcineurin is activated by sufficient Ca2+, it 

dephosphorylates NFATc1, which then translocates to the nucleus raising 

osteogenic gene expression, and perhaps working more specifically through 

the transcription factor Maf (122). Fromigue et al. (2010) found that 

Strontium Ranelate induced NFATc1 translocation to the nucleus of MC3T3-

E1 osteoblastic cells and mouse calvarial osteoblasts, as did calcium (125). 

Interestingly, dexamethasone, a commonly used in vitro osteogenic steroid, 

did not induce NFATc1 nuclear translocation, and NFATc1 transcriptional 

activity, which were abrogated using calcineurin inhibitors (see Figure 7). 

Saidak et al. (2012) described how the Wnt response to strontium potentially 

occurs downstream of the NFATc1 response, due to NFATc1 induced 

Wnt5a production (122). 
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Strontium has also been implicated in receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) 

mediated signalling, such as FGF (122) (see Figure 7). As seen in Figure 7, 

this typically takes the form of a growth factor interacting with a receptor 

resulting in a signalling cascade of Ras to Raf and then through a series of 

mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPKs) and extracellular signal 

regulated kinases (ERKs) leading to altered gene expression. Caverzasio 

and Thouverey (2011) found that a selective FGF inhibitor abrogated the Sr-

induced raise in cell number and phosphorylation of PLCγ and ERK, both 

elements of the RTK mediated MAPK/ERK pathway (127). This confirmed 

the earlier work by Caverzasio (2008) that found that Sr phosphorylated 

ERK (126). Peng et al. (2009) further established that Ras siRNA abrogated 

the Sr induced ALP activity, OCN expression and ERK phosphorylation 

(128). This suggests that in some manner, the Sr mediated cell osteogenic 

gene expression is dependent on the ERK/MAPK signalling cascade. 

Interestingly, it was also found that the FGFR inhibitor lowered the Sr 

induced phosphorylation of Akt (suggesting that any effects on the Wnt 

pathway could be down stream of effects on the RTK pathways). It was also 

found that inhibition of FGFR and H-Ras (with siRNA) also abrogated the 

strontium induced activation of p38 MAPK (127,128), which has been found 

to play a role in Wnt3a signalling, and in the associated ERK mediated 

osteogenic differentiation of MSCs (131,132).  

In summary, Sr has been found to induce proliferation and osteogenic 

differentiation in MSCs and to support the osteogenic activity of osteoblasts, 

potentially acting though a number of mechanisms, but with RTK mediated 

MAPK signalling, Akt associated Wnt signalling and p38 signalling playing 

key roles. However, many aspects of this have not been fully elaborated. 

Although it has been shown strontium can induce Wnt signalling there are a 

number of questions remaining around how the CaSR can distinguish 

between Sr2+ and Ca2+, or the mechanism around how strontium induces 

MAPK/ERK signalling. Furthermore, there is a lack of research into the 

broader effects of strontium on human cells and tissues, with most studies 

concentrating on genes and pathways directly associated with MSC growth 

and osteogenic differentiation. However, some recent studies have begun to 

broaden the understanding of strontium’s effects. Hench (2009) conducted a 
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review of Bioglass 45S5 ion release studies and found, genes associated 

with cell cycle regulation, DNA synthesis and repair, apoptosis, growth 

factors cell surface antigens and receptors and signal transduction 

molecules were affected in osteoblasts and primary MSCs (78,80,133). 

Another study by Autefage et al. (2015) found strontium substituted Bioglass 

45S5 ion release upregulated the usual collection of osteogenic genes in 

human bone MSCs, but that the greatest change in gene expression was 

associated with sterol/steroid production, which was previously not 

associated with strontium (87). 

Strontium has been found to not only improve osteoblast bone production, it 

also inhibits the production and function of osteoclasts (122). Studies have 

shown that strontium (like calcium) acts to prevent osteoclast formation, 

seeming to inhibit RANKL induced osteoclast differentiation (134–136). 

Additionally strontium was found to reduce the demineralisation caused by 

the osteoclasts (134–136), and caused them to apoptose (135,137). Using 

siRNA, Caudrillier et al. (2010) found that Sr was acting through the CaSR, 

and that this worked to inhibit the RANKL induced translocation of NFκB to 

the nucleus, which would otherwise raise osteoclastogenic gene expression 

(134). CaSR was also found to be responsible for the Sr induced apoptosis 

of the osteoclasts, however, unlike Ca induced cell death in osteoclasts, this 

acted via PKCβII suggesting slightly different signalling pathways (137). 

Additionally, it was found that the combination of both Sr and Ca induced yet 

more apoptosis in the osteoclasts (137). NFκB was also seen to play an 

important role in the apoptosis of the osteoclasts, however in Hurtel-Lemaire 

et al. (2009) they found that Sr induced apoptosis of osteoclasts was 

abrogated using NFκB inhibitors (137).  

Usually, osteoclast activity is regulated by osteoblasts through the use of 

both RANKL, acting to increase osteoclast formation and activity, and OPG, 

which binds to RANKL and hence inhibits osteoclast formation and activity. 

In Peng et al (2011) and Atkins et al. (2009) they found that Sr raises the 

ratio of the expression and protein secretion of OPG to RANKL in 

osteoblastic cells (136,138). This means that Sr causes the osteoblasts to 

swing the balance of these two factors in favour of down-regulating 

osteoclast activity (136). 
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As mentioned previously, Sr was also found to inhibit the osteoclasts ability 

to break down minerals. In the body, the Sr-induced apoptosis and 

Osteoclastogenesis inhibition would both contribute to an effective reduction 

in the ability of osteoclasts to resorb bone mineral, however studies have 

shown that Sr also works to prevent osteoclasts from forming the sealing 

ring (potentially through disruption of the formation of the actin cytoskeleton 

in this area)(135).  

In summary, Sr works to change the normal balance of bone creation and 

resorption by altering the factors that osteoblasts release, resulting in less 

pro-osteoclastic RANKL and more OPG, which inhibits osteoclasts. This 

leads to less osteoclast formation, and osteoclast activity. However, Sr also 

works to interfere with the effects that RANKL has on osteoclasts and their 

precursors via CaSR and NFκB, and obfuscates the formation of the actin 

sealing ring making it more difficult for the osteoclast to begin the process of 

demineralisation.  

 The effects of strontium addition to AWGC 

AWGC is a very promising load bearing tissue engineering scaffold due to its 

favourable mechanical properties, however its inability to direct cell function 

(and in particular MSC osteogenic differentiation) limits its use in this arena. 

However, the osteoinductive effects of other bioactive glasses have been 

shown to be greatly influenced by the ions released by the material (72,79), 

therefore if the ions released by AWGC could be altered, this could result in 

the material becoming more osteoinductive. AWGC contains Ca2+, Si4+ and 

Mg2+, all of which are known to have osteogenic effects on cells, in addition 

to phosphorus which is essential for bone mineralisation (72,139). As they of 

similar size, and both divalent cations, some of the Ca in the material could 

be substituted for Sr to enhance the osteoinductivity of the material. In 

previous work from our laboratory, Sr was successfully incorporated into a 

mesoporous AWGC without adversely impairing its mechanical properties 

(102). Additionally, MSCs grown on the surface of the mesoporous strontium 

AWGC showed improved ALP activity and cell number compared with 

AWGC without strontium. However, the mechanisms behind this response 
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were not explored. This previous work found strontium was taken into the 

glass and wollastonite phases, and so it can be assumed that it would be 

released into the material’s surroundings as part of its normal degradation, 

where it would then come into contact with T-cells. This is important, as had 

the strontium been taken primarily into the apatite phase of the AWGC 

phase could have impaired its release as the apatite phase is relatively 

insoluble.  

1.3 Thesis aims and objectives 

Strontium is established as an osteoporosis drug in the form of strontium 

ranelate, and as an osteoinductive dopant for tissue engineering scaffolds. 

However, much of the work on the effects of strontium scaffolds on cells is 

narrow, focussing on confirming the already established osteogenic effects 

without further exploring the mechanisms behind these responses. Although 

it has been established in previous work that strontium can be substituted 

into mesoporous AWGC to produce a viable material, there is still much that 

remains unknown about this alteration of AWGC and the cause behind the 

cell response. 

Therefore, this thesis will study how the substitution of strontium into AWGC 

alters the MSC response to the material and the mechanisms by which this 

acts. The thesis hypothesis is that the substitution of strontium into Apatite-

Wollastonite Glass-Ceramic is beneficial to human MSCs, bone tissue 

engineering and acts primarily through the release of ions. 

In challenging this hypothesis, the first aim was to determine how the 

substitution of strontium into Apatite-Wollastonite Glass-Ceramic affected 

the material’s ability to break down and release ions. This is because the 

way in which the material breaks down is fundamental to the cell response, 

as it will significantly change the stimuli the cells experience. However, 

doping the material with strontium could alter the glass network structure 

potentially making the material too weak (or too strong) for tissue 

engineering purposes. To achieve this aim, the following objectives were set, 

and are covered in Chapter 2: 
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• Establish how Sr substitution into AW glass alters its short and 

medium range order 

• Establish whether Sr substitution into AWGC alters formation of glass 

ceramic discs 

The short range order will be determined using Neutron Diffraction as this 

technique has sufficient resolution to resolve the atomic separations and an 

empirical contrast mechanism which allows elements with similar atomic 

masses to be more easily distinguish. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and 

Raman spectroscopy will be used to determine the medium range order and 

will provide complimentary information necessary for completion of the 

analysis of the Neutron Diffraction data. This will focus on the AW glass as 

this is a model for the most reactive part of the glass ceramic, the 

amorphous phase, and the crystalline phases in the glass-ceramic would 

completely obscure the amorphous phase spectra. 

The ability of the material to form glass ceramic discs, and whether the Sr 

alters this, will be confirmed, and Scanning Electron Microscopy used to 

determine the material has sintered as seen in previous work (102). 

The second aim for the project would then be to determine the mesenchymal 

stem cell response to the SrAWGC, and whether this would change with Sr 

content. To meet this aim, the following objectives were set and are covered 

in Chapters 3 and 4: 

• Establish whether Sr substitution into AWGC changes the rate of ion 

release from the material 

• Determine MSC growth response to Sr, SrAW ions and SrAWGC  

• Determine Gene expression changes of MSCs induced by the 

material, and whether this is caused by dissolution products or the 

material itself 

• Determine what cellular mechanisms could be responsible for these 

effects 

Prior to establishing how the cells respond to the material, first the ions 

released by both the SrAW glass and the SrAWGC discs, and whether the 

substitution of Sr into the material alters them, will be measured using 

Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy. Studying the 
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MSC growth in response to SrAWGC and how this is altered by its strontium 

content, will use cell number and proliferation assays. The growth response 

of the MSCs to the ions released by the material (modelled using SrAW 

glass) will be studied to determine whether these dissolution products alone 

can produce the same effects as the material itself. Additionally, the 

response of MSCs to Sr ions will be determined using Strontium Chloride, to 

establish whether the strontium released by the material was capable of 

inducing any observed response. 

The global gene expression changes induced by the SrAWGC will be 

studied using RNA sequencing and will determine those changes caused by 

the Sr content, the material itself and its ionic dissolution products by cross 

comparing SrAWGC samples, and SrAW ionic dissolution products, with and 

without strontium. Finally, inhibitors will be used to interrogate pathways 

responsible for the MSC growth response to the material (modelled with 

SrAW dissolution ions) 
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Chapter 2 – The effect of strontium on the short and medium 

range order of SrAW and on SrAWGC disc formation 

2.1 Introduction 

As described previously, bioactive glasses in general are promising avenues 

of research in tissue engineering, because of their versatility, high 

biocompatibility and bioactivity (71,109,140–142). Apatite-Wollastonite 

glass-ceramic (AWGC) in particular it is of great interest because compared 

to other bioactive glass ceramics it is physically strong, can be fashioned 

into hard scaffolds and can bind to the surrounding bone with greater affinity 

than bone binds to itself (116,119,120). AWGC is bioactive, and so over time 

undergoes a chemical process where the material turns into hydroxyapatite, 

also enriching the fluid around the material with ions such as Si and Mg 

which are known to have positive effects on cell growth and development 

(72,77,143). Substituting some of the calcium for strontium within AWGC 

could improve the material as a tissue engineering scaffold as localised 

release of strontium around the tissue engineering construct could aid in 

bone tissue regeneration by improving cell growth, osteogenic differentiation 

and microbial resistance (11,72,77,86). 

This chapter will cover the manufacture of the SrAW glass, the precursor 

material to SrAWGC, and then it will move on to using neutron diffraction, 

MAS-NMR and Raman spectroscopy to study how short (and medium) 

range order of the SrAW glass with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 mol% 

Sr are affected by the increasing Sr content of the material. These 

percentages of Sr represent 0, 12.5, 25, 37.5, 50 and 75% substitution of Ca 

for Sr in the material and so will allow both minimal and near full Sr 

substitution to be studied. Finally, the SrAW glass will be heat treated to 

form the SrAWGC discs, with the heat treatment binding the glass powder 

and making it partially crystallise to ensure the material has the correct 

mechanical properties and bioactivity. 
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2.1.1 The short range order of glasses and ceramics 

A major component of the bioactivity of SrAWGC is the way in which the 

material breaks down and releases ions, to which cells sense and respond 

(79,114). Changing the strontium content of SrAWGC could alter the way in 

which the material breaks down and therefore could change the biological 

response of the human MSCs exposed to SrAWGC. Determining the short 

range order of the material and how this changed with strontium substitution 

would indicate  how the substitution of strontium for calcium could affect the 

way in which the material breaks down, and could help understand any 

differences in cell response with the strontium content of SrAWGC.  

The short range order describes the immediate environment of the atoms in 

a material, only out to about one or two atoms distance (107,144). Glasses 

and even liquids possess a short range order, as there is a predictable, 

repeated and measurable arrangement and interaction between each single 

atom in the substance and the atoms in its immediate vicinity. Crystals have 

a long range order, as the regular ordering of the atoms in the material 

extends far beyond one or two atoms to macroscopic scales, producing 

crystalline planes (107). However, for glass, there is no long range order as 

it is composed of a disordered network (section 1.2.3 in Chapter 1). 

Understanding the short range order is instrumental in designing bioactive 

glasses as the changes at this level can have significant effects on glass 

bioactivity and degradation time, potentially altering the rate or concentration 

of ions released and hence potentially how cells respond to the material 

(72,79,114,145). 

As atomic separations are only a couple of Angstroms (Å) in width they fall 

within the short range order regime, and as such there should be a relatively 

conserved distribution of these separations across a material. Therefore 

measuring the distances between atoms, and hence short range order, in 

the material is one way of determining whether the short range order of the 

SrAWGC would change with substitution of Ca for Sr. Neutrons are useful 

for probing these atomic separations. However, neutron diffraction cannot be 

used to study the atomic separations within the glass-ceramic itself as the 

contributions from the crystalline phases would completely obscure the 
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relatively weak contributions from the amorphous phase. This is concerning 

because the amorphous phase of bioactive glass-ceramics is considered to 

be the most bioactive component, due to its relatively high dissolution rate 

(72,146,147). It is not possible to extract the amorphous phase from the 

SrAWGC to study the short ranger order; however it can be modelled with 

the SrAW glass (the glass which is heat treated into SrAWGC). Therefore, 

the short range order of the SrAW glass with increasing strontium 

substitution will be studied in this section as a model for the SrAWGC. 

 Introduction to neutron diffraction 

Neutron diffraction measures the inter-atomic spacings by diffracting a 

stream of neutrons through these spacings, and subsequently measuring 

and analysing their angular distribution. This is possible because thermal 

neutrons have a de Broglie wavelength in the range of Angstroms (Å), which 

is similar to that of the interatomic spacings in glasses (148). The technique 

is functionally quite similar to X-ray diffraction; however there are several 

differences which are advantageous. X-rays are scattered by the electrons in 

atoms hence the scattering of X-rays (and the penetration depth of the x-

rays into a material) is related to the atomic number of that element. 

Elements with a high atomic number, and hence a high electron density, 

more strongly scatter X-rays and so produce a stronger diffraction signal. 

Neutrons interact primarily with nuclei, and the intensity of the diffracted 

neutrons is not related to the atomic number (it varies empirically). This 

allows neutron diffraction to more easily detect lighter elements, and in 

particular to resolve the atomic spacings between a heavier and a much 

lighter element (with X-rays the brighter heavier elements would obscure the 

lighter ones). Strontium is quite heavy in comparison to the other 

constituents of AW glass; hence this is a useful trait. Finally, neutrons are 

generally more weakly scattering than X-rays, and as such can penetrate far 

deeper into a sample. This means that a larger volume of sample can be 

probed, and that the resulting measurement will be an average across the 

whole sample, rather than just a surface measurement (148,149). The main 

disadvantage of neutron diffraction is the expense of the technique. Thermal 
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neutron sources are expensive and large; hence this inevitably leads to 

fewer experimental repeats as time on the instrument is limited. 

 Neutron diffraction theory 

The theory behind neutron scattering is well established, and so only the key 

points will be presented here, which will be useful in later analysis and 

discussion (148,149) 

During a neutron diffraction measurement the sample is placed into the path 

of a collimated beam of neutrons which then scatter off the atoms in the 

sample though an angle 2θ. This is represented by the vector Q., and these 

scattered neutrons then interfere with each other. The way in which these 

scattered neutrons interfere is dependent on their phase difference, which is 

related to the physical separation of the atoms from which they originally 

scattered. The resulting scattered neutron waves then produce diffraction 

fringes, with either constructive (with raised intensity) or destructive (lowered 

intensity, potentially reduced to zero) fringes appearing at particular 

scattering angles, or vectors Q, depending on how the atomic separation 

compared with the wavelength of the neutron. If a neutron of known 

wavelength is used, the atomic separation through which the neutrons 

scattered can be determined using the angle at which the scattered neutron 

was detected. Therefore, neutrons are scattered by the inter-atomic 

separations in the sample, producing a strong signal at particular angles 

(related to the separation) and these are detected by neutron detectors in an 

array around the sample. The total of all (coherently) neutrons scattered by 

the sample across the whole angular space is the coherent scattering 

intensity, i(Q), given by (150): 

Equation 1:    

𝒊(𝑸)   =   ∑ ∑ 𝒄𝒊𝒄𝒋𝒃𝒊𝒃𝒋

𝒋𝒊

[𝒑𝒊𝒋(𝑸)  −  𝟏] 

 
This equation describes how the scattering intensity is given by the sum over 

all pairs of atoms “i” and “j”, and these atoms have concentrations of ci and 

cj (within the material) and a coherent scattering lengths of bi and bj. This is 
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equation is in Q-space, or reciprocal space, and uses units of inverse 

distance (Å-1). The pair correlation function, pij(Q), relates to the relationship 

between the atomic pair scattering of the neutrons. It is described by the 

following (150): 

Equation 2:  

𝒑𝒊𝒋(𝑸)𝒊𝒋 =
𝑵𝒊𝒋𝒘𝒊𝒋

𝒄𝒋

𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝑸𝒓𝒊𝒋)

𝑸𝒓
𝒆𝒙𝒑 [

−𝑸𝟐𝝈𝒊𝒋
𝟐

𝟐
] 

 
Again this function is in reciprocal Q-space, where Nij, rij and σij represent 

the coordination number, atomic separation and disorder parameters 

respectively. The coordination number represents the number of other atoms 

connected to an atom in a material, the atomic separation is simply the 

distance between the two atoms in this pairing, and the disorder parameter 

is a measure of disorder in that separation (a higher disorder results in a 

broader distribution of atomic separations). The weighting factor wij is given 

by (150):  

Equation 3:    𝒘𝒊𝒋   =  𝟐𝒄𝒊𝒄𝒋𝒃𝒊𝒃𝒋    𝐢𝐟  𝒊  ≠  𝒋 

     𝒘𝒊𝒋   =   𝒄𝒊
𝟐𝒃𝒊

𝟐    𝐢𝐟  𝒊  =  𝒋  

 
This is because atomic pairs with low concentrations of either of the atoms in 

the pair, or where either of the atoms is weakly scattering, will scatter fewer 

neutrons and produce a lower scattering intensity. 

To get the final total correlation function (𝑇(𝑟)), describing the quantity of 

neutron scattering events at particular atomic separations, a Fourier 

transform is needed to move the data from reciprocal Q-space to real space. 

𝑇(𝑟), given by (150): 

Equation 4:     

𝑻(𝒓) = 𝑻𝟎 (𝒓) +
𝟐

𝝅
∫ 𝑸. 𝐢(𝑸)𝑴(𝑸)𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝑸𝒓)𝒅𝑸

∞

𝟎

 

 
where 𝑀(𝑄) is a Lorch window function, that corrects the result to 

accommodate the finite maximum experimentally attainable value of 𝑄. 𝑇0(𝑟) 

is the average density term for the material, given by:  
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Equation 5:   

𝑻𝟎(𝒓)   =  𝟒𝝅𝒓𝝆𝟎 (∑ 𝒄𝒊𝒃𝒊

𝒊

)

𝟐

  

 
where r is the distance from an arbitrary atom at the origin and 𝜌0 is the 

number density of atoms. In other words, the scattering intensity is 

determined by considering the number of neutrons scattered from every 

combination of pairs of atoms in the material (weighted based on how 

abundant they are, and how much they tend to scatter neutrons), per square 

angle around the sample. When this is then Fourier transformed it becomes 

the 𝑇(𝑟), which represents the number of neutrons scattered for each atomic 

separation. 

Ceramics and crystals, due to their highly organised nature, produce very 

sharp neutron diffractions peaks associated with the tightly ordered atomic 

separations found in atomic network within the crystals. In contrast, glasses 

produce broad and shallow peaks, as the disorganised nature of the glass 

network produces a relatively large distribution of atomic separations for 

each pairing, compared with crystals. In a glass-ceramic, this results in the 

peaks from the ceramic phases of the material masking the peaks from the 

glass phase. To get around this, the neutron diffraction can be performed on 

the SrAW glass (the material made during the glass making process which 

has not yet been heat treated to form the SrAWGC). The SrAW glass is 

essentially the same material which forms the glass phase of SrAWGC and 

understanding its short-range order would contribute greatly to 

understanding how SrAWGC responds to strontium substitution. This is 

because the glassy phase of bioactive glass-ceramics is considered to be 

the most bioactive component, due to its relatively high dissolution rate 

(72,146,147).  

 MAS-NMR 

Another technique useful in exploring the short-range order of SrAW glass, 

and also determining the medium range order (and how it changes with the 

substitution of calcium for strontium) is utilising magic angle spinning nuclear 

magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR). MAS-NMR utilises the concept that the 
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magnetic resonance of a nucleus is altered by its chemical environment, and 

so it can be used to identify different chemical structures inside glasses and 

ceramics (151). The sample is placed in a magnetic field then excited with 

radio-waves until its nuclei enter nuclear magnetic resonance. Sensitive 

radiofrequency receivers are then used to detect this resonance. This varies 

between elements, but importantly varies significantly when the same 

element is put in different intramolecular environments (chemical shift-

anisotropy), allowing the measurement of the NMR resonance frequency to 

be used to identify particular molecules, with the use of known standards. 

However, the peaks are usually very broad for solid samples, but spinning 

the sample at an angle of 54.74° (with respect to the magnetic field) causes 

the non-chemical-shift anisotropy to cancel out, leaving only the shift to the 

resonance frequency caused by the chemical environment (151,152). The 

technique is most easily performed on isotopes with spin ½ nuclei (such as 

29Si and 31P) as these have no quadrupolar component to their magnetic 

moment (153,154). Isotopes with nuclei with half-integer spin greater than ½ 

require more advanced analysis and more expensive techniques to get high 

resolution spectra (154). However, fortunately the main elements in AW 

glass have relatively abundant spin ½ isotopes and so can be studied 

without the need of these techniques. The most common isotope of 

phosphorus (31P) has spin ½, hence that will produce a strong signal. For 

silicon only the second most common isotope 29S has a spin ½ nucleus. 

However, this only makes up ~4.67% of silicon and so this will reduce the 

signal as only a fraction of the material is being probed.  

 Glass network connectivity 

As mentioned previously, glass is composed of a network, and for SrAW this 

network will primarily be composed of Si (a network former), O and P (which 

could potentially act as a network modifier, based on studies of Bioglass 

45S5 (150,155,156)). MAS-NMR can be used to determine the nature of the 

phosphorus-oxygen and silicon-oxygen environment within the SrAW glass, 

and thus determine whether and how strontium has influenced the glass 

network. Knowledge of the P and Si environments  can be used to determine 

the network connectivity (NC) of phospho-silicate bioactive glasses, such as 
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AWGC, which can then be used as a measure of bioactivity (112,114). The 

NC describes the number of network forming tetrahedra (such as silica, 

SiO4) each tetrahedra within the glass is connected to. Crystalline silica 

(such as quartz) has a network with a high NC, as each oxygen in the silica 

tetrahedra bridges to another silicon atom (bridging oxygens, OB), resulting 

in a highly interconnected, and durable, ceramic network. This can be seen 

in Figure 8e as the Q4 silica. Network modifiers (such as phosphate, PO4
3-, 

Mg, Ca and Sr) can be added to the glass precursor, so that when the glass 

is made this silica network is broken up, becoming disorganised and 

resulting in a less durable and more easily broken down glass (see Figure 9) 

(157). The presence of these network modifiers utilises oxygens that would 

otherwise have bridged to neighbouring silicon atoms (making them become 

non-bridging oxygens, ONB), changing the speciation of the silica 

tetrahedrons down from Q4 to Q3, or Q2 (see Figure 8) and resulting in the 

silicon and oxygen forming branching chains throughout the glass structure 

(Figure 9) (157,158).  

Exactly which speciations form in the final glass depends on the 

stoichiometry of the precursor and the nature of the phosphate ions in the 

network. The lower the Qn of the phosphate, the more Si-O-Si bonds it will 

disrupt and hence will push the Qn of the silicate lower, lowering the NC and 

disrupting the Si network (150,157,159,160). This notation can also be used 

to describe other glass network formers, such as phosphorus (156). 

However, if the Qn drops to Q0, then the tetrahedra no longer connect to any 

other and are isolated from the network, instead functioning as a kind of 

network modifier. 
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Figure 8: Schematics describing Q-speciation, where Qn describes the 
number of non-binding oxygens in the tetrahedron. a-e) describe 
the different Qn speciations of SiO4, f) describes the form of 
orthophosphate (Q0 PO4

3-). Adapted from Martin et al (2012) (157) 

 

 

Figure 9: A two-dimensional schematic of a theoretical glass network. 
The white circles represent network formers (such as Si), which 
form the backbone of the glass. The grey circles the network 
modifiers, breaking up the network. Q2 and Q3 speciations of silica 
tetrahedra are indicated.   
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The Q0 form of phosphate (PO4
3-), orthophosphate, can be seen in Figure 8f. 

Si and P MAS-NMR measurements can then be used to determine which 

form (or speciation) of the silica and phosphorus tetrahedra are present, 

allowing more detail on the short range and medium range order of the 

material to be determined. 

 Bond coordination number 

When discussing the short-range order within the glass network, an 

essential concept is the coordination number of the bond. This describes the 

abundance of the bond, and hence will contribute to the intensity of that 

atomic separation in the neutron diffraction. Silicon to oxygen bonds (Si-O) 

make up a large part of the network of phospho-silicate bioactive glasses 

(150,160). As described previously the silicon and oxygen form tetrahedra 

which connect in different manners depending on the Qn. These different Qn 

speciations have different O-Si-O bond coordination numbers, because in 

each of these environments each oxygen atom is able to interact with 

different numbers of other oxygen atoms via a silicon atom. This relates to 

the number of OB and ONB, as the OB, by definition, bridge two different 

silicon atoms and so are able to interact with more oxygen atoms via a 

silicon atom. In Figure 8 it can be seen that the ONB can only interact with 

three other oxygen atoms via a silicon atom, whilst the OB is able to interact 

with six. However, when calculating the coordination number for a unit cell 

(i.e. around one Si), the contributions from these OB must be halved, as the 

OB is shared between two unit cells. The final coordination number of the O-

Si-O bond is then determined by making a weighted average across the OB 

and ONB in the Qn unit cell. This leads to: 

Equation 6: 

𝑵𝑸 =
𝟑. 𝒏𝑶𝑵𝑩

+
𝟔. 𝒏𝑶𝑩

𝟐

𝒏𝑶𝑵𝑩
+

𝒏𝑶𝑩

𝟐

 

 
Where for tetrahedra (such silicon and phosphorus with oxygen) 𝑛𝑂𝐵

= 𝑄𝑛 

and 𝑛𝑂𝑁𝐵
= 4 − 𝑛𝑂𝐵. This can be applied to phosphorus as well, and leads to 
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Q0 having an O-P-O (or O-Si-O) coordination number N = 3, whilst Q2 has N 

= 4 and Q3 has N = 4.8 (150). 

2.1.2 Raman spectroscopy for studying changes to medium 

range order of SrAW with increasing Sr content 

In addition to neutron diffraction and MAS-NMR, Raman spectroscopy can 

be used to provide further information on the short and medium range order 

of the SrAW glasses. Raman spectroscopy uses visible light to measure the 

vibrational states within a material, and these can be characteristic of certain 

speciations of Si, or other chemical arrangements.  

The theory and practice of Raman spectroscopy are well established, hence 

only the key points will be covered here (for more information see (161)). 

The technique is based on subjecting the sample to visible light from a high 

powered laser. This induces a Raman transition causing the sample’s 

molecules to move into a vibrational state. When they relax from the virtual 

state down into the vibrational state, a photon is released, which is then 

detected. The difference in the energy of this photon and the initial energy 

level provide the characteristic energy level of the vibrational state. When 

the measurement is taking place, the laser scans through a segment of the 

visible spectrum, and hence will excite a sequence of different vibrational 

states, which can then be measured to form a spectrum. The resulting 

spectra then describe the counts at particular wavelength differences, which 

can be interpreted as the counts of particular vibrational states and hence 

particular atomic arrangements or chemical bonds. These vibrational states 

typically belong to either symmetric or asymmetric stretching, rocking or 

bending modes, and are well studied over a variety of glasses and ceramics 

(162,163), with the main modes found for silicon or phosphorus to oxygen 

bonds described in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Schematic of the main Raman modes found in silicon and 
phosphorus to oxygen bonds. The grey circles are O, whilst the 
white circles indicate P or Si. The arrows indicate the direction of 
movement for that vibrational mode. Adapted from (162). 

 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Glass manufacture 

The Strontium Apatite Wollastonite (SrAW) glass compositions used in this 

work are based on the same basic recipe as first reported by Kokubo in 

1991 (9) and more recently used by Lee et al. (2015) (118), however they 

have been altered following work in the David Wood Laboratory(102), to 

have a gradual substitution of calcium for strontium in the material. The 

molar contents of the different compositions of SrAW with increasing 

strontium content are described by:  

Equation 7:  (SiO2)35.4, (MgO)7.1, (CaF)0.4, (P2O5)7.1, (CaO)49.9, (SrO)x-49.9 ,  

where x = 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol%  

 

The values for this can be seen in Table 2, along with the molecular weight 

of each composition. 
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During the production process CaO and SrO were not used as they are not 

stable in air, spontaneously taking on CO2 to form CaCO3 and SrCO3. 

CaCO3 and SrCO3 are stable at room temperature (defined as 20°C) in air 

(undergoing no further spontaneous reactions) and can there before used 

instead of CaO and SrO in glass precursor The additional CO2 contained in 

the carbonates is released at temperatures above 825°C as the carbonates 

thermally decompose. Furthermore, as both CaO and CaCO3 (and SrO and 

SrCO3) both contain only one calcium atom, the molar ratios are unaffected, 

although as CaCO3 has a higher molecular weight this would affect the 

actual mass of precursors used. 

The mass of each reagent used in the precursors of the different 

compositions is calculated using the molar ratios in Table 2, along with the 

molecular weights of each composition. The specific products used, and the 

molecular weights of those substances can be found in Table 3. 

 

Molar percentage of each precursor (Mol%)  Molecular weight 

(g/Mol) SrO SiO2 MgO CaF P2O5 CaO 

0 35.4 4.6 0.4 7.1 49.9 62.6 

6.2 35.4 4.6 0.4 7.1 43.7 65.5 

12.5 35.4 4.6 0.4 7.1 37.4 68.5 

18.7 35.4 4.6 0.4 7.1 31.2 71.5 

24.9 35.4 4.6 0.4 7.1 25.0 74.4 

37.4 35.4 4.6 0.4 7.1 12.5 80.3 

Table 2: Molar ratios of SrO, SiO2, MgO, CaF, P2O5 and CaO in the six 
different compositions of SrAWGC, and the molecular weights of 
the final compositions. 
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Reagent Supplier and Product Wmol (g/Mol) 

SiO2 Tilcon Sands 60.08 

MgO Sigma 40.30 

CaF2 GPR, 275944X 78.07 

P2O5 Fisher, P/2960/50 141.94 

SrCO3 Fisher, >98% purity 147.63 

CaCO3 Fisher, 99+% purity 100.09 

Table 3: The reagents used in making the SrAWGC precursors and 
their molecular weights (Wmol). 

 

To make a batch of 400g of SrAW glass, the mass of each reagent required 

can be determined by working backwards. First, the moles of each reagent 

required are determined, such that the total of all of the reagents used is 

400g. This is given by: 

Equation 8: 

𝑾𝒕 =  ∑ 𝑾𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒕

𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒕

=  ∑ 𝑾𝒎𝒐𝒍. 𝑵𝒎𝒐𝒍 

𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒕

= 𝟒𝟎𝟎𝐠 

 
The number of moles for each reagent, Nmol, is then related back to the 

formula for the molar ratios of the SrAW glass (Equation 7), using the total 

number of moles required (𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
): 

Equation 9:   

𝑴𝒐𝒍%𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒕 =
𝑵𝒎𝒐𝒍

𝑵𝒎𝒐𝒍𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍

=  
𝑵𝒎𝒐𝒍

∑ (𝑵𝒎𝒐𝒍)𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒕
 

 
It is more straightforward to do this calculation for SrO and CaO, and then 

use the ratio of Wmol between SrCO3/SrO and CaCO3/CaO to adjust the 

expected weight of reagent from that of the oxide to the carbonate. Hence: 
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Equation 10: 

𝑾𝑪𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟑
= 𝑾𝑪𝒂𝑶.

𝑾𝒎𝒐𝒍𝑪𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟑

𝑾𝒎𝒐𝒍𝑪𝒂𝑶

 

 

𝑾𝑺𝒓𝑪𝑶𝟑
= 𝑾𝑺𝒓𝑶.

𝑾𝒎𝒐𝒍𝑺𝒓𝑪𝑶𝟑

𝑾𝒎𝒐𝒍𝑺𝒓𝑶

 

 
The molecular weight (Wmol) of SrO and CaO are 103.62 g/mol and 56.08 

respectively. The mass of each reagent used in a 400g batch was then 

calculated and is displayed in Table 4. Note that the total is higher than 400g 

as it includes the CO2 from the carbonates which is released during the 

glass making process. 

 

 Weight of reagent (g) for 400g of glass  Total 
Weight 
(g) 

Composition 
(Mol% Sr) SiO2 MgO CaF2 CaCO3 SrCO3 P2O5 

0 136.37 18.30 2.00 319.31 0.00 64.43 540.40 

6.2 
130.23 17.47 1.91 267.05 55.89 61.53 534.09 

12.5 
124.54 16.71 1.82 218.56 107.75 58.84 528.23 

18.7 
119.40 16.02 1.75 174.81 154.54 56.42 522.94 

24.9 
114.67 15.38 1.68 134.52 197.63 54.18 518.07 

37.4 
106.19 14.25 1.55 62.29 274.88 50.17 509.33 

Table 4: The weights of each reagent needed to make 400g of 
composition of SrAW glass, with increasing strontium content. 
The total weight of the precursor mixture for each composition is 
also provided. 
  

The reagents were weighed to the nearest 0.1g using a Sartorius Roughing 

Balance (PT3100) into a mixing bottle. Prior to mixing the SrCO3 and 

CaCO3, they were calcined (i.e., held at 200°C for at least 3 hours) to 

remove moisture, and the P2O5 was added last to the precursors and the 

mixing container sealed directly after addition to minimise water content in 

precursor. The precursor had to be as dry as possible as the P2O5 rapidly 

heats up in contact with any moisture. This was made in 400g batches, and 
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then mixed in a sealed bottle with a clean and dry agitation bar for one hour 

using a bottle roller.  

2.2.2 SrAW glass for general use 

The glass for use in every experiment in this work, except the neutron 

diffraction experiment, was made in bulk using alumina crucibles. This 

allowed the glass to be made in larger quantities approaching a commercial 

scale. 

After mixing, the precursor for each composition was packed into separate 

slip-cast alumina crucibles (thick-walled speckle-finished CL70 from Almath), 

approximately 180g per crucible, utilising a plastic bar to compress the 

powder and ensure it was fully compacted (as air in trapped in the precursor 

would cause an explosion when heated later). The packed crucible was then 

placed into a larger Mullite crucible (Magma ceramics), already one quarter 

full with alumina powder (see Figure 11). The larger crucible’s purpose was 

to catch any molten glass should the inner crucible fail during the glass 

making process. Two mullite crucibles were placed into the furnaces at the 

same time to allow more material to be made at once. Two furnaces were 

used in the procedure, allowing a cooler furnace to raise the temperature 

initially from room temperature to an intermediate temperature, followed by 

transfer to a second furnace, which due to its design could not be generally 

lowered below 800°C without damage to the furnace interior. The two mullite 

crucibles containing the packed glass precursor were initially heated at 

10°C/min from 0 to 500°C (Elite BCF13/12 furnace, Eurotherm 2416 

controller), then held for 30 minutes to ensure the crucibles and their 

contents were fully heated. The mullite crucibles were then transferred to a 

second furnace, pre-heated to 1450°C (Pyrotherm furnace, Eurotherm 2416 

controller), and then held at this temperature for 2 hours. During this time the 

glass precursor would react and melt to form the SrAW glass, and the 

carbon dioxide could be released from the carbonates.  
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Figure 11: A section of the crucible set-up for glass production. The 
glass powder is packed within an alumina crucible, resting on a 
bed of alumina powder, within a mullite crucible. 

 

The crucibles were then extracted from the Pyrotherm furnace and placed 

on a sand surface, after which the inner crucible was removed and poured 

into a quenching tank filled with tap water at 4°C. The molten glass hitting 

the water rapidly cooled to form glass frits which collected at the bottom of 

the tank. The quenching tank was then drained using a bespoke pump 

(Clarke CPE 110) and sieve mechanism (using Fisher Scientific 

BSI410/1986 certified sieves, 90µm) and the glass frit placed in a drying 

cabinet overnight. 

2.2.3 SrAW glass for neutron diffraction 

The glass for use in neutron diffraction was made using platinum crucibles, 

following the procedure in Martin et al. (2012) (150), to avoid ion leeching 

from the crucible into the glass melt which occurs when using alumina 

crucibles (102,164,165). However, the platinum crucible production method 

had a low yield and was relatively expensive preventing its more extensive 
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use throughout the other experiments in this project. As a slightly different 

method was utilised to produce the glass for neutron diffraction than that 

used in section 2.2.2 (for the other experiments) it was possible this would 

induce slight differences into the glass. However, the expense and difficulty 

of securing time on the neutron diffraction instrument justified changing the 

process to reduce the impurities in the glass. After mixing, the precursor 

mixes for each composition (described in section 2.2.1) were packed into 

platinum crucibles, which were then then heated to 1450°C  in an electric 

furnace (EHF 17/3, Lenton, Hope Valley, UK) and held at this temperature 

for two hours. The molten glass was then poured into pre-heated graphite 

moulds (350°C) and annealed at this temperature overnight before being 

allowed to cool slowly to room temperature.  

2.2.4 Grinding and sieving of the glass frit to acquire glass 

particles of known size range 

The glass frit samples for each composition were ground using a Gyromill 

Puck Mill, where 20g of the glass was distributed evenly around the puck. 

The ground SrAW glass powder was then sieved in an Octagon Digital 

(Endacotts) Sieve Stack (using Fisher Scientific BSI410/1986 certified 

sieves, 2mm, 1mm, 125µm, 90µm, 45µm) set at amplitude 9 for 30 minutes 

on intermittent mode. The sieve stack was then separated into the different 

size fractions of ground SrAW glass (<45µm, 45-90µm, 90-125µm, 125µm-

1mm, 1-2mm and >2mm), labelled and bagged. 

For the purposes of the neutron diffraction, the glass samples were crushed 

using a percussion mill, then ground into a course powder using pestle and 

mortar. 

2.2.5 Solid state MAS-NMR on SrAW glass 

31P and 29Si MAS-NMR were used to provide more information about the 

nature of the Si and P components of the SrAW glass compositions, and 

whether they changed with strontium substitution. This was only performed 

on the SrAW glass (and not the SrAWGC) as this would give insight into the 

amorphous phase of the SrAWGC, which was predicted to be the 
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component most associated with the cell response. 31P and 29Si were 

chosen as they are predicted to be major components of the SrAW glass 

network and they are also the most abundant spin ½ nuclei in the glass. This 

is important because MAS-NMR cannot be performed on isotopes with 

integer spin and isotopes with nuclei with half-integer spin greater than ½ 

require more advanced analysis and more expensive techniques to get high 

resolution spectra (153,154)(154). 

One-dimensional 31P and 29Si MAS NMR were performed on the six different 

compositions of crushed SrAW glass (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% 

Sr) made for the neutron diffraction experiments. Measurement were taken 

from a single batch of glass for each composition (the same used for the 

neutron diffraction), with 40, 32, 44, 16, 28 and 28 technical repetitions for 0, 

6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr, respectively. This was done by the 

Durham University NMR service, using 250mg of sample and using the 

parameters and reference samples shown in Table 5. The resulting spectral 

peaks were fit using IGOR Pro. The fittings utilised a single peak for the 31P 

MAS NMR and a two peak fit for the 29Si MAS NMR (changed to three peak 

fit for the 37.4 Mol% SrAW as this produced a superior fit and more closely 

aligned with the data). 

 

  Sr Mol% 
(x=...)  

Field 
(T)  

Frequency 
(MHz)  

MAS 
(kHz)  

Probe  Reference  

31P  0, 6.2, 12.5, 
18.7, 37.4  

9.4 79.44 6.8 VNMRS  Phosphorus, 85%  
H3PO4 

31P  24.9 9.4 79.43 6.4 VNMRS  Phosphorus, 85%  
H3PO4 

29Si  0, 6.2, 12.5, 
18.7 24.9, 
37.4  

9.4 161.87 6.8 VNMRS  Silicon, 
tetramethylsilane  

Table 5: Experimental parameters for the one-dimensional solid state 
NMR experiments 
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2.2.6 Determining the how the short-range order of the SrAW 

glass changes with strontium substitution for calcium 

Neutron diffraction was performed on the different SrAW glass compositions 

to determine whether the substitution of strontium into the material had 

significant effects on the short-range order of the AW glass produced in 

Section 2.2.3. Neutron diffraction detects the short-range order by 

bombarding the samples with neutrons of a known energy. The way in which 

the neutrons are scattered by the atoms in the material can then be 

analysed to determine the distances between the atoms in the sample. This 

was only performed on the SrAW glass because the crystalline phases in the 

SrAWGC would completely obscure the relatively weak contributions from 

the amorphous phase. This was concerning because the amorphous phase 

of bioactive glass-ceramics is considered to be the most bioactive 

component, due to its relatively high dissolution rate (72,146,147). It is not 

possible to extract the amorphous phase from the SrAWGC to study the 

short ranger order; however it can be modelled with the SrAW glass (the 

glass which is heat treated into SrAWGC). Therefore, the short-range order 

of the SrAW glass with increasing strontium substitution will be studied in 

this section as a model for the SrAWGC. 

 

 Determining the change in SrAW glass density with 

strontium content using helium pycnometry 

For certain sections of the neutron diffraction analysis, it was important to 

know the density of the material. The macroscopic densities of the six 

different glass samples (with increasing strontium content) were determined 

using helium pycnometry using a Quantachrome micro-pycnometer, utilising 

the manufacturer’s instructions. The pycnometer was calibrated using steel 

spheres using the manufacturer’s instructions. First a small quantity of the 

glass was weighed to get the sample mass, Ms, and then this was placed in 

the pycnometer chamber. The chambers were initially purged with helium 

gas then zeroed. Helium was then introduced to the sample chamber up to 

17 psi. Once this was stabilised, the pressure was recorded as P1. A valve 
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was then opened to allow the helium gas to expand into the empty reference 

chamber after which the pressure was allowed to stabilise again. This was 

then recorded as P2. This was repeated until the P1/P2 ratio ceased 

fluctuating. The volume could then be calculated using the following 

equation, 

Equation 11: 

𝑽𝒔 = 𝑽𝒄 +
𝑽𝒓

𝟏 −
𝑷𝟏

𝑷𝟐

 

 
Where Vs is the volume of the sample, Vc is the volume of the sample 

chamber and Vr is the volume of the reference chamber (166). The density 

of the sample was then determined by dividing the measured mass of the 

sample, Ms, with the measured volume, Vs. All measurements were taken 

from samples from a single batch of each of the glass compositions (the 

same used for the neutron diffraction experiment). A Dunn-Holland-Wolfe 

test was used to compare the data, as the conditions had different numbers 

of repeats (5 repeats for 0 and 6.2 Mol% Sr, 4 for 12.5, 18.7 and 24.9 Mol% 

Sr and 6 repeats for 37.4 Mol%) 

 

 Acquiring, cleaning and processing the Neutron 

Diffraction data 

Neutron diffraction was performed on the different glass compositions to 

determine whether the substitution of strontium into the material had 

significant effects on the short-range order of the AW glass produced in 

Section 2.2.3. Neutron diffraction detects the short-range order by 

bombarding the samples with neutrons of a known energy. The way in which 

the neutrons are scattered by the atoms in the material can then be 

analysed to determine the distances between the atoms in the sample. 

The coarsely ground glass powder for each composition was loaded into 

cylindrical vanadium cans (as described in Figure 12) of 8.3 mm internal 

diameter and 0.025 mm wall thickness, with the height of the glass in each 

can being measured for use in determining the packing density of the 
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material in the cans. Cans were prepared for each of the six compositions of 

SrAW with increasing strontium content, then one further empty can. The 

filled vanadium cans were placed into an automated sample changer, along 

with the empty vanadium can, a vanadium rod of 8mm diameter, and one 

further chamber being left empty.  

 

Figure 12: Schematic of the vanadium cans used to hold the SrAW 
glass powder. The threaded end (left) screwed into the sample 
changer of General Materials Diffractometer (GEM). The top and 
bottom lids were held in place with pins. 

 

The empty can, the vanadium rod and the empty chamber were necessary 

for later corrections. The sample changer was in turn placed into the neutron 

diffraction instrument, the General Materials Diffractometer (GEM, ISIS, 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,(167)). 

The neutron diffraction measurements were taken over 48 hours, with each 

sample being measured three times in technical repeats. Each composition 

of SrAW glass had a single sample measured. The raw data from GEM (the 

differential cross section, DCS) contained numerous terms which needed 

removing to leave behind only the signal from the samples, i(Q). Gudrun 

(GudrunGUI_2)(167) was used for this purpose, to clean the data by 

normalising, adjusting the baseline and removing the background scattering 

terms. Gudrun also corrected for absorption, inelastic and multiple scattering 

effects (167). As part of its processing, Gudrun calculates the theoretical 

packing density of the different glass compositions within the vanadium can, 
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however an adjustment factor was used so that the DCS (the quantity 

measured by GEM) from the measurements was 100% of the expected 

(theoretical) DCS. This adjustment factor altered the theoretical density of 

the samples to account for the suboptimal packing of the sample in the cans, 

as there will be air gaps and space between the glass particles. The density 

adjustment was compared with the density calculated from the mass and 

quantity of glass in the can (previously measured using a plunger when 

filling the can), and any adjustments were kept within 7% of the measured 

value. Xsect (168) was then used to the determine the sample cross-

sections from the abundance of each element in the samples (see Table 6). 

“Open GENIE V2.3” (169) was then used to calculate the self-scattering 

terms for each sample using the output from Gudrun and the sample cross-

sections from Xsect.  

 

 Mol% Sr 0 6.2 12.5 18.7 24.9 37.4 

El
e

m
en

ta
l a

b
u

n
d

an
ce

 (
%

) 

Si 13.06 13.06 13.06 13.06 13.06 13.06 

P 5.24 5.24 5.24 5.24 5.24 5.24 

Ca 18.55 16.27 13.94 11.66 9.37 4.76 

Mg 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 

O 60.24 60.24 60.24 60.24 60.24 60.24 

F 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

Sr 0 2.29 4.61 6.90 9.18 13.80 

Table 6: The elemental abundances of Si, P, Ca, Mg, O, F and Sr within 
the six different compositions of SrAW glass. 

 

The data from different detector banks in GEM needed to be combined so 

that the neutron diffraction data from across the whole sphere around the 

sample could be considered together, rather than in discrete angular slices.  

The GEM2O_v3 Matlab software (170) was then used to combine the data 

from the different detection banks into one total signal for each composition. 

This process involved sequentially adding the contributions from each 

detector bank, adjusting the “self-factor” such that the signal oscillated 

around the self-scattering level (computed using Open GENIE). The signal 
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from each bank was truncated outside of its optimal angular range, and this 

was adjusted to minimise the noise in the final merged signal. Bank 0 was 

excluded as this tended to both increase the noise in the signal and cause 

the low Q region to drop un-physically.  

The merged neutron diffraction signal was in reciprocal space units (𝑖(𝑄), in 

units of atoms barn-1 steradian-1), however interpreting this was not intuitive. 

The Fourier transform described in Equation 4 was used to move the 

neutron diffraction data from reciprocal space, 𝑖(𝑄), into real space, 𝑇(𝑟) 

(counts per Å-2), which is then more intuitive to interpret. This was done in 

Matlab, using programs written by Alex Hannon for the Rutherford 

Laboratory and the GEM instrument (170). This Fourier transform requires 

an estimate of the number density and theoretical cross-sections of the 

elements in the material, and this was calculated by Xsect (168).  

To determine how the substitution of strontium into the SrAW glass altered 

the short range order, the real-space neutron diffraction signals 𝑇(𝑟) were fit 

using NXFit in Matlab (171). NXFit parametrises the 𝑇(𝑟) signal by fitting the 

expected atomic separations to the data, based on the atomic content of the 

sample and using estimations of the coordination numbers and disorder 

terms (see Equation 4). Fitting the whole 𝑇(𝑟) was a complex process, as 

multiple atomic separations were predicted to be present (Si-O, P-O, O-Si-O, 

O-P-O, Mg-O, Ca-O and Sr-O) based on the elements in the material and in 

consultation with the literature (150,159,160,172). Additionally, due to 

limitations in NXFit, the O-P-O and O-Si-O peaks had to be combined 

together and fit as one O…O peak, which could then be split based on the 

proportion of the Si and P in the material. Hence, a methodical approach 

was used to break the neutron diffraction signal up and determine as much 

information about each component of the signal, allowing better initial 

predictions of the parameters in the final fit and the number of free 

parameters to be reduced. The steps were: 

1. The Si-O/P-O peak was fit in isolation 

2. Estimation of O…O bond separation though MAS-NMR, Si-O and P-

O allowing the prediction of the O-Si-O and O-P-O separations. 
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3. An isomorphic substitution approach was used to determine the Sr-O 

and Ca-O correlations. 

4. With the Si-O, P-O, O-Si-O, O-P-O, Sr-O and Ca-O peak parameters 

determined separately, this information was fed into the final fit of the 

𝑇(𝑟), allowing the Mg-O to be determined. 

 O…O bond estimation for Silicon and Phosphorus 

The 𝑇(𝑟) for each composition of SrAW glass contains overlapping 

contributions from all of the different elements within the material, making 

analysis of the neutron diffraction data, and determination of the effects of Sr 

substitution on the material’s short range order, incredibly challenging. To 

make the fitting of the final 𝑇(𝑟) more manageable, some of the contributions 

can be determined using other techniques, such as the O…O separations. 

The neutrons diffract between not only the Si-O and P-O separations, but 

also between O-Si-O and O-P-O (referred to as the O…O separations) 

found in the glass SiO4 and PO3
4- tetrahedra (150). The lengths of the O-Si-

O and O-P-O bonds (𝑟𝑂−𝑥−𝑂, where x = Si or P) can be mathematically 

determined using geometry, resulting in the following relationship (150): 

Equation 12:  

𝒓𝑶−𝒙−𝑶 = 𝒓𝒙−𝑶. √
𝟖

𝟑
 

 
where 𝑟𝑥−𝑂 is the length of the Si-O or P-O bonds. These bonds can then be 

combined to form an average of the two types of O…O bond, where each 

bond is weighted on the relative abundance of the two elements in the glass 

compositions (see Table 6). This gives the average O…O bond length as: 

Equation 13:  

𝒓𝑶…𝑶 =
𝒄𝑺𝒊

𝒄𝑺𝒊 + 𝒄𝑷
𝒓𝑺𝒊−𝑶 +

𝒄𝑷

𝒄𝑺𝒊 + 𝒄𝑷
𝒓𝑷−𝑶 

 
where 𝑐𝑆𝑖 and 𝑐𝑃 describe the concentration (or abundance) of Si and P in 

the SrAW glass compositions (constant between all samples).  
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The coordination number, related to the quantity of this bond type (see 

Equation 2), of the O…O peak, 𝑁𝑂…𝑂, and can be determined using the Qn 

(Q0, Q2 and Q3 have coordination 3, 4 and 4.8, respectively, described 

previously in Section 2.1.1.5) and then taking a weighted average of the 

𝑁𝑂−𝑆𝑖−𝑂 and the 𝑁𝑂−𝑃−𝑂, as in Equation 13, but for “N” rather than “r”. Hence, 

the O…O distances and coordination numbers would be known and could 

be used to simplify the fitting of the 𝑇(𝑟) for each glass composition. 

 Isomorphic substitution of Sr for Ca to simplify the 

neutron diffraction signals 

As described previously, the 𝑇(𝑟) neutron diffraction signal for each 

composition of SrAW glass will be composed of the overlapping peaks of 

many different atomic separations, and hence establishing precise values for 

the atomic separations could be difficult without first de-convoluting the 𝑇(𝑟). 

Isomorphic substitution is an approach which can be used to extract just part 

of this signal, simplifying what needs to be deconvoluted, and then reducing 

what is unknown about the whole 𝑇(𝑟) for each composition 

(150,159,160,173). This is a well-established technique for analysing 

neutron diffraction data, having been used by Martin et al. (2012) to 

deconvolute the neutron diffraction signal for Bioglass 45S5 where Ca was 

substituted with Sr (150),  and also for numerous other glass systems and 

substitutions, such lanthanum for cerium, dysprosium for holmium and nickel 

for cobalt (160,173–176). As strontium is slightly larger than calcium when 

they are substituted one for the other the section of the neutron diffraction 

signal containing Sr and Ca components will alter, due to the Sr-O and Ca-O 

distances being slightly different. Assuming the short range order of the 

other elements in the material aren’t significantly affected by this small 

alteration, the neutron diffraction signal for a glass without strontium could 

then be subtracted from that of one with strontium, eliminating all non-Sr and 

non-Ca components. The 𝑖(𝑄) structure factors for each composition of 

SrAW were subtracted from one another where the scattering lengths were 

𝑏𝑥=37.4   >   𝑏𝑥=24.9   >   𝑏𝑥=18.7   >   𝑏𝑥=12.5   >   𝑏𝑥=6.2   >   𝑏𝑥=0 (where 𝑥 is the 

Mol% Sr in the SrAW glass). This gave difference functions of the form: 
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Equation 14:  𝚫𝒊(𝑸) 
𝒙−𝒚 = 𝒊(𝑸) 

𝒙 − 𝒊(𝑸) 
𝒚  

 

where “x” and “y” represented the different compositions of SrAW glass 

(37.4, 24.9, 18.7, 12.5, 6.2 or 0 Mol% Sr) and the scattering lengths 

corresponded to the definition above. The assumption of isomorphism is 

valid over the short and medium range order in SrAW as it should be 

dominated by the Si-O and P-O tetrahedra which are not expected to be 

altered by the substitution of Ca for Sr (150,160). However, in the more 

extended range order (beyond 3Å) the assumption of isomorphism breaks 

down as this range would include the interaction between Si or P and Sr or 

Ca, in the form of Si-O-Ca or P-O-Sr bonds, which could be affected by the 

size difference between the Ca and Sr ions (150). 

Again, to make the data more intuitive, the Q-space difference functions, 

𝛥𝑖(𝑄), were then Fourier transformed into real space difference functions, 

𝛥𝑇(𝑟) using Equation 4 in Matlab (170) as described Section 2.1.1.1, and 

the higher frequency counts (Q > 0.2 Å-1) were set to zero to reduce noise as 

described in Section 2.2.6.1. The 𝛥𝑇(𝑟) were then fit using NXFit (171) in 

Matlab, utilising two Sr-O and Ca-O peaks (as in Martin (2012) (150)), as 

initial attempts to fit with only one Sr-O and Ca-O peak gave fits that did not 

adequately represent the data. This was established through visual 

comparison of the 𝛥𝑇(𝑟) with the fit, and the fitting parameter, R2, indicating 

lowering towards one with the additional peaks, indicating an improved fit. 

The region beyond 3Å was ignored for the purposes of the fitting as the 

assumption of isomorphism breaks down as discussed previously. The 

parameters of the Ca-O and Sr-O separations could then be used in the fit of 

the whole 𝑇(𝑟) for each composition. 

2.2.7 Raman spectroscopy for studying the medium range order 

of SrAW with increasing Sr content 

Raman spectroscopy was used to further explore the short and medium 

range order of the SrAW glass, to provide complementary data to that 

collected in the neutron diffraction and NMR experiments. This is because 

the Raman spectral peaks could be used to determine the speciation of the 
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Si and P tetrahedral present in the SrAW glass, and whether these changed 

with the substitution of Sr into the material.  

Powdered samples of each of the six glass compositions were placed on 

silica slides. A HORIBA XploRA instrument with 532 nm laser wavelength 

and 100×/0.75 NA objective in confocal mode was used for Raman 

spectroscopy and 15 spectra were obtained for each of the glass 

compositions. Spectra were obtained using the HORIBA LabSpec software 

set at 15 second laser exposure and resulting in ~7 mW power at the sample 

with each measurement averaged over 6 spectral acquisitions (technical 

repeats). Acquired spectra were background corrected with a 4th degree 

polynomial using RamanToolSet (177), before being analysed using IGOR 

Pro. A series of averages of 2 spectra, 3 spectra, etc. up to all 15 being 

averages was made, randomly for each of the glass compositions. These 

averages were then fit over the 772-1240cm-2 region, utilising four peaks at: 

864, 950, 960, 1039cm-2 , assigned to Q0 Si-O-Si asymmetric stretch, Q0 

PO-1 ν1, Q2 Si-O-Si asymmetric stretch and a high wavenumber band (HWB) 

region (consisting of Q1, Q2 and Q3 Si contributions), respectively (85,178–

183). The position of the 1039cm-2 peak was fixed  to reduce the variation in 

the fittings of the other peaks and to allow for the fitting to complete, as 

otherwise this relatively broad and poorly defined shoulder peak caused the 

fittings to fail. An uncertainty in the fitting parameters was estimated by fitting 

the averages of 15 spectra plus or minus the standard error of the average. 

This gave an upper and lower estimate of the fitting parameters. 

Due to the way in which the Raman spectra are produced the ordinate axis 

in Raman spectra is described in “arbitrary units” and so this must be 

considered during analyses. This is because although this is related to the 

intensity of photons scattered by the material, the value can change 

depending on the intensity of the laser and the angle of the sample to the 

incoming laser (183). When using a powdered sample (where the laser will 

be interacting with a number of arbitrarily oriented samples) this will result in 

arbitrary intensities.  
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2.2.8 SrAWGC disc production 

The SrAW glass powder must be heat treated for it to fuse and partially 

crystallise into SrAWGC, where it forms a single body with vastly improved 

mechanical properties (102,119). The SrAWGC discs were produced using a 

polymer slurry method developed in the David Wood Laboratory for AWGC, 

described in Serna (2016) (103), whilst the heating regime also utilised work 

from the David Wood Laboratory, described in Vickers (2013) (102). First 

“green bodies” (constructs of the right form but not heat treated) were 

produced, by mixing the glass powder with PVA in water to form a “glass 

slurry” and then applying a known quantity of this to moulds. The molar 

ratios of the slurry can be seen in Table 7. Once dry, the green bodies were 

then heat treated in a furnace to produce the finished SrAWGC discs. The 

polymer for making the slurry was composed of 5.34% (w/w) of poly-vinyl-

acetate (PVA) diluted with water (this can be determined from Table 7) and 

was made in 500ml batches.  

 
water PVA glass 

weight % 54.3 2.9 42.8 

mol % 81.5017 0.0004 18.4979 

Table 7: Weight and molar percentage ratios of the components of the 
glass-PVA slurry used in the creation of the 0 mol% SrAWGC 
discs 

 

First, 500ml of ultrapure water was placed in a glass beaker. The ultrapure 

water was produced by a Purite Ondeo IS machine with resistivity between 

17.6 and 18.2 MΩ. The beaker was then covered with foil and heated using 

a magnetically stirred heating plate to 91°C. 26.7g of high molecular weight 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Mowiol® 56-98, Mw~195000, Aldrich) was weighed 

out on a Sartorious Roughing Balance (to the nearest 0.1g) then gradually 

added to the stirring water over the course of an hour. The PVA could not be 

added all at once as it would clump and fail to dissolve fully.  

The green bodies were made in batches, using 5g of 0 Mol% SrAW glass 

powder, however to ensure there was a fixed molar ratio of the different 
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glass compositions the mass of the strontium SrAW glass compositions had 

to be adjusted to account for their higher molecular weights, due to Sr being 

more massive than Ca. The altered molecular weights of each composition 

(see Table 2) were used to calculate new weight percentages using the 

molar percentages in Table 7. These could then be re-normalised into new 

weight percentages for each composition of SrAW, seen in Table 8. 

 

Mol% 

Sr 

weight % 

water PVA Glass 

0 54.3 2.9 42.8 

6.2 53.2 2.8 43.9 

12.5 52.2 2.8 45.0 

18.7 51.2 2.7 46.1 

24.9 50.2 2.7 47.1 

37.4 48.4 2.6 49.0 

Table 8: Adjusted weight percentage ratios for the components of the 
glass-PVA slurry used in the creation of the six compositions of 
discs within increasing Sr content. 

 

 

The appropriate amount of PVA-water solution was measured out using a 

weighing scale (due to the viscosity) into a separate beaker and placed on a 

magnetic stirrer. Whilst continually stirring, the appropriate amount of <45μm 

glass powder (according to Table 8) was added gradually to ensure 

thorough mixing. This was repeated for each glass composition. These were 

mixed for 1 hour to fully homogenise the PVA-glass slurry. 

Once homogenised the glass slurry was dispensed with a pipette onto multi-

well plate lids (clear 96 and 24 well plates, Corning). These had been 

greased with paraffin wax to prevent adhesion of the slurry to the well plate 

lid. Discs were made of varying sizes with corresponding volumes of slurry 
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per well, however all retained the same ratio of “area of well” to “volume of 

slurry” based on 96-well plate (0.32cm2 area) using 83μl of slurry. For 

example, 48 well-plates with an area of 1cm2 used 166μl per well. The slurry 

was then left to dry in the well-plate lid “moulds” for 24 hours. 

Once dried, the disc green bodies were carefully detached from the greased 

well-plate lids. These were then distributed onto plates of carbon free 

investment material (which acted as a support) which were then placed into 

the furnace. The discs were placed round side down on the investment 

material, to ensure as much of the disc was exposed to the air inside the 

furnace as possible. The furnace was then set to undergo a heat treatment 

in three stages:  

1. Room temperature up to 1050°C at 10°C/min 

2. Hold at 1050°C for 2 hours 

3. Cool at 10°C/min. 

The initial step facilitated the burnout of the polymer binder. The second 

stage sintered and partially crystallised the SrAW into SrAWGC. Once cool 

the discs were then ready to be used in further experiments. The discs were 

autoclaved prior to use in any biological experiments. 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to take pictures of the disc 

surface to determine whether there were any obvious morphological 

changes resulting from the substitution of strontium into the SrAW. The 

samples were then mounted onto aluminium SEM stubs with adhesive pads 

and silver dag (a viscous conductive silver paint from Agar Scientific, see 

(184) page 43) was applied to ensure conduction between the surface of the 

discs and the stub. These were then sputter coated with approximately 

20nm thick layer of Au (gold) using an Agar Auto Sputter Coater to form a 

conducting layer across the sample. Images were taken of the centre of 

three discs for each compositions, for two 2 different batches, using an 

accelerating voltage of 20V and probe current of 60µA in a Hitachi S3400N 

variable pressure SEM. Secondary electron mode was used as it provides 

increased edge detection, which would be useful for analysing the disc 

surface morphology. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Glass manufacture 

Initially, the SrAW glass was produced in six different compositions with 

increasing strontium content, from 0 to 37.4 Mol%. This was made using two 

different methods, with a more general bulk method used for the majority of 

the work in this thesis, and a method specifically for the neutron diffraction 

experiment, which utilised platinum crucibles to avoid ions leaching from the 

crucibles into the glass. 

The glass produced by the more general bulk melt-quench method (see 

section 2.2.1) came out as a glassy frit without apparent phase separation. 

The dry frit for every composition of SrAW glass was successfully ground 

using the puck mill. The 15 minute grinding regime resulted in 50% (w/w) of 

the SrAW glass being ground to <45 µm diameter. This was determined 

using a sieve stack.  

The glass production for the neutron diffraction (utilising platinum crucibles) 

yielded glass beads that were transparent for all compositions described. 

These glass beads could be readily crushed with a percussion mill and 

ground with a pestle and mortar into a fine powder for use in the neutron 

diffraction experiment. 

2.3.2 Solid state MAS-NMR on SrAW glass 

31P and 29S MAS-NMR was performed on the SrAW glass compositions to 

determine whether the substitution of strontium into the material altered the 

P and Si environments within the glass. The 31P and 29S MAS-NMR spectra 

can be seen in Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively, whilst the chemical 

shifts for each composition can be seen in Table 9. For all of the glass 

compositions the 31P spectra appeared very similar, displaying a single main 

peak at ~2.5ppm, assigned to orthophosphate (PO4
3-, Q0 ) 

(150,157,159,160,185,186), however the peak was seen to move with 

strontium content of the SrAW glass, starting at 2.26ppm for 0 Mol% Sr and 

rising monotonically to 2.79ppm for 37.4 Mol% Sr (see Figure 13). The 
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addition of a second smaller peak (at ~-5ppm) improved the fits to the 31P 

MAS-NMR spectra for every composition, due to the slight asymmetry in the 

lower part of the peak, potentially suggesting a small amount of a second 

species. The identity of this species is potentially Q1 phosphate, however it 

could also be another peak of Q0 phosphate as it remains in the region in 

which this species has been measured (187,188) However, these secondary 

peaks accounted for only ~2% of the total area and the spectra lacked 

noticeable sidebands and hence did not suggest the presence of other forms 

of phosphate within the material. 

 
 

Nucleus 29Si 31P 

Glass 

(mol% 

SrO) 

Environment 

(area %) 

δiso 

(ppm) 

Width 
Environment 

(area %) 

δiso 

(ppm) 

Width 
δiso 

(ppm) 

Width 

(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 

0 Q2/72 -80.4 12.4 Q3/28 -88.11 17.44 2.26 7.05 

6.2 Q2/72 -80.94 12.34 Q3/28 -88.41 16.96 2.36 7.07 

12.5 Q2/76 -80.84 12.2 Q3/24 -88.39 16.28 2.43 7.01 

18.7 Q2/78 -80.92 12.33 Q3/22 -88.6 15.04 2.49 6.92 

24.9 Q2/69 -81.17 11.8 Q3/31 -88.29 16.41 2.69 6.93 

37.4 Q2/89 -80.01 12.64 Q3/11 -88.84 17.17 2.79 6.71 

Table 9: Solid state 29Si and 31P MAS-NMR parametrisation for each of 
the compositions of SrAW glass (with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 
37.4 Mol% Sr). The position and width of the two main silicon 
peaks and the main phosphorus peak are displayed. The area 
percentage and SiO4 speciation of each main peak is also shown 
for the silicon. Measurements were taken of a single batch of each 
composition. 
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Figure 13: Solid state 31P MAS-NMR for the SrAW glass compositions, 
with x=0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr. The traces are: red, 
the original data; blue, the main peak fit; green, the ancillary peak 
fit; black, the total fit. Measurements were taken of a single batch 
of each composition. 

 

The 29Si MAS-NMR signals displayed a broad asymmetric peak for all of the 

SrAW glass compositions at ~ -82 ppm, with only the 37.4 Mol% Sr 

compositions having an additional side peak (see Figure 14).  
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Figure 14: Solid state 29Si MAS-NMR for the SrAW compositions, with 
x=0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr. The data is shown in 
black, with the deconvolutions shown in blue (SiO4 Q2) and green 
(SiO4 Q3). The 37.4 Mol% showed an additional peak which is in 
purple. The final fit to the data is in red. Measurements were taken 
of a single batch of each composition. 

 

To accommodate the asymmetry of the peaks, two peaks were used for the 

fittings with one at ~ -81ppm and another at ~ -88ppm, which were 

associated with the Q2 and Q3 Si tetrahedra, respectively (see Table 

9)(150,186,189,190). The ~88ppm (SiO4 Q3) peak was seen to be between 
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11 and 28% of total area of the two peaks across the glass compositions, 

with the percentage decreasing with strontium content, excepting the 24.9 

Mol% Sr composition which showed an increase to 31% Q3.  These peaks 

were relatively unchanged between the different compositions, with the 

exception of the 37.4 Mol% Sr composition, which required a third peak to 

accommodate the more pronounced shoulder peak of the NMR signal. This 

additional 37.4 Mol% Sr peak was at -105.03ppm (width of 9.87ppm), was 

5.5% of the area of the ~81ppm Q2 peak and was associated with Q4 SiO4 

(190–192). 

2.3.3 Density of the SrAW glass compositions with increasing Sr 

content 

The density of the different glass compositions was measured to determine 

whether the substitution of strontium into the SrAW altered its density. 

Determining how the density changed with strontium content was important 

for establishing the way in which the different compositions can be used to 

make scaffolds (such as discs) and was also a critical factor when filtering, 

analysing and interpreting the neutron diffraction data. The density was 

measured using a helium pycnometer, which measures the volume of a 

sample, from which the density can be calculated using the sample weight.  

The density of the SrAW glass compositions were found to increase linearly 

and monotonically with strontium content (Figure 15). A Dunn-Holland-Wolfe 

test was used to compare the data, as the conditions had different numbers 

of repeats (5 for 0 and 6.2 Mol% Sr, 4 for 12.5, 18.7 and 24.9 Mol% Sr and 6 

for 37.4 Mol%), finding that 24.9 and 37.4 were significantly increased above 

the 0 Mol% composition (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 15: The density of the different SrAW compositions against their 
Mol% Sr content. The * indicate a significant difference (p<0.05) 
from the 0 Mol% Sr composition (n=4 to 6 technical repeats). 
Measurements were taken of a single batch of each composition. 

 

2.3.4 Neutron diffraction of SrAW glass to determine the effect of 

Sr content on short range order 

 Neutron diffraction data acquisition and cleaning 

Neutron diffraction was performed on the different glass compositions to 

determine whether the substitution of strontium into the SrAW glass had 

significant effects on its short-range order. The glass powder for each SrAW 

composition produced in Section 2.3.1 was loaded into vanadium cans and 

then placed into the GEM detector. The neutron diffraction measurements 

were successfully taken (the DCS) for all samples, and GUDRUN was 

successfully used to the clean the data (see section 2.2.6.1). The scattering 

weighting factors for the total correctional functions, T(r), were calculated 

(using Xsect, Equation 3) which can be seen in Table 10. 
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 Neutron weighting factors (mbarns)  
 𝒙=𝟎𝒊(𝑸)  𝒙=𝟔.𝟐𝒊(𝑸)  𝒙=𝟏𝟐.𝟓𝒊(𝑸)  𝒙=𝟏𝟖.𝟕𝒊(𝑸)  𝒙=𝟐𝟒.𝟗𝒊(𝑸)  𝒙=𝟑𝟕.𝟒𝒊(𝑸) 

𝒑𝑺𝒊−𝑺𝒊(𝑸) 22.53 22.53 22.53 22.53 22.53 22.53 

𝒑𝑷−𝑷(𝑸) 13.78 13.78 13.78 13.78 13.78 13.78 

𝒑𝑪𝒂−𝑪𝒂(𝑸) 42.04 36.86 31.59 26.41 21.23 10.78 

𝒑𝑴𝒈−𝑴𝒈(𝑸) 7.57 7.57 7.57 7.57 7.57 7.57 

𝒑𝑶−𝑶(𝑸) 202.84 202.84 202.84 202.84 202.84 202.84 

𝒑𝑭−𝑭(𝑸) 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 

𝒑𝑺𝒓−𝑺𝒓(𝑸) N/A 11.27 22.72 33.99 45.26 67.99 

𝒑𝑺𝒊−𝑷(𝑸) 55.64 55.64 55.64 55.64 55.64 55.64 

𝒑𝑺𝒊−𝑪𝒂(𝑸) 51.63 51.63 51.63 51.63 51.63 51.63 

𝒑𝑺𝒊−𝑴𝒈(𝑸) 58.30 58.30 58.30 58.30 58.30 58.30 

𝒑𝑺𝒊−𝑶(𝑸) 62.94 62.94 62.94 62.94 62.94 62.94 

𝒑𝑺𝒊−𝑭(𝑸) 61.33 61.33 61.33 61.33 61.33 61.33 

𝒑𝑺𝒊−𝑺𝒓(𝑸) N/A 76.15 76.15 76.15 76.15 76.15 

𝒑𝑷−𝑪𝒂(𝑸) 25.58 25.58 25.58 25.58 25.58 25.58 

𝒑𝑷−𝑴𝒈(𝑸) 28.89 28.89 28.89 28.89 28.89 28.89 

𝒑𝑷−𝑶(𝑸) 31.19 31.19 31.19 31.19 31.19 31.19 

𝒑𝑷−𝑭(𝑸) 30.39 30.39 30.39 30.39 30.39 30.39 

𝒑𝑷−𝑺𝒓(𝑸) N/A 37.73 37.73 37.73 37.73 37.73 

𝒑𝑪𝒂−𝑴𝒈(𝑸) 94.94 83.24 71.35 59.64 47.94 24.35 

𝒑𝑪𝒂−𝑶(𝑸) 102.50 89.87 77.03 64.39 51.76 26.29 

𝒑𝑪𝒂−𝑭(𝑸) 99.87 87.56 75.05 62.74 50.43 25.61 

𝒑𝑪𝒂−𝑺𝒓(𝑸) N/A 108.71 93.18 77.90 62.61 31.80 

𝒑𝑴𝒈−𝑶(𝑸) 16.34 16.34 16.34 16.34 16.34 16.34 

𝒑𝑴𝒈−𝑭(𝑸) 15.92 15.92 15.92 15.92 15.92 15.92 

𝒑𝑴𝒈−𝑺𝒓(𝑸) N/A 19.76 19.76 19.76 19.76 19.76 

𝒑𝑶−𝑭(𝑸) 395.27 395.27 395.27 395.27 395.27 395.27 

𝒑𝑶−𝑺𝒓(𝑸) N/A 490.77 490.77 490.77 490.77 490.77 

𝒑𝑭−𝑺𝒓(𝑸) N/A 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 

Table 10: Weight factors (𝒘𝒊𝒋) for each atomic combination calculated 

for the 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% strontium SrAW 
composition. These are for the pair correlation functions, 𝒑𝒊𝒋(𝑸), 

and were determined by Xsect.  

 

The neutron diffraction signal for each sample is detected by a several 

detectors in GEM. To form the total correlation function for each 

composition, 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥 , the signals from the individual banks were combined 

(see section 2.2.6.1), with the overlaid signals from each detector bank 

provided in Appendix A (Figure 88 and Figure 89).  

Once combined, this produced the neutron diffraction coherent scattering 

intensity function, 𝑖(𝑄) 
𝑥  for each composition of SrAW, and these can be 
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seen in Figure 16. There are clear differences between the signals with the 

Sr content of the SrAW glass for Q < 14Å-1 however the meaning of changes 

are difficult to interpret due to being in reciprocal units.  

Putting the reciprocal space neutron diffraction signal, 𝑖(𝑄) 
𝑥 , through the 

Fourier transform described in section 2.2.6 converts the signals into real 

space units ( 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥 ) which are then more intuitive to interpret. This Fourier 

transform requires an estimate of the number density and theoretical cross-

sections of the elements in the material, and this was calculated by Xsect.  

 

Figure 16: The final reciprocal space neutron diffraction signal 
(coherent scattering intensity), 𝒊(𝑸), for SrAW glass with 0, 6.2, 
12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr. Measurement was taken of three 
technical repeats of a single batch of each composition. 

 

Prior to running the Fourier transform to produce 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥 , the signal was set to 

zero below 0.2Å-1, as the lower frequency counts were seen to rise 

unphysically in the 𝑖(𝑄) below 0.2Å (see Appendix A, Figure 88 and Figure 

89), which was an artefact of the detector. 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥  was back-Fourier 

transformed to give 𝑖(𝑄)𝑙𝑜𝑤 and it was observed that 𝑖(𝑄)𝑙𝑜𝑤 was similar to 

𝑖(𝑄). This indicates that removing the <0.2Å-1 component did not 

significantly distort the resulting 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥  (Figure 17 and Figure 18).  
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Figure 17: The coherent scattering intensity, 𝒊(𝑸), for SrAW glass with 
0, 6.2, 12.5 Mol% Sr before (black) and after (red) removal of the 
non-physical low frequency region (<0.2Å-1)(and subsequent 
Fourier transform to 𝑻(𝒓) and back Fourier transform to 𝒊(𝑸)𝒍𝒐𝒘). 
Measurement was taken of three technical repeats of a single 
batch of each composition. 
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Figure 18: The coherent scattering intensity, 𝒊(𝑸), for SrAW glass with 
18.7, 24.9, 37.4 Mol% Sr before (black) and after (red) removal of 
the non-physical low frequency region (<0.2Å-1)(and subsequent 
Fourier transform to 𝑻(𝒓) and back Fourier transform to 𝒊(𝑸)𝒍𝒐𝒘). 
Measurement was taken of three technical repeats of a single 
batch of each composition. 
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The total correlation function (real space diffraction pattern), 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥 , for each 

composition can be seen in Figure 19. The 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥  was seen to be composed 

of three main features for all Sr compositions of SrAW: a peak at ~1.6 Å, a 

smaller peak at ~1.9 Å and a large feature at 2.6 Å. The region beyond 3 Å 

was deemed to be a superposition of numerous extended range atomic 

separations and moves beyond the short-range order. The peak at 1.6Å was 

determined to be composed of the Si-O and P-O correlations based on 

previous studies (150,159,160,167,193,194), and was relatively unchanged 

between the different compositions of SrAW glass. The second smaller peak 

at 1.9 Å, assigned to Mg-O (172,195,196), was seen to fluctuate slightly but 

did not have a clear correlation between its changes and strontium content. 

The third feature was seen to clearly change gradually with strontium 

content, with a shoulder peak at ~2.2 Å becoming less prominent as the 

strontium content of the SrAW rose. This third feature was predicted to be 

composed of a superposition of the longer range O-Si-O and O-P-O 

separations (O…O), in addition to the Ca-O and Sr-O separations 

(150,159,160,167,193,194,196,197). Due to the number of peaks convoluted 

together, determining how these contributions resulted in the observed 

changes in the 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥  with strontium content of the SrAW glass would require 

further analysis. 
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Figure 19: The real space 𝑻(𝒓) neutron diffraction traces (total 
correlation functions) for the six different SrAW glass 
compositions with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr. 
Measurement was taken of three technical repeats of a single 
batch of each composition. 

 

 Isomorphic substitution of neutron diffraction signals to 

parametrise Strontium and Calcium components 

Determining whether the Sr content of SrAW glass affects the short-range 

order requires the 1.6, 1.9 and 2.6Å features of the 𝑇(𝑟) to be deconvoluted 

for each glass composition. The strontium and calcium components of the 

𝑇(𝑟) can be studied in isolation by utilising isomorphic substitution (see 

section 2.2.6.4). By mathematically subtracting the signals from one another, 

the components associated with Sr and Ca (such as Ca-O and Sr-O) will be 

left, whilst the components which are unchanged between the compositions 

(Si, Mg, P), will cancel out. The largest resulting reciprocal-space isomorphic 

substitution difference functions, Δ𝑖(𝑄), between the glass compositions are 

seen in Figure 20. Smaller differences were not used as they were 

comparatively weak and hence difficult to fit reliably.  
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Figure 20: The reciprocal (Q) space difference functions 𝚫𝒊(𝑸) for the 
SrAW glass compositions which had the largest residual signal 

( 𝚫𝒊(𝑸) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟏𝟐 , 𝚫𝒊(𝑸) 

𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝒊(𝑸) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟎 , 𝚫𝒊(𝑸) 

𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝒊(𝑸) 
𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟎 , 

𝚫𝒊(𝑸) 
𝒙𝟏𝟖−𝒙𝟎 ) These are offset, and displayed only shown up to 30Å-

1 for clarity. Measurement was taken of three technical repeats of a 
single batch of each composition. 

 

The corresponding real space difference functions, 𝛥𝑇(𝑟), can be seen in 

Figure 21. The signals have been normalised base on the size of the 

residual signal, which is the same as the difference in molar Sr content in the 

compositions. This means Δ𝑖(𝑄) 
𝑥37−𝑥0  was divided by 37.4, and Δ𝑖(𝑄) 

𝑥24−𝑥6  

was divided by 18.7. When comparing the 𝑇(𝑟) for the different SrAW 

compositions (Figure 19) and the 𝛥𝑇(𝑟), it is clear that the features at 1.6 Å 

(Si-O/P-O) and 1.9 Å (Mg-O) have cancelled out in all of the difference 

functions.  There were two prominent peaks remaining in each of the 

difference functions: a negative amplitude peak at ~2.25 Å and positive 

amplitude peak ~2.7 Å, both relatively conserved between the difference 

functions. The difference functions represent the difference in the spectra 

from substituting in x-y mol% of strontium, for example the Δ𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥37−𝑥0  

represented the difference induced with 37.4 mol% Sr substituted into the 
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material, whilst Δ𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥24−𝑥6  represented the difference induced substituting 

18.7 Mol% of Sr.  

 

 

Figure 21: The real-space difference functions 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) for the SrAW 
glass compositions which had the largest residual signal 

( 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟏𝟐 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟎 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟎 , 

𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟏𝟖−𝒙𝟎 ). These have been overlaid and scaled by the size of 
the difference for comparison. Measurement was taken of three 
technical repeats of a single batch of each composition. 

 

These are seen to overlay in Figure 21 when scaled by the size of the 

difference, meaning that across the combinations tested, the change in 

spectra per Mol% Sr substituted for Ca is independent of the Sr content of 

the material. 

As the difference functions were made by subtracting the compositions with 

less Sr from those with more Sr, the positive amplitude peak will contain the 

Sr-O correlations, whilst the negative amplitude peak will contain the Ca-O 

correlations. The features beyond 3 Å cannot be accurately modelled as 

they fall outside the realm in which isomorphism can be assumed. 
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NXFit was used to deconvolute the peaks of the Δ𝑇(𝑟) and describe the Sr-

O and Ca-O separations (seen in Figure 22 and Figure 23), with the values 

for the all of the fits found in Table 11, and the averages across all of the fits 

found in Table 12. Only Ca-O and Sr-O correlations were fit, as although this 

region should also contain Ca-F and Sr-F the quantity of fluorine in SrAW is 

very small. This would make the Ca-F and Sr-F difficult to reliably fit as the 

signals for these peaks would be two hundred times smaller than those of 

the Ca-O and Sr-O; due to how much more oxygen there is in the material 

than fluorine. Additionally, the longer range contributions, such as O-Ca-O or 

Ca-O-Ca need not be considered as they would be outside the 2-3 Å region 

being fitted (150). The asymmetric shapes of the Sr (positive) and Ca 

(negative) peaks suggested two peaks would be required for a good fit. The 

structural parameters of the fits varied between the Δ𝑇(𝑟), due to the 

number of peaks competing during the fitting in NXFit, was within the 

uncertainty of the technique. The nature of the fit required the 2nd Ca-O and 

Sr-O peaks to be fit such that they overlapped, essentially cancelling each 

other out in the total fit, resulting in some variation in the values determined. 

However, the fitting software, NXFit did take into account the residual 

strontium content of the different function, and the coordination numbers 

were restricted so that the values did not become unphysical. The amplitude 

of the signals in Figure 22 and Figure 23 were also seen to differ between 

the Δ𝑇(𝑟), however this was associated with the size of the residual signal.   
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𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟏𝟐  r (Å) N σ (Å) 

 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟔  r (Å) N σ (Å) 

Ca-O 2.38 4.89 0.15 
 

Ca-O 2.38 5.00 0.14 

Ca-O (2) 2.73 1.55 0.21 
 

Ca-O (2) 2.73 1.55 0.19 

Sr-O 2.52 4.34 0.16 
 

Sr-O 2.52 4.34 0.16 

Sr-O (2) 2.73 1.32 0.16 
 

Sr-O (2) 2.73 1.36 0.16 

         

 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟎  r (Å) N σ (Å) 

 
 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟔  r (Å) N σ (Å) 

Ca-O 2.38 5.36 0.12 
 

Ca-O 2.38 5.05 0.14 

Ca-O (2) 2.73 1.89 0.12 
 

Ca-O (2) 2.73 1.61 0.19 

Sr-O 2.52 4.69 0.13 
 

Sr-O 2.52 4.34 0.16 

Sr-O (2) 2.73 1.27 0.05 
 

Sr-O (2) 2.73 1.34 0.15 

         

 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟎  r (Å) N σ (Å) 

 
 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟏𝟖−𝒙𝟎  r (Å) N σ (Å) 

Ca-O 2.38 5.25 0.15 
 

Ca-O 2.38 5.11 0.16 

Ca-O (2) 2.73 1.33 0.22 
 

Ca-O (2) 2.73 1.47 0.20 

Sr-O 2.52 4.18 0.14 
 

Sr-O 2.52 4.16 0.15 

Sr-O (2) 2.73 1.36 0.12 
 

Sr-O (2) 2.73 1.31 0.13 

Table 11: The structural parameters of the real-space difference 

functions 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟏𝟐 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟎 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟔 , 

𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟎  and 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟏𝟖−𝒙𝟎  of SrAW with varying Sr content, 
obtained by NXFit. ‘r’ is the atomic separation, ‘N’ is the 
coordination number and ‘σ’ is the disorder term (describing the 
thermal and static disorder in the bonds and being related to the 
widths of the distributions of the atomic separations). 
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Figure 22: The NXFit fittings to real-space difference functions 

𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟏𝟐 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟔  and 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟎  of SrAW with varying Sr 

content. The curves are described in the key above. 
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Figure 23: The NXFit fittings to real-space difference functions 

𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟎  and 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟏𝟖−𝒙𝟎  of SrAW with varying Sr 

content. The curves are described in the key above. 
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Finally, the parameters determined for the difference functions across the 

different compositions of SrAW were averaged to produce an estimate, 

based on the assumption they did not change significantly between the 

different compositions (supported by the similarity of the overlapping 

difference functions in Figure 21). The average of the parameters is seen in 

Table 12 and was in good agreement with those of strontium doped Bioglass 

45S5 studied in (150). 

 SrAW (this study) Sr Bioglass 45S5 

  r (Å) N σ (Å) r (Å) N σ (Å) 

Ca-O 1 2.38 5.11 0.14 2.33 5.4 0.1 

Ca-O 2 2.73 1.57 0.19 2.73 1.3 0.2 

Sr-O 1 2.52 4.34 0.15 2.49 4.7 0.14 

Sr-O 2 2.73 1.33 0.13 2.75 1.3 0.14 

Table 12: The average of the structural parameters of the real-space 

difference functions 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟏𝟐 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟑𝟕−𝒙𝟎 , 

𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟔 , 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 

𝒙𝟐𝟒−𝒙𝟎  and 𝚫𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙𝟏𝟖−𝒙𝟎  of SrAW with varying Sr 

content, obtained by NXFit. ‘r’ is the atomic separation, ‘N’ is the 
coordination number and ‘σ’ is the disorder term (describing the 
thermal and static disorder in the bonds and being related to the 
widths of the atomic separation distributions). The values found 
by Martin et al. 2012 for Sr Bioglass 45S5 are also shown for 
comparison (150). 

 

 Parametrising the real-space neutron diffraction signals 

of SrAW glass with increasing strontium content 

The isometric substitution and MAS-NMR results both assist in constraining 

the potential deconvolutions of the 𝑇(𝑟) for the SrAW glass compositions. 

Once deconvoluted, the 𝑇(𝑟) would allow the effect of Sr on the short range 

order of SrAW to be determined. Stoichiometry and glass theory can be 

used to further simplify the remaining fitting. To better constrain the initial 

conditions of the total fit, the ~1.6Å peak in the 𝑇(𝑟) of the 0 Mol% strontium 

SrAW glass was fit independently from the rest of the spectra. This peak 

was assigned to Si-O and P, based on studies on similar materials 

(150,159,160,167,193,194). This produced initial Si-O and P-O fitting 

parameters, seen in Table 13.  
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r (Å) N σ (Å) 

P-O 1.54 3.92 0.03 

Si-O 1.63 3.81 0.05 

Table 13: Si-O and P-O correlations fit in isolation from the rest of the 0 
Mol% Sr 𝑻(𝒓), for SrAW glass. ‘r’ is the atomic separation, ‘N’ is 
the coordination number and ‘σ’ is the disorder term (describing 
the thermal and static disorder in the bonds and being related to 
the widths of the distributions of the atomic separations). 

 

These initial estimates of the Si-O and P-O correlations, combined with the 

MAS-NMR data allow the O…O bond parameters to be estimated. The O-Si-

O and O-P-O bond lengths were calculated using the geometry of tetrahedra 

(as described in section 2.2.6.3), giving values of 2.51Å for O-P-O, 2.66Å for 

O-Si-O and 2.61Å for the combined O...O separation. The disorder factor, σ 

(describing the thermal and static disorder in the bonds and being related to 

the widths of the distributions of the atomic separations), was calculated in 

the same manner yielding 0.05Å, 0.08Å and 0.07Å for O-P-O, O-Si-O and 

O…O respectively. The weighted average of the O…O coordination 

numbers can also be estimated, utilising the MAS-NMR results which found 

the silicon to be in a mixture of Q2 (~73.4%) and Q3 (~26.6%) environments. 

The oxygen in a Q2 Si tetrahedron has four nearest neighbour oxygens and 

whilst those in Q3 Si tetrahedra have 4.8 (see section 2.1.1.4). Hence, the 

estimated average coordination number of the O-Si-O in the 0 Mol% SrAW 

glass would be N = 4.22. The phosphorus in the SrAW compositions were all 

found to be orthophosphate (Q0), which results in a O-P-O coordination 

number of N = 3. Combining NO-Si-O and NO-P-O as a weighted average (see 

section 2.2.6.3) led to the estimate of NO…O = 3.87 for the O…O coordination 

number. 

With the estimates for the Si-O, P-O, O...O, Ca-O and Sr-O established, the 

fitting process for the 𝑇(𝑟) of each SrAW composition was greatly simplified 

(as only the Mg-O peak was unknown). The fits using NXFit to the whole 

𝑇(𝑟) for each composition of SrAW glass (with increasing strontium content) 

are shown together in Figure 24. The total fittings were seen to reflect the 

data, though clearly the region beyond 3.0Å was not fit and ignored. 
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Figure 24: The fittings to the real space 𝑻(𝒓) neutron diffraction traces 
(total correlation functions) for the six different SrAW glass 
compositions with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr, offset 
for clarity. The region beyond 3Å was ignored during the fitting as 
this is beyond the short range order and due to the large number 
of overlapping bonds putting the analysis beyond the scope of 
this work. Measurement was taken of three technical repeats of a 
single batch of each composition. 

 

The individual fittings for the 0 and 6.2 Mol% Sr compositions can be seen in 

Figure 25, whilst the parameters for these fits are shown in Table 14. The 

peaks (representing the Si-O, P-O, Mg-O, Ca-O, Sr-O and O…O atomic 

separations) were not seen to change in position significantly with strontium 

content, as seen when 6.2 Mol% was added in Figure 25. Despite the 0 

Mol% Sr composition being fit in NXFit with Sr-O peaks, these are not visible  

in Figure 25 as the software set their amplitude to zero based on the 

elemental abundance in the composition. However, for the 6.2 Mol% Sr 

composition the Sr-O peaks can be seen, along with a subsequent decrease 

in the amplitude of the Ca-O peaks (associated with the substitution of Ca 

for Sr).  
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Figure 25: The full deconvolutions of the real space 𝑻(𝒓) neutron 
diffraction traces (total correlation functions) for the SrAW glass 
compositions with 0 and 6.2 Mol% Sr, fit using NXFit. The region 
beyond 3Å was ignored during the fitting as this is beyond the 
short range order and due to the large number of overlapping 
bonds putting the analysis beyond the scope of this work. The Sr-

O correlations are zeroed in the 𝑻(𝒓) 
𝒙=𝟎  as that composition had 

no Sr.  
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This largely explains the change in the shape of the 2.6Å region with SrAW 

strontium content as the 1st Ca-O peak lies under the shoulder at 2.3Å and 

so as the Ca is substituted for Sr in the material this shoulder peak 

disappears. The structural parameters were seen to be relatively unchanged 

between the 0 and 6.2 Mol% Sr compositions (Table 14). 

Figure 26 shows the individual fittings for the 12.5 and 18.7 Mol% Sr 

compositions, whilst the parameters for the fits are shown in Table 14. The 

fits were good, producing low goodness-of-fit parameter in NXFit, R2 

indicating a good fit) and reflecting the data closely, with the exception of the 

larger separation region which was not considered by the fit. The peaks 

(representing the Si-O, P-O, Mg-O, Ca-O, Sr-O and O…O atomic 

separations) were not seen to change in position significantly with strontium 

content, being in the same position both compared with each other, and the 

0 and 6.2 Mol% Sr compositions. There was a slight increase in the 

coordination number of the Si-O peak, and subsequent decrease in the 

coordination number of the P-O peak for the 12.5 Mol% Sr composition, 

which is also reflected in the O-Si-O and O-P-O peaks. The 1st Ca-O and Sr-

O peaks were seen to fall and rise in amplitude, respectively, as strontium 

was added between the 12.5 and 18.7 Mol% Sr compositions, and when 

compared with the 0 and 6.2 Mol% compositions. The other peaks were not 

seen to move in position between the two compositions, and this agreed 

largely with what was seen in Figure 25; that the addition of strontium does 

not affect the position of the peaks. The structural parameters in Table 14 

were not seen to change between the 12.5 and 18.7 Mol% Sr compositions, 

with the exception of the slight change in the coordination numbers of the Si 

and P peaks, however the 18.7 Mol% composition showed general 

agreement with the parameters for the other compositions. 
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Figure 26: The full deconvolutions of the real space 𝑻(𝒓) neutron 
diffraction traces (total correlation functions) for the SrAW glass 
compositions with 12.5 and 18.7 Mol% Sr, fit using NXFit. The 
region beyond 3Å was ignored during the fitting as this is beyond 
the short range order and due to the large number of overlapping 
bonds putting the analysis beyond the scope of this work.. 
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Finally, Figure 27 shows the individual 𝑇(𝑟) fits to the 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr 

compositions, and their component sub-peaks, with the accompanying fitting 

parameters found in Table 14. The fits produced low fitting parameters (R2) 

in NXFit, indicating the fits were good and closely matching the data, again 

with the exception of the region beyond 2.8Å which was not considered in 

the fit (as it is beyond the short range order), and for the 24.9 Mol% 

composition peak at 2Å, where the fit could not fully represent the sharpness 

of that peak. As more strontium was substituted into the material, the Ca 

peaks were seen to decrease in amplitude dropping noticeably as Sr 

increased from 24.9 to 37.4 Mol%, and when compared with the 0 to 18.7 

Mol% Sr compositions. At the same time, the additional Sr resulted in an 

increase in the amplitude of the Sr peaks, however the position of Ca and Sr 

peaks was not seen to change. Subsequently, for the 37.4 Mol% 

composition the shoulder peak at 2.3Å has essentially vanished, whilst the 

amplitude of the 𝑇(𝑟) at 2.6Å increased. The Si-O and O-Si-O peaks were 

seen to be relatively unchanged between the two compositions, and also 

compared with the 0 to 18.7 Mol% Sr compositions. However, the 37.4 Mol% 

Sr composition did show a slight decrease in the P-O coordination number 

compared with the other compositions, similar to that found for the 12.5 

Mol% composition. The 1st Sr-O and Ca-O peaks did also show a slightly 

lower coordination number for the 37.4 Mol% composition compared with the 

other compositions, whilst the 24.4 Mol% composition showed a 1st Ca-O 

peak coordination lower than that of the 37.4 Mol% Sr composition. The 

other parameters were seen to be similar to those found for the other 

compositions, and were not seen to change in position with strontium 

content.  
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Figure 27: The full deconvolutions of the real space 𝑻(𝒓) neutron 
diffraction traces (total correlation functions) for the SrAW glass 
compositions with 24.9 and 37.4Mol% Sr, fit using NXFit. The 
region beyond 3Å was ignored during the fitting as this is beyond 
the short range order and due to the large number of overlapping 
bonds putting the analysis beyond the scope of this work.. 
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Si-O         Sr-O         Sr-O (2)       

Mol% Sr r (Å) N σ (Å)   Mol% Sr r (Å) N σ (Å)   Mol% Sr r (Å) N σ (Å) 

0 1.62 3.82 0.06   0 N/A N/A N/A   0 N/A N/A N/A 

6.2 1.62 3.85 0.06   6.2 2.53 5.10 0.11   6.2 2.71 1.69 0.09 

12.5 1.62 4.03 0.07   12.5 2.54 5.10 0.11   12.5 2.75 1.70 0.08 

18.7 1.62 3.80 0.06   18.7 2.54 5.10 0.11   18.7 2.75 1.70 0.08 

24.9 1.62 3.92 0.06   24.9 2.53 5.10 0.12   24.9 2.75 1.70 0.08 

37.4 1.62 3.88 0.07   37.40 2.54 4.87 0.12   37.40 2.75 1.70 0.09 

                        

P-O         Ca-O         Ca-O (2)       

Mol% Sr r (Å) N σ (Å)   Mol% Sr r (Å) N σ (Å)   Mol% Sr r (Å) N σ (Å) 

0.0 1.55 4.04 0.05   x0 2.37 5.40 0.14   0.0 2.72 1.70 0.13 

6.2 1.55 4.05 0.04   x6 2.37 5.40 0.14   6.2 2.73 1.70 0.13 

12.5 1.56 3.80 0.04   x12 2.37 5.40 0.15   12.5 2.72 1.70 0.14 

18.7 1.55 3.99 0.05   x18 2.37 5.40 0.15   18.7 2.74 1.70 0.13 

24.9 1.55 3.92 0.05   x24 2.35 5.07 0.15   24.9 2.72 1.70 0.13 

37.4 1.56 3.80 0.05   x37 2.34 5.28 0.17   37.4 2.73 1.70 0.13 

                            

Mg-O         O-Si-O         O-P-O       

Glass  r (Å) N σ (Å)   Glass  r (Å) N σ (Å)   Glass  r (Å) N σ (Å) 

0.0 1.97 4.81 0.09   0.0 2.66 4.22 0.13   0.0 2.55 3.08 0.08 

6.2 1.97 4.59 0.09   6.2 2.66 4.22 0.13   6.2 2.54 3.08 0.09 

12.5 1.96 4.60 0.09   12.5 2.66 4.22 0.14   12.5 2.55 3.08 0.10 

18.7 1.96 4.73 0.10   18.7 2.66 4.22 0.14   18.7 2.54 3.08 0.09 

24.9 1.97 4.67 0.08   24.9 2.66 4.22 0.14   24.9 2.54 3.08 0.08 

37.4 1.97 4.73 0.09   37.4 2.66 4.22 0.15   37.4 2.54 3.08 0.08 

                            

O…O                           

Glass  r (Å) N σ (Å)                     

0.0 2.63 3.89 0.12                     

6.2 2.63 3.89 0.12                     

12.5 2.63 3.89 0.13                     

18.7 2.63 3.89 0.13                     

24.9 2.63 3.89 0.12                     

37.4 2.63 3.89 0.14           

Table 14: The structural parameters for the NXFit fittings to the real 
space 𝑻(𝒓) neutron diffraction traces (total correlation functions) 
for the six different SrAW glass compositions with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 
18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr. ‘r’ is the atomic separation, ‘N’ is the 
coordination number and ‘σ’ is the disorder term (describing the 
thermal and static disorder in the bonds and being related to the 
widths of the distributions of the atomic separations). 
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Comparing all of the compositions against each other, the differences 

between the fitting parameters for the different compositions displayed in 

Table 14 are relatively minor, indicating that the addition of Sr to the SrAW 

glass has no, or only a minor, effect on the short range order of the glass. 

Largely the position of the peaks was not observed to change with the 

addition of strontium, though the coordination of the peaks was more 

variable. 

2.3.5 Raman Spectroscopy for studying longer range order of 

SrAW with increasing Sr content 

The Raman spectra of the different compositions of SrAW glass were 

measured to provide complimentary information on the medium range order 

of the materials, and how these were affected by Sr content. The average 

Raman spectra for each glass composition (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 

Mol% Sr) are shown in Figure 28. The spectra all show two main peak 

regions, the second of which has strong peak shoulders. The asymmetry of 

the 580-720cm-1 peak region suggested the presence of two peaks, which 

the literature suggests were the Q2 Si-O-Si rocking mode (~620cm-1) 

(85,198) and the 𝜈4 O-P-O bending mode (~600cm-1)(199,200). There was 

some dependence of this peak on strontium content, however it was not 

seen to be clearly correlated with strontium content. 
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Figure 28: Raman spectra of the six compositions of SrAW glass (0, 
6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr). These are an average of 15 
spectra, with the standard error displayed as a shaded area. They 
have been offset for clarity, and the positions of Raman modes of 
interest are displayed. N=15, taken from a single batch of each 
composition. 

 

The higher wave number peak region was fit, as the literature indicated this 

contained the Si contributions (85,178,179,182,183,201,202). Four Raman 

peaks were fit to the 800 – 1150 cm-1 region for each composition (Figure 30 

and Figure 30), with mean peak positions across the SrAW glass 

compositions found at 865 cm-1, 948 cm-1 and 959 cm-1. The fitting 

parameters can be seen in Table 15. The first peak was assigned to the 

stretch vibrations of the Q0 silicate component 

(85,178,179,182,183,201,202), the second peak to the orthophosphate 

PO4
3– ν1 component (85,179,183,201), and the third peak to the Q2 silicate 

component (85,179,182,183,201,202). The fourth peak, termed the high 

wavenumber band (HWB), was determined to be a convolution of Q1, Q2 and 

Q3 silicate units and so was difficult to resolve further (85,178,179,181–

183,201,202). To facilitate the fitting, the HWB was kept fixed at 1039 cm-1 
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for all of the compositions (which was determined from the 0 Mol% Sr 

spectra).  

The orthophosphate PO4
3– ν1 peak position and FWHM were seen to 

decrease in wave number as the Sr concentration in the SrAW glass 

increased, acting in good agreement with the findings in the 31P MAS-MNR, 

and suggesting the phosphate component of the glass becomes more 

ordered as the strontium concentration is increased. The Q0 silicate 

component was similar in peak position and FWHM between the different 

glass compositions, suggesting the substitution of Sr for Ca did not affect 

this component of the material. However, the Q2 silicate peak did show a 

decrease of peak FWHM for all of the Sr containing SrAW glass 

compositions, except for the 18.7 Mol% Sr composition, which showed a Q2 

peak more similar to that of the 0 Mol% Sr composition. The HWB did not 

show any correlations with strontium content, with the exception of a 

substantially reduced FWHM for the 37.4 Mol% Sr composition, though any 

changes may have been masked by the peak being a superposition of many 

Q1, Q2 and Q3 components.  
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Figure 29: Deconvolution of the averaged Raman spectrum for the 0, 
6.2 and 12.5 Mol% Sr glass compositions, showing the spectral 
fitting (dashed line) and assigned peaks (see inset key). N=15, 
taken from a single batch of each composition. 
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Figure 30: Deconvolution of the averaged Raman spectrum for the 18.7, 
24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr glass compositions, showing the spectral 
fitting (dashed line) and assigned peaks (see inset key). N=15, 
taken from a single batch of each composition 
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Peak Mol% Sr Peak position (cm-1) FWHM (cm-1) 

Peak 1 0 865 ± 1 54 ± 2 

Q0 silicate component 6.2 865.9 ± 0.4 52 ± 1 
 

12.5 865.7 ± 0.3 54.4 ± 0.3  
18.7 862.6 ± 0.6 46 ± 2  
24.9 865 ± 1 52 ± 2  
37.4 865 ± 2 55.5 ± 0.3 

Av. Value   865 ± 2 52 ± 2 

Peak 2 0 950.9 ± 0.2 35.8 ± 0.2 

PO4
3– ν1 band 6.2 949.6 ± 0.1 35.1 ± 0.3 

 
12.5 948.4 ± 0.1 35.0 ± 0.1  
18.7 947.8 ± 0.2 34.1 ± 0.2  
24.9 946.3 ± 0.1 34.4 ± 0.3  
37.4 944.9 ± 0.1 34.2 ± 0.7 

Av. Value   948.0 ± 0.2 34.8 ± 0.7 

Peak 3 0 961 ± 1 95 ± 1 

Q2 silicate component 6.2 958.8 ± 0.4 88.6 ± 0.3 
 

12.5 958.8 ± 0.3 88.8 ± 0.9  
18.7 957 ± 2 94.0 ± 0.8  
24.9 959 ± 2 90.0 ± 0.7  
37.4 960 ± 1 87 ± 3 

Av. value   959 ± 2 91 ± 3 

Peak 4 0 1039 138 ± 5 

HWB silicate component 6.2 1039 143 ± 4  
12.5 1039 140 ± 2  
18.7 1039 141 ± 2  
24.9 1039 134 ± 7  
37.4 1039 126 ± 2 

Av. value   1039 (fixed) 137 ± 7 

Table 15: Values for the fitted peak positions and full width at half 
maxima (FWHM) obtained from each of the six strontium-
substituted apatite-wollastonite glass compositions 
corresponding to the stretching vibrations of the orthophosphate 
PO4

3– ν1 band and the tetrahedral silicate components. The latter 
relate to the Q0 and Q2 silicate components, and the high 
wavenumber band (HWB) comprising a convolution of Q2, Q1 and 
Q3 (in increasing wavenumber order). The average values are 
taken across the sample compositions and the uncertainties are 
obtained from the standard error of the mean associated with 
these quantities (N = 15) measured for a single batch of each 
composition. 
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As the intensity of the Raman spectra is given in arbitrary units, it is not 

possible to directly compare the intensities of the peaks between 

compositions. Instead, peak ratios must be created. Peak ratios between 

peak 1 and peaks 2, 3 and 4 were made, and the results are displayed in 

Table 16.  Peak 1 was chosen as it was the least changed between the 

different compositions. These peak ratios show that there were increases in 

the orthophosphate PO4
3– ν1, Q2 silicate and HWB components, with respect 

to the Q0 silica component with increasing Sr content in the SrAW glass. 

These changes were not gradual, however, with the 37.4 Mol% results 

becoming quite different to the other Sr containing compositions and the 

area ratios of the peaks changing to be lower than that found for the 0 Mol% 

peak. Additionally, the 18 Mol% composition peak area ratios differed from 

the other compositions by more than the standard error, although in part this 

would have been due to its decreased FWHM for the Q0 Si peak (and thus 

resulting in a lower peak area for that peak).  

 

Table 16: Fitted peak area ratios taken relative to the peak area of the 
Q0 silicate component (Q0 Si) for each of the six different 
strontium-substituted apatite-wollastonite glass compositions as 
obtained from the spectral averages. Here, Q2Si refers to the Q2 
silicate component and HWB refers to the high wavenumber band 
comprising a convolution of the Q2, Q1 and Q3 silicate components 
(in increasing wavenumber order). The uncertainties are 
determined from the propagated standard errors of the mean 
associated with the peak area values (N = 15) measured for a 
single batch of each composition. 

 

  

Mol% Sr APeak 2 /APeak 1  
(PO4

3– ν1/Q0Si) 
APeak 3 /APeak 1  
(Q2Si/Q0Si) 

APeak 4 /APeak 1  
(HWB/Q0Si) 

0 4.4 ± 0.7 4.8 ± 0.7 5.0 ± 0.6 

6.2 5.2 ± 0.6 4.8 ± 0.6 7.5 ± 0.7 

12.5 4.5 ± 0.4 4.4 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 0.4 

18.7 6.6 ± 0.7 5.6 ± 0.6 8.8 ± 0.6 

24.9 5.8 ± 0.7 5.1 ± 0.5 6.7 ± 0.4 

37.4 4.1 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.4 
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To determine whether sufficient spectra (from different grains of glass 

powder) were taken to compose the average for each composition, 

convergence tests were performed. The percentage standard error of the 

ratio of peak areas for the Q0 silicate (peak 1) to PO4
3– ν1 (peak 2) bands 

was determined as a function of increasing the number of spectra (of 

different glass grains) in the spectral average, and these can be seen in 

Appendix B: Figure 90,Figure 91,Figure 92. As more spectra were added to 

the average, the percentage standard error of the 0 Mol% and 6.2 Mol% Sr 

peak1/peak2 area ratio was seen to fall, indicating that measurement of this 

value is converging on the true value as more spectra were added. By 15 

spectra the standard error was seen to stabilise (Figure 90).The tests were 

seen to converge, showing that the addition of the spectra to the average 

worked to improve the estimates of these averages and that the data were 

statistically representative of the SrAW glass compositions (Figure 91). This 

was also found for the 12.5 and 18.7 Mol% Sr spectra in 90 and the 24.9 

and 37.4 Mol% spectra in Figure 92. Hence the averages of the spectra 

used in the analyses in this thesis were found to improve the precision of the 

measured parameters, and sufficient spectra were taken to significantly 

reduce the uncertainty in these measurement.

 

2.3.6 Scaffold manufacture 

The SrAW is not generally used as a biomaterial because though bioactive, 

it is not strong enough to make a bioactive scaffold for bone tissue 

engineering. Heat treatment can cause the grains of SrAW glass to partially 

crystallise and sinter together making a scaffold of a defined shape with 

much more favourable mechanical properties.  

When the six different compositions of SrAWGC were heat treated (1050°C 

for 2 hours) they were seen to consistently form discs with a flat upper-side, 

with a curved underside Figure 31.  
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Figure 31: Top: 12.5 Mol% SrAWGC Discs after firing. Bottom: 
Representative images of the fired AWGC discs made with 0, 6.2, 
12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr. 

 

When imaged with SEM, the surface of the discs were seen to have sintered 

and changed from being composed of individual grains to a single material, 

with the lower strontium compositions showing a very smooth surface, whilst 

the higher strontium compositions showed progressively rougher surfaces 

(Figure 32). This roughening with strontium substitution was reproducible 

between batches, however the extent was quite variable, as was the 

material surface. 
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Figure 32: Scanning electron microscopy images of the surfaces of the 
six different compositions of Sr Apatite Wollastonite (SrAWGC) 
disc with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr, using secondary 
electron mode. The scale bar displays 20µm. Representative 
images of the centre of the discs.  

 

2.4 Discussion 

The aim of the work described in this chapter was to determine how the 

substitution of strontium into the AW glass might affect its short and medium 

range order, and so inform on how strontium could alter the properties of the 

Apatite-Wollastonite Glass-Ceramic. Initially, the different compositions of 

Apatite-Wollastonite glass with increasing calcium for strontium substitution 

were made, and then neutron diffraction was used to study the short range 

order, whilst NMR and Raman spectroscopy were used to study the medium 

range order. Finally, the AW glass was used to make scaffolds from the 

material for later use in determining how MSCs respond to the strontium 

content in the SrAWGC. Prior to discussing the results it is necessary to 

comment on the batch to batch variability inherent in glass and ceramic 

manufacture. Multiple batches of glass were used in this project and there 

were found to be some batch to batch variability due the intrinsic uncertainty 

in the operation of the weighing balances, furnaces and quenching tank. 

Pontiroli assessed the similarity of three batches of SrAW glass made in the 

same laboratory as in this project and using the same melt-quench method, 

using EDS to measure the composition of the glass powder. The standard 

deviation of the Ca, Sr, Si, Mg and P content of the glass powder was less 
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than 1% and within the uncertainty of the EDS technique (203). Pontiroli also 

found that the fluorine content was more variable; however, this was near 

the detection limit of the machine increasing the uncertainty in the 

measurements. Like the SrAW glass, the SrAWGC has also been found to 

show variability between batches, with differences arising due to furnace use 

and green body preparation. Pontiroli performed DSC measurements on 

three batches of SrAW glass (for each Sr composition) to ensure the thermal 

treatment would create similar glass-ceramics. The characteristic 

temperatures (onset temperatures and peak temperatures) were found to 

have a standard deviation of 1-2%, with the wollastonite peak being the most 

variable (203). However, these values were within the inherent uncertainty of 

the DSC machine. 

2.4.1 SrAW glass manufacture and bulk properties 

The six different compositions of SrAW glass were successfully made by 

substituting Ca for Sr (6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9, 37.4 Mol%) extending work done 

in the David Wood Laboratory, Vickers (2013) (102), on AW glass. However, 

full substitution of the Ca for Sr (49.9 Mol%) in this project was seen to 

cause phase separation, and hence these glasses were not considered in 

this work. Strontium has been successfully incorporated into other (simpler) 

glass systems, such as Bioglass 45S5 (87,150,155,204) and through sol-gel 

synthesis (205). For Bioglass 45S5 it was found that full substitution of 

strontium into the material was possible, although in Fujikura et al. (2012) 

they did report a small, but growing crystalline component in their Sr 

Bioglass 45S5 as they increased the Sr content to 100% substitution (155), 

whilst Hill et al. (2004) (206) found that strontium altered the way in which 

their glass crystallised, suggesting that the substitution of strontium into the 

material can nucleate the formation of different phases when at a sufficient 

concentration. The glass density was seen to gradually and linearly rise with 

strontium substitution into the SrAW. It is important to note the lack 

discontinuities in the increase in density with Sr content, as any shifts or 

outlying values for the density could indicate that the substitution of Ca for Sr 

caused phase separation or some changes in network structure. This is 

expected, as although strontium is larger than calcium, and hence should 
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push the network out slightly and thus potentially make it less dense, 

strontium is more massive proportionate to its size, and hence each 

strontium atom is denser than each calcium atom. Other studies on simpler 

soda-lime phosphosilicate bioactive glasses and Bioglass 45S4, have also 

found that substitution of Ca for Sr increased glass density, but lowered 

oxygen density and as such resulted in increased ion dissolution rates (207–

210). The oxygen density, 𝜌𝑜, for the different compositions of SrAW glass 

can be determined using: 

Equation 15:   

𝝆𝒐 =
𝒎𝒐

𝑽𝒎𝒐𝒍
=

𝑴(𝑶) × (𝟐𝒙𝑺𝒊𝑶𝟐 + 𝟓𝒙𝑷𝟐𝑶𝟓 + 𝒙𝑪𝒂𝑶 + 𝒙𝑺𝒓𝑶 + 𝒙𝑴𝒈𝑶)

𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒍 𝝆𝒆𝒙𝒑⁄
 

 
where mO is the mass of oxygen present in the glass (which is given by the 

mass per mole of oxygen M(O), multiplied by the fractions of the  different 

oxygen containing precursors ,e.g. xSiO2
, weighted by their oxygen content) 

and Vmol is the molar volume of the glass (given by the mass per mol of the 

glass divided by the experimental density) (207). 

This results in the values given in Table 17: 

 

Composition (SrO Mol%) 0 6.2 12.5 18.7 24.9 37.4 

𝝆𝑶 1.20 1.19 1.18 1.16 1.15 1.12 

Table 17: The oxygen density of the SrAW glass compositions with 
increasing Sr content.  

 

Therefore, in addition to raising the density of the AW glass, the substitution 

of strontium into the SrAW results in a fall in the oxygen density of the AW 

glass network. As described earlier, studies on other glass systems that 

found a rise in glass density with the substitution of strontium also predicted 

this would lead to an expansion of the glass network, and this could lead to 

faster dissolution rates  (207–210). 
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2.4.2 Determining the short-range order of SrAW glass 

The short and medium range order analyses in this chapter were performed 

on the SrAW glass with the aim of modelling the amorphous component of 

the SrAWGC. This is because the amorphous phase of glass-ceramics is 

considered to be the most bioactive component and therefore important in 

the cell response due to its relatively high dissolution rate (72,146,147). 

However, it is not possible to measure the short-range order of the 

amorphous phase directly, as its contribution to the neutron diffraction and 

Raman spectroscopy would be masked by the crystalline phase. It is also 

not possible to extract the amorphous phase from the material, so it was 

modelled using the SrAW glass. The amorphous phase is the residual 

material left after the SrAW glass is heat treated to form SrAWGC and so 

should have a similar structure and stoichiometry to the SrAW; however, due 

to the formation of the crystal phases it also displays some differences. 

Overall, the SrAW glass has been shown by Pontiroli to have the same 

composition as the SrAWGC discs (203), however it is not a perfect model. 

Previous work in the David Wood laboratory found that that the crystal 

phases (wollastonite and apatite) of the 18.7 and 24.9 Mol% Sr AWGC 

compositions depleted the amorphous phase of Mg and Si (102). Further 

work would be needed to determine the nature of the residual amorphous 

phase in SrAWGC. 

To study how the substitution of strontium into the SrAW affected its short 

and medium range order, first NMR was performed. The 31P NMR found a 

main peak at ~2.5ppm for all of the SrAW glass compositions, suggesting 

the phosphate was present as Q0 orthophosphate 

(150,157,159,160,185,186). A small additional peak was measured at 

~−5ppm, however this was ignored as it only represented ~2% of the total 

area of the 31P NMR peaks, but also as it still fell within the range for the Q0 

and Q1 species, indicating that it could also be orthophosphate (187,188). Q1 

or higher would result in bridging oxygens, which could in turn result in Si-O-

P linkages, which would produce noticeable side bands in the phosphorus 

spectra due to the relatively large chemical shift anisotropy such an 

environment would cause. Therefore, it was determined that the phosphorus 
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in the SrAW was entirely orthophosphate, and the substitution of Ca for Sr 

did not alter this. Other bioactive glass systems have also found that the 

phosphorus is also present as orthophosphate (150,157,159,160,185,186). 

However, there was movement of the orthophosphate Q0 peak to higher 

chemical shift with higher strontium content, which was in agreement with 

the movement of peak 2 (PO4
3- Q0) in the Raman spectroscopy to higher 

wavenumbers with strontium content of the SrAW glass. In Yang et al. 

(1986) they studied MgCaSi2O6, CaSiO3, SrSiO3, all with 2 weight percent 

P2O5 added, and found that this produced a main peak a 1.5, 2.6 and 3.9 

ppm, respectively. From this, we could predict that as the SrAW glass 

contains both calcium and magnesium, this would draw the peak to a lower 

chemical shift than expected for CaSiO3. The addition of strontium would 

then shift this back up to the measured value of ~2.5ppm (188). O’Donnell et 

al. also found a similar trend in their Sr-substituted Bioglass (85,181), 

attributing the movement of the phosphate peak to the increased mass of 

the strontium ions, and the expanded glass network due to the larger size of 

strontium. The increased density of the glass would result in the 

orthophosphate having lowered bond strength, resulting in the movement of 

the NMR to higher chemical shifts and the Raman spectral peaks to lower 

wavenumbers (181). The FWHM of peak 2 in the Raman spectra and of the 

orthophosphate Q0 peak in the NMR were both found to decrease as 

strontium was added to the SrAW glass, suggesting that the orthophosphate 

component of the glass network grew more ordered with strontium content. 

This has also been observed for Bioglass 45S5 in other studies (85,181), 

and could be indicative of the orthophosphate beginning to phase separate 

out from the glass network.  

The 29S MAS-NMR found that the silicon in the glass composition was split 

between Q2 and Q3, with the ratio of these two changing with strontium 

content, going from  11% Q3 with the 37.4 Mol% Sr glass up to 28% Q3 with 

the 0 Mol% Sr glass (though the 24.9 Mol% Sr composition did not follow 

this sequence). This suggests the substitution of Ca for Sr effectively made 

the glass weaker, and would cause the network connectivity to go down as 

the strontium content increased. The Raman spectra largely confirmed these 

results, in that they also showed the presence of a Q2 Si peak in every 
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composition and a HWB region which could potentially contain Q3 (in 

addition to Q2 and Q1). The Raman spectra were also able to detect a Q0 Si 

species present in all of the compositions, which did not change with 

strontium content. This was able to be detected within the Raman spectra, 

as the Q0 Si stretch mode has a Raman scattering cross-section 3.4 time 

greater than that observed for Q2 Si, allowing much smaller quantities to be 

detected (85). Additionally, although Q0 Si is not normally predicted for 

bioactive glasses (usually composed of Q2 and Q3, as found here and 

numerous other studies (150,160,189,211)), a numerical simulation by 

Tilocca et al  of Bioglass 45S5 have suggested it could be present in small 

quantities similar to those found here (160,212,213).  

Uniquely for the 37.4 Mol% SrAW glass there was an additional peak at -

105.03ppm (width of 9.87ppm), which was 5.5% of the area of the ~81ppm 

Q2 peak. This was attributed to Q4 Si, and potentially represented some very 

diffuse phase separation throughout the material (190–192). However, 

simulations by Tilocca et al. (2007) found 5.7% of their simulated 

phosphosilicate glass was Q4 Si. Therefore, although it is possible a small 

quantity of Q4 Si this could be found normally within the SrAW glass, this 

would not explain the sudden increase in quantity from 24.9 Mol% to 37.4 

Mol%. This indicates some sort of phase separation leading to the sudden 

step change from un-measurable to noticeable quantities of Q4 Si. 

These NMR and Raman spectroscopy results both indicate the substitution 

of strontium into the SrAW glass altered the medium range order of the 

material potentially weakening the material, by lowering the bond energy and 

decreasing the disorder parameter in the orthophosphate phase, and 

decreasing the ratio of the Q3 to Q2 Si tetrahedra. 

To study how the substitution of strontium into the SrAW glass altered its 

short-range order (which could indicate how the material might degrade and 

response to heat treatments), neutron diffraction experiments were 

performed. The neutron diffraction experiment produced total correlation 

functions, 𝑇(𝑟), which consisted of three main features: a peak at 1.6 Å 

associated with Si-O and P-O, a smaller peak at 1.9 Å attributed to Mg-O 

and a large broad peak at 2.6Å which was attributed to O…O, Ca-O and Sr-
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O. The only feature that clearly changed with strontium content was the 

broad peak at 2.6 Å, which gradually lost a shoulder peak at ~2.2 Å as Sr 

was substituted into the material (and Ca was removed). These features 

correspond well with those seen in other studies on bioactive glasses 

(150,159,160,167,193,194,210), and in particular with those in which 

strontium was substituted for calcium (150,210,214). To determine what was 

responsible for this change in the 2.6 Å  𝑇(𝑟) peak with strontium content, 

the spectra were deconvoluted. The first stage in this was to use isomorphic 

substitution to extract the Sr and Ca correlations from the total signal. Two 

peaks for Ca-O and Sr-O each were fit (Ca-O at ~2.38 and ~2.73 Å ,and Sr-

O at ~2.52 Å and ~2.73 Å), to accommodate the asymmetric shapes of 

features in the Δ𝑇(𝑟) (150). Previous studies have assigned the ~2.3 Å and 

2.75 Å peaks to non-bridging (Ca-ONB) and bridging (Ca-OB) oxygen bonds, 

respectively (150,193,215). Newport et al. also found a third Ca-O peak at 

~2.5 Å in sol-gel glass, which they attributed to the Ca-OH. However this is 

an artefact of that production process and so it is correct that it would not 

appear in the melt-quench derived SrAW studied here. The region beyond 3 

Å in the difference functions has been suggested to contain Ca-(O)-Ca and 

Ca-(O)-Si linkages and the equivalent Sr next neighbour correlations, 

however modelling these was beyond this study due to the complexity of all 

of these correlations overlapping in the >3 Å region (150,193). The Sr-O 

separations determined for the SrAW glasses also agree with those found in 

two crystalline systems, with strontium meta-silicate (SrSiO3) having Sr-O 

separations of between 2.46 to 2.74 Å, whilst in Na2SrSiO6 they were 

primarily 2.46 Å (150,216,217). 

It is important to recall that the isometric substitution technique relies on the 

assumption that the short-range order of the glass is largely unaffected by 

the substitution of strontium into the SrAW. This is easy to confirm because 

the Si-O/P-O peak at 1.6 Å and the Mg-O peak at 1.9 Å completely 

disappear from all of the difference functions, Δ𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥−𝑦 , suggesting that the 

Si-O, P-O and Mg-O separations were not affected by the substitution of 

strontium into the material. This is in agreement with the later fittings of the 

Si-O, P-O and Mg-O correlations in the total neutron diffraction spectra for 

each composition, 𝑇(𝑟) 
𝑥 , where it was found that the atomic separations, 
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coordination numbers and disorder terms were unchanged between the 

different compositions of SrAW glass. In contrast, it is more difficult to 

determine whether the O…O bonds cancelled each other out in the Δ𝑇(𝑟), 

as both the trigonometric calculations and 𝑇(𝑟) fits determined the peaks to 

be at ~2.53 Å for O-P-O and ~2.66 Å for O-Si-O, and therefore potentially 

overlapping with the Ca-O and Sr-O correlations. Additionally, the MAS-

NMR showed there were slight changes in both the PO4
3- and SiO4 

environments with the substitution of strontium into the material, most 

notably that the percentages of Q2 and Q3 Si changed, from ~28 Q3 down to 

~11% Q3 as strontium was substituted for Ca. Knowing that N=4 for Q2 Si 

and N=4.8 for Q3 Si, this could have resulted in the coordination number of 

the O-Si-O falling from N=4.22 for the 0 Mol% Sr composition, to N=4.09 for 

the 37.4 Mol% composition. This is only a ~3% change, however it could 

potentially contribute to any uncertainty in the value of N determined for the 

Sr-O and Ca-O peaks in the isomorphic substitution analysis. 

To continue the analysis of the 𝑇(𝑟), and to ultimately determine whether Sr 

alters the short-range order of SrAW, it was important to predict the O…O 

bonds, which would then further simplify the subsequent fits. Given the 

MAS-NMR results, it was possible to determine an estimate of the O-Si-O 

and O-P-O coordination number as 4.22 and 3, respectively (through 

knowledge of their Q speciations and using Equation 6). The coordination 

numbers could also be determined using elemental abundances in the glass 

and using a suitable network connectivity (NC) model for this material (150). 

The NC for a silicate glass network is defined by: 

Equation 16:   𝑵𝑪  =  𝟒  −  𝟐𝒁 

 

where Z represents the number of excess oxygens per SiO2 in the initial 

glass mix (150). For a purely silicate glass, Z is given by (150): 

Equation 17:   𝐙 =
𝐂𝐎

𝐂𝐒𝐢
− 𝟐  

 
where 𝑐𝑂 and 𝑐𝑆𝑖 are the abunances of oxygen and silicon in the glass, 

respectively. However, SrAW glass contains phosphorus, which will take 

oxygens that would otherwise be utilised by the Si tetrahedra in the network.  
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Phosphorus does not utilise oxygen in the same manner as silicon, hence 

this potentially complicates the determination of the NC.  For example, in a 

phosphate-based glass the NC is given by 𝑁𝐶 = 3 − (
2𝑐𝑜

𝑐𝑝
− 5) (173).  This 

study  found (using 31P MAS-NMR) that the phosphate ions were present as 

orthophosphate (in agreement with many other studies on bioactive glasses 

(112,150,185,186)), and therefore would utilise four oxygens per phosphorus 

that could then no longer be used by the silicate glass network. Hence, the 

number of excess oxygens per SiO2 would become: 

Equation 18:    𝐙 =
𝐂𝐎−𝟒𝐂𝐏

𝐂𝐒𝐢
− 𝟐 

where 𝑐𝑃 is the abundance of phosphorus (150).   

The contribution of magnesium must also be considered, however although 

Mg is a divalent cation, like Ca and Sr, its significantly smaller size results in 

its role in the glass network being more complicated, and less well 

understood. Calcium and strontium are network modifiers, and due to their 

size form distorted octohedral (or higher order) environments, meaning that 

they coordinate with six or more oxygens (150,160). As magnesium is 

smaller in size, the other atoms (primarily oxygen) can pack more closely 

around it, allowing 4-fold (such as tetrahedral) geometries as for Si-O and P-

O (four oxygens), or higher geometries such as 5-fold or 6-fold (such as 

octohedral)(172,186). However, the Mg-O environment can vary greatly 

between different glasses and with the Si/Mg ratio (172). The total 𝑇(𝑟) fits 

for all compositions of SrAW glass found Mg-O coordination numbers of 

𝑁𝑀𝑔~4.8, potentially suggesting at least some tetrahedral Mg was present, 

which would act as a network former and increase the network connectivity 

(186), with the resulting number of excess oxygens being given by: 

Equation 19     𝐙 =
𝐂𝐎−𝟒𝐂𝐏

𝐂𝐒𝐢+𝑹𝐂𝐌𝐠
− 𝟐 

where R is the fraction of Mg occupying a tetrahedral environment (and 

hence acting as a network former). In this study it is difficult to determine 

with certainty the fraction of Mg in a 4-fold (tetrahedral) environment, 

however if a binary 4-fold / 5-fold structure is assumed and the Mg-O 

coordination number of 4.8 taken from the 𝑇(𝑟) fit, then it can be estimated 
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that ~ 30% of the Mg is in a tetrahedral environment based on a weighted 

average: 

Equation 20: 𝑵𝑴𝒈 = 𝑵𝟒𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒅𝒙𝟒𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒅 + 𝑵𝟓𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒅𝒙𝟓𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒅 = 𝟒𝒙𝟒𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒅 + 𝟓(𝟏 − 𝒙𝟒𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒅)  

 

where 𝑥𝑁𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 is the fraction of that environment and 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 is the 

coordination number of that environment (4 for 4-fold, 5 for 5-fold). There 

were assumed to be no other Mg environments, therefore 𝑁4𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝑁5𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 =

1. Al-Hasni et al. found Mg-O distances of ~ 2.00 Å with coordination 

numbers of 4.5-5.0 for their magnesium silicate glasses (218), in good 

agreement with that found in the 𝑇(𝑟) fits here for SrAW, although it should 

be noted that the concentration of Mg in this study was somewhat lower than 

that used in Al-Hasni et al (218). Guignard et al. found that in their alumina-

silicate glasses (again with a relatively high magnesium concentration) the 

Mg was present principally in five-fold geometries, however it also 

possessed significant percentages of four and six-fold geometries (37, 50 

and 13% MgO4, MgO5 and MgO6, respectively). Furthermore, the ratio of Si 

to Mg in their glass is comparable to that in the SrAW glass, and also gave a 

similar Mg-O coordination number of 𝑁𝑀𝑔 = 4.75. Patel et al. found a 

coordination number of 4.7-5.2 as they substituted strontium into their 

primarily phosphate glass (219). Finally, Watts et al. reported that ~ 14% of 

the Mg in their Bioglass 45S5 analogue occupied a tetrahedral environment 

(186). For the SrAW glass studied here, if R for the Mg is taken as 0.3, and 

utilising the abundances of Si, O, P and Mg of 0.131, 0.602, 0.052 and 

0.026, respectively, in the SrAW glass, this results in a  𝑍𝑆𝑟𝐴𝑊  =  0.84 and 

𝑁𝐶𝑆𝑟𝐴𝑊 = 2.32. This theoretically derived value for the network connectivity 

of the SrAW glass is based off the experimental findings of the neutron 

diffraction experiment and is in good agreement with the NC = 2.23 

produced by solely considering the Q species from the 29Si MAS-NMR (27% 

Q3, NC=3 and 73% Q2, NC=2). 

The fitting to the 𝑇(𝑟) for each composition was performed using the MAS-

NMR and isomorphic substitution analyses to defined the Si, P, Ca and Sr 

components meaning only the Mg-O bond was unknown. The final fits and 

subsequent values of ‘r’, ‘N’ and σ for the Si-O, P-O, O-Si-O, Ca-O (1 and 2), 
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Sr-O (1 and 2) and Mg-O were found to be in relatively good agreement 

across the different compositions. The slight variations in the Si-O, P-O and 

1st Sr-O and Ca-O peaks with Sr content were not seen to clearly associate 

with Sr content. It is possible these variations were an artefact of the fit, 

resulting from using the same O-Si-O bond coordination for all of the 

compositions despite the decreasing O-Si-O coordination with Sr shown by 

the NMR. The slight differences of the Si-O peaks may have then slightly 

altered how the software fit the other peaks. The deconvolutions reveal that 

the observed disappearance of the shoulder peak at 2.2Å with increasing Sr 

content was due to the changing quantities of Sr and Ca in the material. As 

the Sr content was increased, the Ca was replaced, reducing the intensity of 

the 1st Ca-O peak at 2.37Å, whilst increasing the intensity of the 1st Sr-O 

peak at 2.54Å. Other studies in Bioglass 45S5 found there was little change 

in the fitting parameters (r, N, σ) with Sr substitution into the material, whilst 

in Patel et al. they found only the Mg-O fitting parameters changed with Sr 

substitution, attributed to the much larger Mg and P content (24 and 40 

Mol%, respectively) and the larger size of Sr slightly altering the 

OPMgCa/Sr1 or 2 bonding environment (150,219). Therefore, the neutron 

diffraction experiment has determined that the addition strontium has very 

little effect on the short-range order of the SrAW glass. The changes in the 

shape of the spectra that were seen were deemed to vary in a linear manner 

with strontium content and were determined to be due to the alteration in the 

abundance of the elements, rather than actual changes in atomic 

separations, coordination or disorder. Based on these findings, a schematic 

for the glass network of the SrAW glasses is described in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: A proposed two-dimensional schematic of a section of the 
SrAW glass network based off the neutron diffraction findings. 
The 4th bond of the Si should extend into, or out of, the page. 
Note: the atomic separations are not to scale. 

 

2.4.3 Raman Spectroscopic analysis of the SrAW glass 

Using Raman spectroscopy, the vibrational spectra of the compositions of 

SrAW glass were measured, as this would provide complimentary 

information to the neutron diffraction and NMR on how the Sr content of the 

material affected the medium range order. The average Raman spectra for 

each glass composition (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr) were 

composed of two regions. The lower wavenumber region (580-720cm-1)  

was assigned to the Q2 Si-O-Si rocking mode (~620cm-1)(85,198,220) and 

the 𝜈4 O-P-O bending mode (~600cm-1)(181,199,200), and showed some 

variation in peak shape and position with strontium content. This region was 

also seen in the Sr substituted Bioglass 45S5 in O’Donnell et al., and the 

strontium hydroxyapatite glass of O’Donnell et al., where they attributed the 

slight movement in the peak position with Sr content to the broader effects of 

strontium size altering the Si-O and P-O bond angles and lengths (85,181).  
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The second region in the Raman spectra, between 800 and 1150cm-1, was 

primarily concerned with Si and P, and so was studied in greater detail to 

complement the neutron diffraction and NMR studies described in this 

chapter. However, the assignment of the peaks in this region is debated in 

the literature. The position of peak 3 was seen to fall from 950cm-1 to lower 

wavenumbers, and its FWHM decreased  with increasing Sr content, with 

this also having been reported in O’Donnell et al. for a hydroxyapatite glass 

(Ca5(PO4)3OH) substituted with strontium, where they identified it as the 

PO4
3– ν1 symmetric stretch (181). A separate study by O’Donnell et al. found 

Bioglass 45S5 (relatively similar to SrAW glass) substituted with Sr  also 

responded in this manner, again identifying the peak as the PO4
3– ν1 

symmetric stretch (85). Additionally, this was in complete agreement with the 

NMR data discussed previously, further suggesting that the 950cm-1 peak 

was that of orthophosphate. However, Si bond vibrations do appear in this 

region, and this results in seemingly conflicting peak assignments in the 

literature, with many studies indicating the O-Si-NBO, or Q2 Si-O-Si 

asymmetric stretch appear between 940-1000cm-1 (corresponding with peak 

4 in this study, at 960 cm-1), and hence potentially overlapping with the 

phosphorus peak (85,179,181,198,201,220). In González et al., they studied 

a mainly Si-Na-Ca glass and refused to attribute the peak at 950cm-1 to 

PO4
3– as it wasn’t present in their reference phosphate glass (220). 

However, as their glass is primarily phosphate,  the phosphate will be in 

higher Qn speciations to form the network and so orthophosphate might not 

be a major component, which is seen as the peak clearly drops away and 

disappears as phosphate content in the material falls from 6 to 0.1 weight 

percent (220). Agathopolous et al. acquired spectra from a primarily Si-Ca 

glass, with a stoichiometry and Raman spectral profile similar to those found 

in this study on SrAW, and allocated the 956cm-1 peak to vibrations derived 

from both asymmetric Q2 Si –O- and PO4
3– symmetric stretching vibrations, 

as this peak was clearly present in the beta tri-calcium phosphate reference 

glass spectra (179). However, they did not deconvolute the peak, as 

performed in this study, hence in this project it is possible to model separate 

orthophosphate and Q2 Si peaks, and assign the higher wavenumber peak 

to Si (180,183), whilst the 950cm-1 peak (due to its close agreement with the 
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31P NMR) shall be attributed to PO4
3– ν1 symmetric stretch. The movement 

of the orthophosphate peak in the SrAW glass with strontium content, seen 

in both the Raman and the NMR results, was also reported in O’Donnell et 

al. (2008) for strontium hydroxyapatite glass (Ca5(PO4)3OH), where the 

PO4
3– ν1 phosphorus peak wavenumber and FWHM decreased linearly with 

Sr (181). However, they also found that this was inversely correlated with 

crystal size in the material suggesting that the substitution of Ca for Sr 

lessened the disorder of their material (181). O’Donnell et al. also found for 

Bioglass 45S5 that principal consequence of strontium substitution was the 

movement of the PO4
3– ν1 phosphorus peak to lower wavenumbers (85). 

They attributed this in part to the heavier mass of the Sr ion, and partly to the 

strontium ion’s larger size expanding the glass network and consequently 

distorting the P-O bonds (85). 

A feature not identified by the other methods described in this project was 

the Q0 Si tetrahedra, and alongside the HWB region they represent the other 

contributions of Si to the medium range order of the SrAW glass. The 

Raman spectra Q0 Si stretch vibration peak 1 (865 cm-1) and HWB peak 4 

(1039 cm-1) were not observed to change in either position or FWHM 

maximum with strontium content, except a reduced FWHM in the HWB for 

the 37.5 Mol% Sr composition. The Q2 Si stretch vibration peak 3 (959 cm-1) 

was also consistent between the different compositions; however the 6.2 

and 12.5 Mol% Sr compositions did show a slight shift in peak position and  

reduction in FWHM. The intensity ratios of the Q2 Si peak 3 (against the Q0 

Si peak 1) were consistent (within uncertainty) between the compositions, 

however the HWB peak 4 showed some significant fluctuation, being seen 

generally to rise with Sr content in the SrAW glass. Comparing these 

findings with the NMR is made more challenging, as with the current data it 

was not possible to deconvolute the HWB region, and so some information 

on the Q3 and Q2 Si species present was inaccessible in the Raman spectra. 

Bearing this in mind, and considering that the amplitude of the Q2 Si were 

with respect to the Q0 Si  (rather than the Q3 Si in the NMR), this might 

explain why the increase in the Q2 Si species (as a share of the total Si 

species) seen in the NMR, was not clear in the Raman spectra. In Martin et 

al. (150), they also found a slight increase from 83 to 89% Q2 Si (as a total of 
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the Si speciations) between their 1:0 Ca:Sr and their 1:1 Ca:Sr composition, 

somewhat agreeing with the results reported in this project. However, their 

100% Sr composition then showed a slight fall, or return to, 81% Q2, 

suggesting that, as seen in the SrAW glass here, the way in which Sr alters 

the Si network does not simply favour the formation of Q2 Si. In Fujikura et 

al., their NMR found that Bioglass 45S5 experienced a step change in Si 

chemical shift with more than 50% Sr substitution (155).  They attributed this 

both to a change from Q2 chain to Q2 ring structures, the different sizes and 

charge shielding of the Ca2+ and Sr2+ ions, and a change from Q3 to Q2 Si 

species (155), as seen in this project and reported elsewhere (150). 

Therefore, it is clear that the substitution of Ca for Sr can potentially increase 

the disruption of the Si network, lowering network connectivity, which would 

then predict the material would then lead to the predicted faster breakdown 

of material in the body (112). 

Thus, the Raman spectra determine the presence of a Q0 Si species, along 

with Q2 Si and Q3 Si species, similar to the NMR. Though the NMR 

observation that the ratio of Q3 to Q2 changed with Sr was not replicated, this 

could be due to difficulties in further deconvoluting the peaks. It was also 

found that (like for the NMR) the phosphorus was present as 

orthophosphate, and that the peak moved to lower energies and became 

sharper with substitution of strontium into the material, suggesting that Sr 

addition made the orthophosphate more ordered. This means that although 

strontium did not alter the short range order it was seen result in a more 

disrupted Si-O network, with lower NC. This potential suggests that the 

substitution of strontium into the SrAW glass could result in faster 

breakdown of the material, which could have implication for the material-cell 

interaction. 

It is important to note that the neutron diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and 

NMR were all performed on the same batch of (platinum crucible made) 

glass to allow for direct comparison between the results of these analyses. 

However, other work in the David Wood Laboratory on SrAW and SrAWGC 

has shown there is slight batch to batch variability during the production of 

these materials (203). Additionally, alterations to the production process, 

such as using alumina crucibles, or mass-production methods (were the 
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material to make it to market), could also feasibly result in a slightly altered 

glass structure. Therefore, it would be prudent for future work to analyse 

repeat batches of the SrAW glass to determine how variable the short and 

medium range order is across batches. Furthermore, batches of SrAW glass 

produced in alumina crucibles could also be analysed to confirm whether 

this alteration to the production process also had any effect on the glass 

network. 

2.4.4 Disc production 

The glass powders for each composition were heat treated for 2 hours at 

1050°C, a procedure established in the David Wood Laboratory, to make 

AWGC porous scaffolds with <45μm AW glass particles (103). The SrAW 

glass compositions were able to sinter into SrAWGC discs, with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 

18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr. This is an important stage in the incorporation 

of Sr into the base AWGC material as it is the heat treatment of the AW 

glass into the final AWGC, that causes the apatite and wollastonite crystals 

to grow (119). This crystalline component is what gives the material more 

strength (119). Observation of the discs by SEM found that the surface 

morphology of the material changed noticeably with substitution of Ca for Sr. 

The 0 Mol% SrAW samples showed a nearly completely sintered smooth 

surface, which was also the case for the lower strontium compositions, 

however at 18.7 Mol% Sr and above the surface appeared to be increasingly 

textured, perhaps suggesting less sintering (as the <45μm glass particles 

would not have melted and fused so completely). Previous work in the David 

Wood Laboratory, described in  found that the substitution of strontium into 

the AW glass (45-90μm particles) altered the way in which the material 

responded to heat (102). This found that the substitution of Ca for Sr 

lowered the glass transition temperature, making the glass less viscous 

during the heating process, whilst also resulting in a shift of temperature at 

which the apatite crystals formed to a lower value (102). In addition, the 

temperature of formation for wollastonite, and the size of its exotherm falling, 

resulted in less wollastonite in the final SrAWGC samples (102). The 

samples in this project used <45μm SrAW glass, smaller than that used  in 

previous work (102), which would have caused the glass to be more 
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susceptible and further move the glass transition temperature downward 

(102,103,221). Therefore, the alterations in the surface morphology of the 

SrAWGC discs studied in this chapter potentially arise from an altered 

response of the material to the 2 hour long 1050°C heat treatment. 

These changes could potentially be more than cosmetic. Alterations to the 

surface morphology could change the way in which the material interacts 

with biological systems, such as cell culture media, by changing the surface 

area of the material. Furthermore, if the changes in texture are due to the 

presence of difference crystal phases either at the surface, or throughout the 

material, this could also alter the way in which the material breaks down and 

also alter the ions released, and their final concentrations. Earlier work found 

that the higher strontium SrAWGC (45-90μm) mesoporous scaffolds took 

more magnesium into the apatite crystal phases, and that the apatite crystal 

phases were larger (102). This agrees with the increased apatite crystal size 

with increased strontium substitution shown elsewhere(222) and is 

significant because apatite is the least bioactive of the three phases present 

in AWGC (the others being wollastonite and the glassy phase) (72,146,147). 

Although these findings do not perfectly predict how the SrAW or SrAWGC 

studied in this project will respond to Sr substitution, they are important 

considerations, as the ion release and surface of a material can both have 

significant effects on cell. 

Overall, the findings of, Raman spectroscopy, neutron diffraction and NMR 

are complimentary, and showed that although there were no differences in 

the short-range order of SrAW resulting from the substitution of Sr, there 

were some changes to the medium range order, mediated by changes in 

bond energy and disorder of the orthophosphate component and a slight 

drop in the quantity of Q3 Si. It was also observed that there were even 

larger scale consequences for the SrAW when substituting in Sr, namely a 

raise in the density of the material, and a fall in oxygen density, which along 

with the general decrease in the network connectivity could indicate the 

higher Sr compositions of SrAW glass would experience higher dissolution 

rates. In addition, the SrAW glass was able to be formed into SrAWGC 

discs, though at higher Sr substitutions there were noticeable alterations to 

the surface topography of the discs, which could potentially alter the both the 
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way in which the SrAWGC discs release ions into solution and how cells 

respond to the material surface. 
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Chapter 3 – MSC responses to strontium apatite 

wollastonite glass and glass-ceramics 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter has established that the addition of the strontium does 

have some effects on the material, seen both in the medium-range 

atomic=level order and microscopically in the surface topography of the 

materials. Previous work in the laboratory has shown that some 

compositions of strontium Apatite Wollastonite Glass Ceramic (SrAWGC) 

raised alkaline phosphatase (ALP) production in primary mesenchymal stem 

cells (MSCs) when used with osteogenic media (102). When designing a 

biomaterial, it is important to determine the effects it has on cells and 

mechanisms through which they act to determine its efficacy as a scaffold. 

For the material to be a successful bone regeneration scaffold it needs to 

provide a positive environment for human MSCs, initially allowing 

attachment, promoting growth and providing (or at least not blocking) 

osteogenic factors which enable osteogenic differentiation. The ionic 

degradation products are one of the key ways in which bioactive glasses are 

thought to affect cells and so determining the identity of these ions, their 

concentrations and how they change between compositions of the material 

is essential in understanding both how the material responds to the 

physiological environment, and how cells respond to them. To test the 

effects of the released ions further, and to determine whether these are the 

primary cause of any effects, the MSCs were grown with media conditioned 

by the glass (and hence containing the ions released by the material). It is 

important to note, that material will release not only strontium ions into the 

media, but also potentially any of the other ions in the material (Silicon, 

Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesium and Fluorine). 

Additionally, it is important to consider the conditions the cells are tested in. 

Much of the literature uses osteogenic media to determine how cells 

respond to biomaterials, and how they respond to strontium in the materials 
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and culture media (85,87,122,204,223). However, dexamethasone, the key 

component in osteogenic media, is a potent steroid, which does not play a 

part in physiologic MSC-driven bone regeneration (224,225). 

Dexamethasone is also not used therapeutically; hence MSCs in a bone 

tissue engineering scaffold would never be exposed to dexamethasone 

whilst in situ. For this reason, exposing MSCs to dexamethasone and 

SrAWGC may distort or mask the properties of the material and the effects 

of the strontium content. As strontium is theorised to be an inducer of 

osteogenic differentiation it would be useful to determine whether using 

media without dexamethasone, either normal (basal) culture media, or 

“mineralisation media” (which still contains the beta-glycerophosphate and L-

ascorbic acid necessary for mineralisation, but without the osteoinductive 

stimulus of dexamethasone) would still elicit any effects. 

The biological assessment of the SrAWGC used an established 

immortalised human mesenchymal stem cell line, referred to as Y201 MSCs 

(39). These cells have been shown to have tri-lineage potential and have 

been thoroughly characterised, in terms of their behaviour, appearance, 

gene expression profiles and reproducibility (39). Initially, it was important to 

determine whether the cells seed appropriately on the material, and to 

optimise the seeding of the SrAWGC discs as the experiments were not 

being conducted on culture plastic (where seeding of the cells is relatively 

simple because they cannot flow around the surface and they readily 

adhere).  

The majority of the testing of how the cells responded to the SrAWGC took 

the form of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and DNA assays to screen the 

different compositions of SrAWGC discs for their ability to enhance 

osteogenic differentiation or proliferation. SrAW glass conditioned media and 

media doped with Sr alone were also screened to determine whether the 

surface of the material, or simply elements released by the material were 

responsible for any effects. In addition, further experiments were performed 

with these conditions, such as Colony Forming Unit assays (to determine 

whether initial colony formation is affected), metabolic activity assays and 

proliferation assays (to confirm any increase in cell number).  
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3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Immortalised MSC line: Y201 

Throughout this work an established immortalised MSC line was utilised, 

referred to as Y201 MSCs, with their properties well understood (39). In 

brief, they were positive for CD29, CD44, CD73, CD90, CD105 and CD166 

surface markers, whilst not displaying CD34, CD45, CD11b and CD14 (39), 

and this profile is typical of that displayed by human bone marrow MSCs 

(226). The Y201 MSCs also have tri-lineage potential which is another 

marker of human bone marrow MSCs (226). Following established protocols 

they can be differentiated to display adipogenic markers, such as lipid 

staining with oil red O and increased LPL and PPRγ expression (39). They 

can also be differentiated display cartilage markers such as GAG staining 

with Alcian blue staining, raised total GAG content and Sox9 gene 

expression (39). Finally, they can present osteogenic differentiation markers 

such as calcium staining with alizarin red staining and raised ALP and 

RUNX2 gene expression (39,227) Additionally, Y201 MSC cultures and 

mineralized matrix produced after 21 days of osteogenic differentiation was 

found to have Ca/P ratio comparable to femoral trabecular bone when 

analysed by EDS microscopy (228). There is not yet published work where 

the Y201 MSCs have been used in vitro to grow new bone, however they 

meet the industry standard of a human bone marrow MSC. 

The cells were used preferentially over other MSCs, such as primary MSCs 

obtained from donated human bone, as they have been characterised in 

detail and shown to respond in a consistent manner to a range of stimuli. 

This contrasts with primary cells, which have great variability between lines 

and cannot be propagated indefinitely. Hence, using Y201 MSCs would 

greatly reduce the number of variables whilst studying the cell response to 

SrAWGC, making any cellular response to the material easier to interpret. 

The method by which the cells were immortalised has been published (39), 

however in brief they were created from primary human MSCs extracted 

from the femoral head of routine hip replacement patients which were 

immortalised before passage 3 using a hTERT (human Telomerase reverse 
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transcriptase) lentiviral vector. hTERT allows lengthening of the telomeres 

and subsequent cell immortality. The cells were used in the experiments 

described in this work between passage 60 and passage 90.  

3.2.2 General cell culture technique 

Y201 hTERT cells were used in all experiments unless otherwise indicated. 

All reagents were sterile. Cells were typically grown in T175 culture flasks at 

37°C, with a 5% CO2 atmosphere. This was to mimic the physiological 

environment and ensure the buffers used maintained a constant pH. The 

cells used were between passages 60 and 90 and kept less than 80% 

confluent by regular passaging (assessed using a phase contrast 

microscope). Cells were cultured in basal media unless otherwise specified, 

consisting of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Gibco, high 

glucose 4.5 g/l with pyruvate and L-glutamine, ref no. 41966-029) with 10% 

(v/v) Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Sigma, F7524-500ML) and 1% (w/v, 

10mg/ml) Penicillin Streptomycin (Invitrogen, S15140-122). All percentages 

are volume per volume. Cells were detached for passaging using 0.1% (v/v) 

trypsin ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic-acid solution (trypsin-EDTA, Invitrogen, 

S25300-054) and counted using a haemocytometer.  

All previous work on the Y201 cell line has utilised the high glucose, 10% 

FBS cell culture media described previously (determined through personal 

correspondence with authors (39,227)), hence this cell culture media was 

chosen for the experiments described in this work. This means that the Y201 

MSCs should respond more predictably and would allow for the results of 

this study to be more easily compared with the body of work carried out 

using Y201 MSCs. However, using FBS can induce variability into the 

experiments as the FBS can vary between batches. FBS was bought in bulk 

all deriving from the same batch and the same batch was used for the 

experiments in this study to reduce this variability. 
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3.2.3 SEM and EDX to establish cell attachment and morphology 

of Y201 MSCs on SrAWGC 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) were used to establish that the Y201 MSCs attached to 

the material surface, to observe their morphology, and to determine the 

quantity of cells needed to achieve confluence.  

SrAWGC discs with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr were made as 

detailed previously (Chapter 2, Section 2.2.8), autoclaved, then washed in 1 

x Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) before being placed in 48 well plates, 

with the curved side facing down (see Figure 34). Curved discs were used 

as this was the result of the production method employed. Creating and 

optimising a new production method was outside the scope of the project 

and would not have improved the experiment. This is because the main 

challenge resulting from this production method was disc to disc and batch 

to batch variability and this would have remained even with discs which were 

flat on both sides. Y201 hTERT MSCs were seeded into the wells with the 

discs at concentrations of 0, 2, 4 and 8 x 104 cells/cm2. After 24 hours the 

samples were washed in PBS and fixed in 2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde and 4% 

(v/v) paraformaldehyde in a 0.1M phosphate buffer overnight. These were 

then washed three times in 0.1M phosphate buffer and a secondary fix of 

1% (v/v) osmium tetroxide in 0.1M phosphate buffer was applied for 45 

minutes at room temperature. All percentages were volume per volume. The 

samples were then washed in ultrapure water twice and then dehydrated in 

a graded series of ethanol solutions (25-100% (v/v) in ultrapure water), with 

a wait of 30 minutes in each ethanol gradient. Absolute ethanol was then 

removed and replaced with hexamethyldisilane (HMDS) for 30 minutes after 

which the samples were transferred to fresh 24 well plates and left in a 

desiccator to dry overnight. The samples were then mounted onto aluminium 

SEM stubs with adhesive pads and silver dag (a viscous conductive silver 

paint from Agar Scientific, see page 43 of reference (184)) was applied to 

ensure conduction between the surface of the discs and the stub. These 

were then sputter coated with approximately 20nm thick layer of Au (gold) 

using an Agar Auto Sputter Coater to form a conducting layer across the 
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sample. Images were taken using an accelerating voltage of 20V and probe 

current of 60µA in a Hitachi S3400N variable pressure SEM. There were 

three discs for each SrAWGC composition and four images were taken of 

each sample. One picture was taken in the centre of the sample and three 

more pictures were taken around the centre. The experiment was repeated a 

second time independently. When identifying whether the cells had attached 

to the discs, secondary electron mode was used as it provides increased 

edge detection. For detailed analysis of cell morphology, backscattered 

electron mode was used to highlight low density cells (as dark areas) 

compared to the high density (bright) glass ceramic. This was determined by 

taking pictures of 10 cells per sample at x 800 magnification and then 

importing these into ImageJ (229). The outline of the cell was then traced by 

hand in ImageJ and “measure polygon” was used to determine the area and 

circularity. 

 

 

Figure 34: Description of how the AWGC discs are positioned within 
the multi-well plates. The curved surface of the disc faces down, 
whilst the flat surface, on which cells are grown, faces up. 

 

EDX was also performed on the surface of the scaffolds using a Bruker 

XFlash detector and analysed with Quantax analysis software (smoothing of 

15, 5 minute surface map). This was used to identify the cells against the 

material surface, however it was not suitable for taking many images for use 

in quantification of the cell morphology due to the technique being relatively 

slow, and the number of samples being analysed. 
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3.2.4 Glass and disc conditioned media to establish the effects of 

ions released by the material on Y201 MSCs 

Cell culture media were conditioned with the different compositions of AW 

glass powder (with increasing Sr content) to screen these different glass 

compositions, and specifically their ionic degradation products, for any 

effects they might cause on the Y201 MSCs. The glass conditioned media is 

a useful model to explore the cell response to the ions released by the glass 

and can be used as a model for the glass-ceramic, however it is not an exact 

representation of the ions released by the glass-ceramic itself. This is 

because the glass-ceramic is composed of multiple phases and the residual 

amorphous (glassy) phase may have undergone some changes (such as 

becoming enriched or deprived in elements) during the production process. 

This could then potentially result in an altered release profile of the AWGC 

amorphous phase compared with the AW glass itself. However, the glass 

conditioned media does reduce the number of variables in the experiments, 

compared with trying to use the amorphous component of the AWGC as the 

production process is more easily controlled. For these reasons glass 

conditioned media will be used as a relatively simple model to explore the 

cell response to SrAW and how the Sr content alters this. Batch to batch 

variability in the glass is also a consideration as these experiments were 

performed from a single batch of each composition. 

The glass conditioned media was made by mixing 12mg/mL of AW glass 

powder (<45µm particle size) with high glucose DMEM for 24 hours at room 

temperature, before filtering to remove the glass powder (method adapted 

from (87)). The other components of the cell culture media (FBS, Pen/Strep, 

osteogenic supplements) were added after the media was filtered. This 

quantity of glass powder per volume was chosen arbitrarily, based on the 

quantities used in Autefage et al. (87). The quantity used was not important 

to the outcome of future experiments as it was not an exact model of how 

the SrAWGC released ions. Additionally, the glass conditioned media could 

be diluted with DMEM to reduce the concentration of ions to an appropriate 

level if necessary following characterisation of the ions released.  The glass 

powder was autoclaved (121oC for 20 minutes) in the mixing bottle prior to 
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use. The glass conditioned media for the other SrAW compositions was 

made by adjusting to 12mg/mL according to the different densities of the 

materials (determined in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3), to ensure the same 

molarity of glass is being mixed with the media (see Table 18). A sample of 

each medium for each glass composition was frozen for later ion content 

analysis. 

 

Composition mg/mL 

AW 12.00 

SrAW 6.2 Mol% Sr 12.45 

SrAW 12.5 Mol% Sr 12.86 

SrAW 18.7 Mol% Sr 13.23 

SrAW 24.9 Mol% Sr 13.60 

SrAW 37.4 Mol% Sr 14.29 

Table 18: Concentration of <45µm glass powder in DMEM, adjusted for 
each composition according to their densities, as measured by 
pycnometry.  

 

The SrAWGC conditioned media was made by exposing 0.5ml DMEM to 

15mm diameter SrAWGC discs (0, 12.5 and 24.9 mol%)(approximately the 

same size as the wells of a 24 well plate), placed in 24 well plates (as in 

Figure 34), for 24 hours, before removing and freezing until use. 

3.2.5 Ion content of glass and disc conditioned media determined 

using ICP-OES 

To understand the effects of the ionic dissolution products of the SrAW glass 

(and therefore the SrAWGC material), it is necessary to know the ions 

released by the material, and this was determined using Inductively-

Coupled-Plasma Optical-Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES). ICP-OES 

involves a liquid sample being nebulised into a mist which is then fed into a 

plasma flame. The sample is then disintegrated into its constituent elements, 

which are repeatedly excited by the flame resulting in the release of radiation 

that is characteristic of different ions. Diffraction gratings then allow for this 

light to be split into its component colours and the intensities of these can be 
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quantified. The concentration of each element in the sample can then be 

calculated using the ICP-OES spectra of standards with known quantities of 

each element. 

The ionic content of both glass and disc conditioned media were determined 

using ICP-OES, provided as a service by the Department of Geography at 

the University of Leeds. The glass conditioned media was made as 

described in Section 3.2.4. For the disc media, discs were submerged in 

culture media for 24 hours and the media then extracted. The media 

samples were then immediately frozen. 1ml of frozen sample was thawed, 

and diluted 10 times in ultrapure water prior to transport to Leeds and 

measurement, using a Thermo Scientific iCAP7600 Duo ICP (high solids 

nebuliser, normal spray chamber). Multiple wavelengths for each element 

were checked to measure for interference (Mg: 270.553nm and 280.270nm, 

Ca: 393.366nm and 396.847nm, Sr: 407.771nm and 421.552nm, P: 

177.495nm and 178.284nm, Si: 251.611nm and 212.412nm). Yttrium 

(371.03nm) was used to normalise for slight variations in the volume of each 

sample. Three independently made batches of glass conditioned media 

were measured.  

3.2.6 Determining the effects of SrAW conditioned media on 

osteogenic differentiation and proliferation utilising 

different osteogenic supplements 

To establish how effective SrAWGC could be as a tissue engineering 

scaffold, it was important to determine what effects its dissolution products 

would have on MSCs, and whether the addition of strontium to the material 

would alter these effects. The ionic dissolution products of the discs were 

modelled using SrAW conditioned media, made with the different 

compositions of SrAW glass with increasing strontium content. The glass 

conditioned media was also made using different base media with increasing 

content of osteogenic supplements to establish how effective the SrAW 

conditioning was at assisting osteogenic differentiation. Basal media had no 

osteogenic supplements, mineralisation media had supplements to induce 

collagen deposition and provide the required phosphorus, and osteogenic 
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media contained these same supplements and the osteogenic steroid 

dexamethasone. As strontium was predicted to be a key factor in the 

response of the cells to the glass conditioned media, another series of 

experiments were performed where the MSCs were exposed to media with 

added Sr, to determine how the MSCs would respond to strontium alone.  

Y201 MSCs were encouraged to osteogenically differentiate by being 

seeding to confluence (4x104 cells/cm2) then after 24 hours, exposed to the 

medium of interest for 9 or 21 days. The seeding density was near 

confluency and as this would result in more consistent cell seeding, reducing 

variability in the results. Also, in order to differentiate the MSCs needed to 

reach confluence and so seeding near confluence would reduce the time 

needed for the MSCs to begin differentiating. At the required time points the 

ALP activity of the MSCs was measured using a pNPP-Pico Green assay, 

as described in section 3.2.9. 

The media of interest were variations of basal, osteogenic and mineralisation 

media with additional supplements, such as being conditioned with SrAW 

glass, or with added strontium chloride (Acros Organics, 99.9% purity, 

anhydrous).  

The basal media was as described above, whilst osteogenic media was 

basal media supplemented with 50µg/ml L-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate, 5mM 

β-glycerophosphate and 10nM Dexamethasone. Mineralisation media was 

osteogenic media without Dexamethasone. 

3.2.7 Determining the effects of Strontium alone on osteogenic 

differentiation and proliferation utilising different 

osteogenic supplements 

To determine whether the strontium in the glass conditioned media was 

solely responsible for any response, the osteogenic response of the MSCs 

to media containing SrCl2 was investigated. A strontium chloride (prepared 

using 99.99% purity anhydrous solid, Fisher) solution of 176mM was 

prepared in ultrapure water (0.14g in 5ml H2O), then filtered sterile. The 

ultrapure water was produced by a Purite Ondeo IS machine with resistivity 

between 17.6 and 18.2mΩ. This was then added to mineralisation media 
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(see Section 3.2.6), on the day when required, to produce media with 0, 

0.125, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8mM SrCl2, with sterile ultrapure water being added 

ensure all media had been diluted with the same volume of ultrapure water 

(including that in the SrCl2 solution). First, the most appropriate media type 

was confirmed using basal, mineralisation and osteogenic media with 4mM 

SrCl2 (based on that used previously and seen to induce raised ALP (230)) 

and measuring osteogenic response of the MSCs using ALP normalised to 

DNA (pNPP and PicoGreen, see Section 3.2.9). The results of this lead to 

mineralisation media being taken forward (as theoretically Sr should play the 

role of the osteogenic inducer dexamethasone) and then this was 

supplemented with 0, 0.125, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8mM SrCl2 to determine the 

optimum concentration of SrCl2 for osteogenic differentiation. These 

concentrations were selected as they are centred around the concentration 

of Sr found at bone formation sites in patients taking Strontium ranelate 

(124). After being exposed to these media for 9 days, ALP activity of the 

MSCs was measured using a pNPP-PicoGreen assay, as described in 

section 3.2.9. These assays were run over a short timescale to facilitate 

rapid screening. 

3.2.8 Determining the effects of Sr content of SrAWGC discs on 

MSC proliferation 

MSCs were exposed to SrAWGC discs to determine its effectiveness as a 

tissue engineering scaffold. Initially, the ability of the SrAWGC to support 

proliferation was measured, and whether the strontium content of the 

material affected this.  

48-well sized SrAWGC Discs were made as detailed previously, autoclaved, 

then washed in 1 x Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) before being placed in 

96 well plates, with the curved face down (see Figure 34). Y201 hTERT 

MSCs were seeded into the wells at concentrations of 4.5x 104 cells/cm2 to 

provide a baseline from which the cells could grow. This was near 

confluency which prevents the cells entering the “lag phase” of cell growth 

resulting from having too few cells. After 24 hours, they were encouraged to 

differentiate by being exposed to the medium of interest for 9, 14 or 21 days. 
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As with the glass conditioned media studies, media with different 

supplements were used to determine the limitations of any osteoinductive 

effects of the SrAWGC discs. 

First, to establish how osteogenic media, and media without any osteogenic 

supplements (basal), compared, the Y201 MSCs were cultured on the 

SrAWGC discs with or without strontium (0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr) for up to 21 

days using basal or osteogenic media. This was then followed by an 

experiment which compared the Y201 MSCs on all six compositions of 

SrAWGC discs (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr) for 21 and 14 

days whilst growing in only osteogenic media or mineralisation media, 

respectively, to determine whether it was the dexamethasone within the 

osteogenic media which was responsible for any effects. The media used 

have been described in section 3.2.6. At the time point, the samples were 

prepared for a PicoGreen assay, as described in Section 3.2.9.  

3.2.9 pNPP-PicoGreen assay for determination of osteogenic 

differentiation through ALP and DNA quantification 

The experiments in Sections 3.2.6, 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 utilised the pNPP-Pico 

Green assay to determine the ALP activity and cell number at the time points 

for the conditions studied. The assay is described briefly here. At the chosen 

time point, the medium was aspirated from the well and washed twice in 

0.2M Carbonate Buffer (2:1 volume to volume ratio of 0.2M Na2CO3 to 0.2M 

NaHCO3, pH 10.2) after which 0.1% (v/v) Triton X was added to lyse the 

cells (150l in a 96 well plate), and then the well plate was frozen. Once all 

time points had been collected they were freeze thawed three times, after 

which 50l from each experimental well was moved respectively to a clear 

and a black 96-well plate. To the clear well-plate, ALP standards (were 

added (100µl in triplicate), followed by 50µl of pNPP (10mg pNPP, P4744, 

Sigma, in 20ml ultrapure water plus 9ml 0.2M carbonate buffer and 1ml 

100mM MgCl2). The standards were made through sequential dilution 

described of 10mM pNPP (cat N7660, Sigma) in 0.2M Carbonate Buffer as 

described in Table 19. After 1 hour absorbance at 405nm was read using a 

plate reader (Thermo Scientific Multiskan Go). To the black well-plate, DNA 
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standards were made from a 10µg/ml stock of salmon sperm (Invitrogen, 

see Table 20) and added (50µl in triplicate), followed by 50µl of PicoGreen 

(Invitrogen, P7581) diluted 1:50 in TE Buffer (10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA at pH 

7.5). This was agitated to mix, then after 10 minutes under foil this was 

measured using 485nm excitation and detecting 538nm fluorescence 

emission on a BMG Labtech POLARstar OPTIMA plate reader. 

The ALP activity (pNPP nmol/ml/min) was determined by first using the 

measurement of the pNPP  standards to determine the counts per pNPP 

concentration, and using a linear fit to interpolate this for the values 

measured for the experimental conditions. This was then divided by the time 

over which the pNPP reaction took place (1 hour) to get the pNPP per 

millilitre per minute. The DNA concentration (µg/ml) was determined by 

using the DNA standards to interpolate the DNA concentration from the 

fluorescence measurements (utilising a cubic spline fit in IGOR Pro). The 

ALP activity was then normalised against DNA content (to produce a final 

value of (nmol/ml/min)/(µg/ml) to ensure ALP increases were due to a 

change in cell function and not due to a simple raise in the number of cells 

producing baseline ALP levels. The DNA measurements were also used to 

quantify cell proliferation as the quantity of DNA in the experimental 

conditions is proportional to the number of MSCs present. 
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Concentration pNPP 

(μmol/ml) 

pNPP (μl) 0.2M carbonate buffer 

(μl) 

0.5 20μl pNPP  380 

0.3 12μl pNPP 388 

0.2 16μl pNPP 784 

Following made by serial dilution of the 0.2 μmol/ml standard 

0.1 400μl of 0.2μmol/ml 400 

0.05 400μl of 0.1μmol/ml 400 

0.025 400μl of 0.05μmol/ml 400 

0.0125 400μl of 0.025μmol/ml 400 

0 0 400 

Table 19: pNPP standards for use in pNPP-PicoGreen experiments. 

 

DNA concentration 

(μg/ml) 

Volume of DNA (μl) Volume of 0.1% (v/v) 

Triton X (μl) 

8 80 (μl of 100μg/ml stock) 920 

4 500 of A 500 

2 500 of B 500 

1 500 of C 500 

0.5 500 of D 500 

0.25 500 of E 500 

0 0 500 

Table 20: DNA standards for use in pNPP-PicoGreen experiments. 
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3.2.10 Determining the effects of strontium addition to AW 

and AWGC on MSC proliferation using an EdU assay 

It was important to determine whether the ionic dissolution products of the 

SrAWGC raised cell proliferation and whether the addition of strontium to the 

material affected this. A proliferation assay (Click-iT EdU) was used to 

determine this, where the SrAW glass conditioned media were used to 

model the ionic dissolution products of the material, whilst the SrAWGC 

discs were used to determine the effects of the intact material. In this assay, 

EdU (5-ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine) is taken up into the DNA during S-phase, 

then this can be measured by utilising a click-chemistry reaction which 

attaches a fluorescent dye to the EdU, marking cells which are undergoing 

or have undergone cell cycling. This can then be normalised to the number 

of cells determined by a DNA counter fluorescent stain (Hoechst). This 

assay was performed on both MSCs grown on discs and MSCs exposed to 

glass conditioned media. 

Cells were seeded at 50% confluence to ensure they could adequately 

proliferate (on culture plastic or on SrAWGC discs). The next day these were 

synchronised bat G0 phase using low serum media (0.5% (v/v) FBS) for 24 

hours. The cells seeded on culture plastic were then exposed to the SrAW 

glass conditioned media with 10µM EdU (Click-iT EdU assay, Sigma, 

catalogue number C10337), whereas those on SrAWGC discs were 

exposed to mineralisation medium with 10µM EdU. After 48 hours exposure 

(to ensure at least one cell cycle was captured, as the cell cycle of Y201 

cells is approximately 24 hours) the media was aspirated and the cells fixed 

with 3% (v/v) paraformaldehyde. 

The EdU was stained following the manufacturer’s instructions, and the 

Hoeschst stain added by following the manufacturer’s instructions within the 

Click-It EdU 488 kit. The uptake of EdU was quantified by taking 4 images of 

each well/ disc using a Leica DM IRB inverted microscope. The cells grown 

with glass media were imaged with an x10 objective. The discs used an x20 

objective as the fluorescence was less intense. ImageJ was then used to 

analyse the fluorescence images (229). First they were binarised (set to 16 

bit) to change the image to be a grey scale going from black (the 
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background) to white (the nuclei). Next a threshold was employed (threshold 

(17,255) in ImageJ) to remove noise and make a clear cut-off below which 

was considered “background”. The nuclei were then counted using the 

“count particles” function, which counted all contiguous roughly circular white 

spots on the image. Spots with area between 6 µm2 and 600 µm2 were 

counted as nuclei. 

3.2.11 Determining the effects of strontium addition to AW 

and AWGC on MSC metabolic activity using a WST-1 assay 

To compliment the findings of the proliferation assay, a WST-1 assay was 

used to determine whether the SrAWGC discs or their ionic dissolution 

products (modelled using the SrAW glass conditioned media) could alter cell 

metabolic activity (as a second measure of cell growth), and whether the 

strontium content of the material also affected this. The WST-1 metabolic 

activity assay determines cell numbers through a tetrazolium salt being 

cleaved in the mitochondria during respiratory processes, resulting in a 

colour change from pink to orange. A higher number of cells results in a 

higher metabolism of the dye and a stronger colour being produced. 

For the cells exposed to glass conditioned media, the cells were seeded 

confluent (4x104 cells/cm2) and after 24 hours to attach, were exposed to the 

glass conditioned media for 9 days before WST-1 media (10% (v/v) in 

media, Roche) was added and after 1 hour the absorption at 440nm was 

measured with a Thermo Scientific Multiskan Go plate reader, a 600nm 

reference frequency. 

For the cells grown on glass on glass ceramic discs they were seeded onto 

the discs at 50% confluence to promote growth (2.25 x104cells/cm2) and 

after 24 hours to attach, were exposed to mineralisation media for 7 days. At 

the time point WST-1 media (10% (v/v) in media, Roche) was added and 

after 1 hour the absorption at 440nm was read as above. 
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3.2.12 Colony Forming Unit-fibroblastic assay to determine 

effect of SrAW on colony forming ability of Y201 MSCs 

To explore whether the ions released from the glass could affect MSC 

progenitor cell activity a Colony forming unit fibroblastic (CFU-f) assay was 

performed. The cells were plated at 10 cells/cm2, and left to grow in cell 

culture medium conditioned without glass or with the six different glass 

conditioned media with increasing Sr (as used previously). Once colonies 

were distinct, defined typically as 50 cells or more (~10 days), they were 

stained with crystal violet and once dried were scanned using a flatbed 

scanner. The crystal violet stained colonies were then quantified using 

ImageJ (229) by scaling the image (using measurements of the multiwell 

plates the experiment was conducted in) and then manually circling the 

colonies and using the “measure” function in ImageJ. This created an 

assessment of the size and circularity of the colonies in all of the 

experimental conditions.  

3.2.13 Statistical analysis  

Statistical analysis for all experiments was performed using IGOR Pro 

Version 6.37 software (WaveMetrics). Equality of variance was established 

utilising Bartlett’s test. Significant differences between conditions were then 

determined using a Tukey test if the variance was equal between conditions, 

or a Nemenyi (Tukey type) non-parametric multiple comparison test between 

the conditions otherwise, with significance being defined as p-value of less 

than 0.05. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 SEM and EDX to establish cell attachment and morphology 

of Y201 MSCs on SrAWGC 

Initially, cell attachment to the SrAWGC discs was explored to determine 

how the MSCs attach and spread, and the effect of different Sr 

concentrations in the material, using different electron microscopy and 

associated techniques.  

Initially, the cells were seeded on the six different compositions of SrAWGC 

disc with increasing strontium content (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 

Mol% Sr) at 4 x 104 cells/cm2 and after 24 hours the samples were prepared 

and SEM taken. Three discs for each composition were imaged at the centre 

and three points around the centre, with the whole experiment repeated a 

second time independently. The discs were seen to support cell attachment, 

with flattened cells distinguishable from the surface using only SEM in 

secondary electron mode, and with no rounded cells detected 

(representative images can be seen in Figure 35). For all of the 

compositions the cells are spread out with processes extending into the 

surface features. From these images the addition of strontium to the material 

was not seen to change the cell attachment. The contrast between the cell 

and surface was good, although it was not always easy identify the edge of 

the cell. Additionally, the cells were clearly not in their physiological state 

having been dried out.  

EDS mapping was  then used to establish the elemental content of the 

surface, allowing the carbon rich cells to be clearly identified against the 

silicon rich surface. The MSCs were seeded on the discs in increasing 

concentrations to determine the concentration of cells at which confluence 

was reached. EDS maps were then taken of the prepared samples after the 

MSCs had been given 24 hours to attach. 
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Figure 35: Representative SEM of Y201 hTERT MSCs seeded on 
SrAWGC discs at 4x104 cells/cm2 after 24 hours, with increasing 
strontium content in the discs (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 
mol% Sr). Scale bar = 20µm. 

 

Representative EDS maps from three samples and two repeats for each 

composition are shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37, where red and blue 

showed the signal from carbon and silicon atoms, respectively. The 

increasing concentrations of cells are clearly visible against the SrAWGC 

disc surface as the carbon signal was seen to localise within the cells, 

excepting those areas where the cell is raised or lowered out of the plain of 

the image (where the x-rays detected quickly vanished to zero) due to the 

topography of the material.  
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Figure 36: Representative SEM and EDS of Y201 hTERT MSCs seeded 
at 0, 2, 4 and 8x104 cells/cm2 on SrAWGC discs with 0 Mol% Sr 
(a,b,c,d), 6.2 Mol% Sr (e,f,g,h) and 12.5 Mol% Sr (I,j,k,l) content 
after 24 hours. The EDS displays carbon as red and silicon as 
blue. 

 

Again, the cells were observed to be spread out and extend processes into 

and across the surfaces all of the compositions and in all seeding densities. 

The strontium content was not seen to influence the seeding of the cells on 

the disc surface. 
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Figure 37: Representative SEM and EDS of Y201 hTERT MSCs seeded 
at 0, 2, 4 and 8x104 cells/cm2 on SrAWGC discs with 18.7 Mol% Sr 
(a,b,c,d), 24.9 Mol% Sr (e,f,g,h) and 37.4 Mol% Sr (I,j,k,l) content 
after 24 hours. The EDS displays carbon as red and silicon as 
blue. 

 

The samples where no cells were present show what seems to be a 

consistent carbon signal across the disc surface, however this was an 

artefact of the software.  As the images were normalised to themselves 

relatively weak sources of carbon (such as fixatives on the disc surface) 

seem brighter in a sample without a strong source of carbon (the discs 

without cells).  
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Back scattered electron contrast mode on SEM was used to take images of 

the cells on the discs with the cells being easily distinguished from the 

surface as dark (low density) regions. Representative images from the same 

three samples from two repeats for each composition used in the earlier 

SEM and EDS analysis can be seen in Figure 38). The cells are observed to 

be clearly spread out on the surface of all of the compositions, with 

processes extending out to explore the surrounding material. The difference 

in surface morphology of the SrAWGC discs is also clear from back 

scattered electron images. This is because the technique exaggerates the 

differences in the surfaces, as areas of the surface which were out of plane 

also produce little signal (absence of material is effectively a very low 

density), and hence appear dark (which are seen as the dark cavities in 

(Figure 38).  

As this technique gave a very clearly defined edge to the cell it made it 

possible to measure the cells morphology, and so determine whether or not 

the different compositions of SrAWGC with increasing strontium would alter 

the cell morphology. The morphology of the cells was quantified utilising 

ImageJ (229), where 10 cells for each sample were outlined with a polygon, 

then the software calculated the circularity and aspect ratio associated within 

this polygon (see Figure 39). The resulting circularities and aspect ratios can 

be seen in Figure 40, and differences were determined using ANOVA with 

no significant difference (p < 0.05) measured between the cells on the 

SrAWGC compositions with increasing Sr content. 
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Figure 38: Representative backscatter SEM images of human MSCs on 
the surface of six different compositions of SrAWGC discs 
(seeded at 2 x104 cells/cm2). Scale bar indicates 50μm. 

6.2 Mol% Sr 

0 Mol% Sr 

24.9 Mol% Sr 

18.7 Mol% Sr 

37.4 Mol% Sr 
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Figure 39: Representative backscatter SEM image of how the cell shape of 
Y201 hTERT MSCs on SrAWGC discs were defined within ImageJ. 

 

Figure 40: The average circularity and aspect ratio of 10 MSCs grown on 
the surface of 5 different compositions of SrAWGC disc (the 12.5 mol% 
data is not displayed as the discs were not conductive enough). The 
values are means, with error bars representing the standard error. 
There were no significant differences between the conditions. 

3.3.2 Ion content of glass and disc conditioned media determined 

using ICP-OES 

As the ions released by the SrAWGC are considered to be a key part of the 

interaction between the material and the cells, it was important to determine 

how the addition of strontium to SrAWGC affected this. It is also important to 

determine the ions released by the SrAW glass, as the glass is theorised to 
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be the most bioactive component of the SrAWGC material. The ion release 

was measurements for the SrAW glass and SrAWGC discs was taken after 

24 hours as this was a manageable amount of time over which to 

manufacture glass conditioned media for future experiments, and for the 

discs represented a mid-point between the discs being exposed to the media 

and the media being changed. 

The results of the ICP-OES for glass conditioned media can be seen in 

Figure 41. For the glass conditioned media, strontium ion release was seen 

to rise with increasing strontium content, whilst calcium decreased. The 

other ions  did not change significantly between the conditions. There was a 

significant increase in silicon between the glass media and the control 

media, however the addition of strontium was did not affect this. There was 

also a small (non-significant) decrease in phosphorus content between the 

glass conditioned media and non-conditioned mineralisation media. 

The  ion release from the SrAWGC discs  after 24 hours can be seen in 

Figure 42, however t. Release of strontium was seen to rise with strontium 

content of the disc, however only the 24.9 Mol% Sr had a significant 

increase compared 0 Mol% Sr . Silicon release also increased with 

increasing strontium content of the discs, as did calcium release, whilst 

phosphorus was seen to decrease at the highest strontium content. There 

was not observed be a change in magnesium between the control media 

and any of the SrAWGC compositions. The ion release from the discs was 

different than that measured for the glass conditioned media, but it is 

important to note that the materials are quite different. The glass powder 

conditioning the media had a very high surface area and was finely 

dispersed, whereas the glass-ceramic discs consisted of an amorphous 

phase (relatively similar to the glass powder) and two crystalline phases. 

The way in which these phases reacted to the culture media could have 

resulted in the differences. 
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Figure 41: Ions released from mineralisation (min) media mixed for 24 
hours with SrAW glass powders with increasing strontium 
contents, measured using ICP-OES. The values are means of 
triplicate measurements, with error bars representing the standard 
error. * is significant difference (p<0.05) from 0 Mol% Sr 
composition, # is significant difference (p<0.05) from the 
mineralisation media alone. 

 

Figure 42: Ions released from SrAWGC discs with increasing strontium 
content after exposure to mineralisation (min) media for 24 hours, 
measured using ICP-OES. The values are means of triplicate 
measurements, with error bars representing the standard error. * 
is significant difference (p<0.05) from 0 Mol% Sr composition, # is 
significant difference (p<0.05) from the mineralisation media (min) 
alone. 
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3.3.3 The effects of Sr on Y201 MSC osteogenic response 

independent of SrAW glass 

To understand how the MSCs respond to SrAWGC, it is important to 

establish the effects of strontium alone on both osteogenic differentiation 

potential and cell growth of the Y201 MSCs in the absence of potentially 

confounding influences (such as other elements released by the SrAWGC 

discs or into the conditioned medium, or material surface topography). This 

will indicate the baseline response we could expect from these cells, and will 

be a valuable reference when discussing the Y201 MSC response to 

SrAWGC. 

The most appropriate media type to use in the osteogenic and proliferative 

experiments with strontium chloride (SrCl2) was confirmed by measuring the 

ALP and DNA response of Y201 MSCs using basal, mineralisation and 

osteogenic media with 4mM SrCl2. This is because the supplements, 

particularly dexamethasone (the main osteogenic component of osteogenic 

media), could potentially interfere with the mechanisms induced by Sr. 

However, basal media might not have the resources required by the cell 

(such as additional phosphorus and Ascorbic acid) to utilise Sr to alter 

differentiation or cell growth.  

The results are presented in Figure 43, with the osteogenic media observed 

to produce increased ALP at day 9 when compared to basal medium, both 

with and without SrCl2. The mineralisation media induced an effect between 

the basal and osteogenic media as it was observed to raise ALP compared 

to basal for no strontium and 4mM SrCl2 at day 9. However, the addition of 

4mM SrCl2 resulted in a slightly lowered ALP compared to no strontium. Cell 

number was unchanged between the strontium and no strontium conditions, 

though it was seen to increase over time (Figure 44). 
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Figure 43: ALP Per cell of Y201 MSCs after exposure to basal, 
osteogenic (osteo) and mineralisation (min) media with 4mM SrCl2 
content. The values are means of 6 repeats, with error bars 
representing standard error. Significant differences: * indicated a 
significant difference between the indicated conditions (p<0.05).  

 

 

Figure 44: Cell number (measured by DNA content) of Y201 MSCs after 
exposure to basal, osteogenic (osteo) and mineralisation (min) 
media with 4mM SrCl2 content. The values are means of 6 repeats, 
with error bars representing SEM. There were no significant 
differences as shown (p<0.05). 
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As mineralisation media was still capable of raising the ALP expression of 

the MSCs (at day 9), without Dexamethasone (a very strong osteogenic 

steroid), it was decided this was the superior media to screen the 

effectiveness of strontium (it minimised the stimuli and hence the variables 

the cells would be exposed to). Therefore, mineralisation media was taken 

forward and used to screen different concentrations of Sr (0, 0.125, 0.5, 1, 2, 

4 and 8mM SrCl2) for their effects on the osteogenic differentiation and 

proliferation of the Y201 MSCs. Over 9 days, osteogenic and mineralisation 

media were seen to induce a clear increase in ALP per cell for the Y201 

cells when compared with basal media (Figure 45). The addition of SrCl2 to 

the mineralisation media caused a dose-dependent effect, with the ALP per 

cell rising as increasing concentrations of SrCl2 were added, peaking at 

1mM SrCl2, then falling as higher amounts were used. However, the addition 

of only 0.125 mM SrCl2 lowered ALP significantly compared to mineralisation 

media. 

 

Figure 45: ALP per cell of Y201 MSCs after exposure to mineralisation 
media with increasing SrCl2 content for 3, 6 and 9 days. The 
values are means of 6 repeats, with error bars representing 
standard error. Significant differences: * indicated a significant 
difference between the indicated conditions (p<0.05). 
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3.3.4 The effects of ion release from SrAW glass on Y201 MSC 

osteogenic differentiation and proliferation 

As described previously, the ion release from the SrAWGC could be an 

important factor in any MSC response, hence SrAW glass conditioned media 

was used to model the ions released by the amorphous phase of the 

material, and the MSC response to the glass conditioned media was 

explored. As before, the experiments were performed with basal media (to 

determine whether strontium alone was sufficient to provoke a response in 

the cells), with osteogenic media (to determine whether the cells could 

differentiate with this well established stimulus and whether the strontium 

and other ions from the material would interfere with this) and with 

mineralisation media, which was osteogenic media without dexamethasone, 

to see if strontium could play the part of the osteoinducer. 

Both the 0 and 12.5 mol% Sr glass conditioned osteogenic media were seen 

again to increase the ALP activity for the MSCs compared with the 0 and 

12.5 mol% Sr glass conditioned basal media, respectively, at both days 4 

and 9 (Figure 46). At day 4, the glass conditioned mineralisation media for 

the 0 and 12.5 mol% compositions also increased the ALP activity compared 

with the basal 0 and 12.5 mol% Sr conditioned media, respectively. 

However, at day 9, only the strontium containing 12.5 mol% Sr glass 

conditioned mineralisation media induced a significant increase in the ALP 

activity compared with the basal condition (12.5 mol% Sr glass conditioned 

basal media). For the glass conditioned media without Sr (0 Mol%) there 

was no significant difference at day 9 between the basal and mineralisation 

media conditions. This indicates that in the glass conditioned medium 

without strontium (0 mol% Sr), the osteogenic steroid dexamethasone (found 

in the osteogenic media) was required to induce an increase in ALP activity 

in the MSCs at day 9. However, for the glass conditioned media with 

strontium (12.5 mol% Sr) this was not the case, and at day 9 only the 

mineralisation media additives (β-glycerophosphate and L-ascorbic acid) 

were required to induce an increase in ALP activity. 
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Figure 46: ALP activity normalised to cell number of Y201 MSCs after 
exposure to basal, osteogenic and mineralisation media 
conditioned with glass powder containing 0 and 12.5 mol% Sr. The 
values are means of 6 repeats, with error bars representing 
standard error. Significant differences: * indicated a significant 
difference between the indicated conditions (p<0.05). 

 

Longer studies were performed on the glass conditioned basal media, using 

the six different compositions of SrAW with increasing strontium content. 

Again the osteogenic media control was observed to increase ALP activity 
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resulted in no significant increase in ALP response, regardless of strontium 

content in the glass, again indicating that strontium in basal media is not 

sufficient to induce osteogenic differentiation. In contrast, there were 

significant increases in DNA for higher strontium compositions at day 7, 

followed by the remaining compositions at day 14 (Figure 48), which could 

signify that even in basal media, the Sr (and other ions) released by the 

glass into the conditioned media were able to increase cell growth. 
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Figure 47: ALP activity normalised to cell number of Y201 MSCs after 
exposure to basal medium conditioned with glass powder with 0, 
6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% Sr. The values are means of 6 
repeats, with error bars representing standard error. There were 
no significant differences between the 0 mol% Sr and other Sr 
conditions (p<0.05). 

 

 

Figure 48: Cell number (measured by DNA content) of Y201 MSCs after 
exposure to basal medium conditioned with glass powder with 0, 
6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% Sr. The values are means of 6 
repeats, with error bars representing standard error. * indicates 
significant differences from 0 mol% Sr, NS indicates no significant 
differences from 0 mol% (p<0.05). 
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Glass conditioned mineralisation media was used to determine whether the 

strontium (and other ions in the glass conditioned media) could fulfil the role 

of the dexamethasone found in the osteogenic media, with the results 

presented in Figure 49. Again, the control (osteogenic media) was observed 

to increase ALP activity in the Y201 MSCs however this was not observed 

with the glass conditioned mineralisation media, with the strontium 

containing conditions tending to lower ALP. The cell number, as measured 

by DNA, was observed to increase over time, and in particular increased in 

strontium-containing glass conditioned media when compared with 0 Mol% 

Sr glass conditioned media (Figure 50 and Figure 51). This was observed at 

both 8 days, and 21 days, with a dose dependent response, with greatest 

increase observed at 24 Mol% Sr. Hence, the main effects of strontium 

addition to the glass conditioned media, were that it tended to increase the 

cell number of Y201 MSCs in a dose dependent manner with the increasing 

strontium content of the material. 
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Figure 49: ALP activity of Y201 MSCs after exposure to mineralisation 
media conditioned with glass powder with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 
37.4 mol% Sr for up to 8 days. The values are means of 6 repeats, 
with error bars representing standard error. * indicates significant 
differences, NS indicates no significant difference from 0 mol% Sr 
(p<0.05). 

 

Figure 50: Cell number (measured by DNA content) of Y201 MSCs after 
exposure to mineralisation media conditioned with glass powder 
with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% Sr for up to 8 days. The 
values are means of 6 repeats, with error bars representing 
standard error. * indicates significant differences, NS indicates no 
significant difference from 0 mol% Sr (p<0.05). 
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Figure 51: Cell number (measured by DNA content) of Y201 MSCs after 
exposure to mineralisation media conditioned with glass powder 
with 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% Sr for up to 21 days. The 
values are means of 6 repeats, with error bars representing 
standard error. * indicates significant differences from 0 mol% Sr 
(p<0.05). 

 

 

The cell number increase in response to strontium was confirmed using a 

WST-1 metabolism assay, in which tetrazolium salt being cleaved in the 

mitochondria during cell respiratory processes causes a colour change from 

pink to orange. For the glass conditioned media the 6.2, 12.5 and 24.9 Mol% 

Sr conditions significantly raised cell metabolic activity (potentially indicative 

of an increased number of cells) (Figure 52), which is supportive of results 

earlier in this section, which found DNA quantification was increased by 

SrAW compositions with more than 6 mol% Sr.  
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Figure 52: WST-1 metabolic activity assay performed on Y201 MSCs 
exposed to glass conditioned media for 6 days. The three plots 
depict the different independent repeats of the experiment, 
performed with different passages of cells and different batches of 
conditioned media. Values are the means of 6 repeats, whilst the 
error bars display the standard deviation. * signifies p<0.05 
compared to 0 Mol% Sr. 

 

EdU was used to measure the number of cells which had undergone 

proliferation. This attaches to nuclei during the S-phase is and is then 

measured using a fluorophore that attaches to EdU via a click-chemistry 

reaction. If the cells were initially synchronised, then cells which are 

proliferating faster will have more cells in the S-phase. The number of EdU 

positive nuclei (green, Alexa488) as a fraction of total nuclei (blue, Hoechst) 

was seen to not significantly change with strontium addition to the glass 

media (Figure 53), suggesting that the number of cells in S-phase and hence 

the rate of proliferation wasn’t different with strontium addition to the glass 

conditioned media. 
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Figure 53: Representative EdU-Hoechst stains (10x objective) 
performed on Y201 MSCs exposed to glass conditioned media for 
48 hours. Green is EdU-Alexa488 representing cells which have 
started S-phase, blue is Hoechst, a nuclear stain. The plot depicts 
the quantification of EdU positive nuclei. Values are the means of 
6 repeats, whilst the error bars display the standard error. NS 
indicates no significant difference between all of the conditions 
(p<0.05). 

 

3.3.5 The effects of SrAW Glass-ceramics on Y201 MSC 

osteogenic differentiation and proliferation 

The previous sections have observed how strontium alone, and then the full 

range of ions released by the different compositions of SrAW affected the 

ALP production and cell number of the Y201 MSCs. However, to fully 

determine how the material will affect the MSCs it is important to grow them 

on its surface, as additional factors, such as surface topography, could 

influence the cells in ways which would be missed from simply exposing the 

cells to the ions released by the material.  
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Initially, as a pilot study the AWGC discs without strontium and 12.5 Mol% 

strontium SrAWGC discs were used to assess the effects of strontium 

addition to the material on Y201 MSC osteogenic differentiation (through 

ALP) and cell number. The 12.5 Mol% Sr composition was chosen as the 

representative strontium composition as it was a compromise between 

having enough strontium in the material that sufficient is released, whilst not 

having so much that the structure of the material is impaired (as shown by 

the altered surface properties in section 3.3.1). Initially, osteogenic media 

was used to determine whether the material was capable of supporting 

osteogenic differentiation which had been already initiated by the 

dexamethasone in the osteogenic media. For Y201 MSCs grown on 

SrAWGC discs in osteogenic media, the ALP activity (indicative of 

differentiation), was found to increase at a slower rate over the 14 days in 

the 12.5 mol% discs compared with the no-Sr discs (Figure 54). The cell 

number, as measured by DNA, was seen to rise slightly over time, though 

not significantly, and the addition of Sr to the discs did not have a clear effect 

(Figure 55). 

The whole range of disc compositions with increasing Sr content were then 

explored, focussing on the cell number as measured by DNA content, as this 

had been particularly affected by the glass conditioned media. For Y201 

MSCs grown on SrAWGC discs in osteogenic media, the cell number, as 

measured by DNA, was seen to rise over time, and in particular was seen to 

increase on strontium-containing AWGC discs when compared with 0 mol% 

Sr AWGC discs (Figure 56). This was observed at both 7 days, and 14 days, 

with a dose dependent response, yielding the greatest increase at 24.9 and 

18.7 Mol% Sr at days 7 and 14 respectively (Figure 56). 
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Figure 54: ALP normalised to cell number (pNPP per DNA) of Y201 
MSCs after growth in basal or osteogenic media on SrAWGC discs 
with or without strontium (0 and 12.5 mol% Sr) for up to 21 days. 
Values are means of three samples, with the error bars 
representing standard error. # indicates significant differences 
from basal 0 mol% Sr for that time point, * represents significant 
differences from the osteogenic 0 mol% Sr for that time point 
(p<0.05). 

 

Figure 55: Cell number (measured by DNA content) of Y201 MSCs after 
growth in basal and osteogenic media on SrAWGC discs with 
increasing strontium content (0, 12.5 mol% Sr) for up to 21 days. 
Values are means of three samples, with the error bars 
representing standard error. No significant differences were seen 
within the time points between the 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr conditions 
(p<0.05). 
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Figure 56: Cell number (measured by DNA content) of Y201 MSCs after 
growth in osteogenic media on SrAWGC discs with increasing 
strontium content (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% Sr) for up to 
14 days. Values are means of three samples and error bars 
represent the standard error. * indicates significant differences, 
and NS indicates no significant differences between the 0 mol% Sr 
and other conditions (p<0.05). 

 

Next it was important to determine whether the discs alone could induce the 

changes in cell number with strontium content observed previously, or 

whether it was dependent on the dexamethasone in the osteogenic media. 

To determine this, the Y201 MSCs were grown on the different compositions 

of SrAWGC discs, but in mineralisation media, which has the same additives 

as osteogenic media, but without dexamethasone. For the Y201 MSCs 

grown on SrAWGC discs in mineralisation media the cell number was seen 

to lower over time (Figure 57). In addition, a dose dependent increase in 

DNA with Sr content in the discs was observed, with, 6.2 and 12.5 Mol% 

strontium resulting in a higher cell number compared to the 0 mol% Sr  in at 

days 6 and 9 (6.2 Mol% Sr only) (Figure 57). The highest strontium contents 

resulted in slightly lowered DNA content. The main finding was that the 

addition of strontium to the discs improved cell growth when mineralisation 

media was used, however the response of the cells to the strontium content 

of the discs appeared to be different than compared when using osteogenic 

media. 
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Figure 57: Cell number (measured by DNA content) of Y201 hTERT 
MSCs after growth in mineralisation media on SrAWGC discs with 
increasing strontium content (0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% 
Sr) for up to 9 days. Values are means of three samples and error 
bars represent the standard error. * indicates a significant 
difference, and NS indicates no significant difference between 0 
mol% Sr and the other conditions for that time point, whilst # 
indicates a significant difference between the shown conditions 
(p<0.05). 

 

The increased cell number experienced by the Y201 MSCs with strontium 

content of the SrAWGC discs was confirmed performing WST-1 metabolic 

activity assays Y201 MSCs grown on glass ceramic 12.5 mol% Sr discs 

showed significantly increased viability over the 0 mol% Sr discs (Figure 58). 

These results suggested an increase in cell metabolic activity, and therefore 

potentially cell number, at the correct Sr concentration in the SrAWGC. 
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Figure 58: WST-1 viability assay performed on Y201 hTERT grown on 
glass ceramic discs with increasing strontium content for 7 days 
beginning at 50% confluence. The values are means of 6 samples 
and the error bars display the standard error. * indicates a 
significant difference between the indicated conditions (p<0.05). 

 

EdU was used to measure the number of cells which had undergone 

proliferation, as EdU attaches to nuclei during the S-phase and (if the cells 

were initially synchronised) can then be later measured to indicate the 

number of cells which have reached this stage of the cell cycle, giving an 

indication of proliferation rate. The number of EdU positive nuclei (green, 

Alexa488) as a fraction of total nuclei (blue, Hoechst) was seen to not 

significantly change with strontium addition to the bioactive glass ceramic 

discs (Figure 59), suggesting that the addition of strontium the SrAWGC 

discs did not alter the proliferation rate of the Y201 MSCs. 
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Figure 59: Representative EdU-Hoechst stains (50x objective) 
performed on Y201 MSCs grown on glass ceramic discs with 
increasing strontium content for 48 hours. Green is EdU-Alexa488 
representing cells which have started S-phase, blue is Hoechst, a 
nuclear stain. The plot depicts the quantification of the numbers 
of EdU positive nuclei and the values are means of 6 samples. The 
error bars display the standard error. NS indicates no significant 
difference between all of the conditions (p<0.05). 
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3.3.6 The effects of SrAW glass on Y201 MSC colony forming 

As a tissue engineering scaffold, the SrAWGC will have to support MSC 

colony growth when used as a therapy in vivo. To assess how the addition of 

strontium to the material alters this, a colony forming assay was performed 

on the Y201 MSCs, but with mineralisation media conditioned with the six 

different SrAW glass compositions. This experiment was intended to build on 

the results in section 3.3.4, where it was found that the strontium content of 

the glass conditioned mineralisation media improved cell growth. 

The Y201 MSCs were observed to form colonies after 10 days, and these 

were quantified as seen in (Figure 60). The quantification of the colonies 

using ImageJ did not indicate any significant difference in the nature of the 

colonies with Sr content in the conditioned media, but demonstrated that the 

mineralisation media showed increased colony area and number when 

conditioned with any type of SrAW glass. The images of the colonies can be 

seen in Figure 61 and show a clear difference in the number of colonies 

between those growing in mineralisation media, and mineralisation media 

conditioned with the different compositions of SrAW glass (Figure 61).  

 

Figure 60: The number of colonies and the average area of colonies as 
measured in ImageJ from a CFU-f assay of MSCs exposure for 10 
days to control media, or 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% 
SrAWGC conditioned media. The values are means of 3 and the 
error bars are the standard error. * indicates significant difference 
(P<0.05). 
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Figure 61: Example Colony forming unit plates with the colonies seen 
as purple areas. This is from a CFU-f assay of MSCs exposure for 
10 days to control media, or 0, 6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 or 37.4 mol% 
SrAWGC conditioned media. The wells are 34.8 mm in diameter. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The aim of the work in this chapter was to explore how the Y201 MSCs 

respond to SrAWGC and how the strontium content of SrAWGC would affect 

this response. The scaffolds used were described in Chapter 2 and they 

were shaped to fit into 96-well plates having undergone a heat treatment 

which transformed the SrAW glass into SrAWGC consisting of a glassy 

component and two crystalline components (apatite and wollastonite) for 

increased durability (121). 

As SrAWGC is bioactive, before testing the cells, it was first important to 

establish how the material itself would respond to biological conditions (both 

the base SrAW glass and the SrAWGC discs), and whether the different 

compositions of the material (with increasing Sr content) would respond 

differently. Understanding how the material itself changes would provide 

context for any MSC response to the material, particularly if this response 

changed with the Sr content in the material. Next, it was important to 

determine whether the cells could attach to the material, their subsequent 

morphology on this surface and the quantity of cells needed to reach 

confluence. Additionally, it was important to determine whether the Sr 

content of the SrAWGC had any effect on the ability of cells to attach and 

their morphology. After this, a series of DNA and ALP experiments were 

performed to establish how the Y201 MSCs responded to the AWGC with 

and without strontium. Different media were used including different 

osteogenic and osteo-supportive supplements to establish to what extent the 

material could influence MSC function. Glass conditioned media and media 

doped with strontium chloride were also used to determine whether the ions 

released by the material (and strontium specifically) could mediate these 

effects, or whether any observed effects were primarily due to the cell’s 

interaction with the material’s surface itself.  

3.4.1 Dissolution ions released by SrAW and SrAWGC 

Initially, the bioactivity of the glass and the glass ceramic were determined 

by measuring the ions released by the SrAWGC compositions with 

increasing strontium contents after being exposed to mineralisation culture 
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media for 24 hours. Studying the SrAW glass alone can also be useful in 

understanding the bioactivity of the SrAWGC discs because the glassy part 

of a glass ceramic (SrAWGC) is the most bioactive and the ions released by 

the material are a critical part of its mechanism of action on human cells 

(72). For this reason, conditioned media is a valuable comparator and tool in 

determining the effectiveness and mode of action of bioactive glasses (and 

other biomaterials) and is well used in the literature (65,85,87,231). 

However, the glass conditioned media isn’t necessarily a perfect model of 

the glassy phase of the glass-ceramic as  previous work in the David Wood 

laboratory found that that the crystal phases (wollastonite and apatite) of the 

18.7 and 24.9 Mol% Sr AWGC compositions depleted the amorphous phase 

of Mg and Si (102). This would result in the amorphous phase of SrAWGC 

having a different composition than the equivalent SrAW glass and therefore 

a potentially different ion release profile.  The amount of glass used to 

condition the media was initially based on a previous study which had used 

Bioglass 45S4, a popular bioactive glass (87), however the concentration of 

glass used in this project was tailored to have strontium releases centred 

around 1mM (as AW glass dissolves at different rate than bioglass), and 

previous studies have found values between 2mM and 0.1mM to be 

optimum (124,129,230), whilst my own studies on SrCl2 supported this. In 

addition, the amount of glass per millilitre was altered to correspond with the 

molecular weight of the different strontium compositions of the SrAW. This 

was important to ensure that there is a similar volume of materials in the 

media and hence a similar surface from which ions could be released. 

Although this was not considered in previous work (87), for this study it was 

an important consideration, as a large molar percentage of the material was 

being substituted with strontium (up to 37.4 mol%).  

The glass conditioned media showed a steady increase in the release of Sr 

with glass Sr content (and a corresponding decrease in Ca), with the other 

elements remaining relatively unchanged. Furthermore, it is important to 

note the linear nature of the release, indicating the strontium addition did not 

alter the rate of degradation of the material, despite its larger atomic size. 

This compared well with the neutron diffraction results reported in Chapter 1, 

which indicated that the short range order of the glass powder was relatively 
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unchanged by the addition of strontium. Hence, from these data it is possible 

to infer that the SrAW glass releases strontium linearly with strontium 

content, and therefore the strontium release from the material could be 

adjusted in future studies by altering the strontium substitution into the SrAW 

glass.  

When the SrAW glass conditioned media was compared with control media 

(that had also been exposed to the same mixing process but without glass), 

it was found that all of the glass compositions lowered the phosphorus 

content of the resulting conditioned media, regardless of Sr content. This 

has been observed in some other glass systems doped with Sr 

(87,222,232), potentially due to the initiation of hydroxyapatite formation. A 

loss of phosphorus in the media is important to consider as too little 

phosphate could inhibit the ability of the cells to osteogenically differentiate 

(it is needed for hydroxyapatite production and plays a role in osteogenic 

differentiation signalling (225)). However, it could potentially be a benefit as 

studies with pre-osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells have found too high 

phosphorus content (>10mM) can actually increase the expression of matrix 

gla protein (MGP), a powerful inhibitor of calcification (233). The ions 

released during the degradation of the SrAWGC discs were also measured 

and found to be released in different concentrations to the glass conditioned 

media. Although the Sr release increased with the Sr content of the material 

(much like the SrAW glass), so did the release of Si and Ca, which the 

higher strontium SrAWGC discs contained less of. Similar material 

degradation has been reported previously in other glass systems, where an 

increase in Si and Mg release was observed with increasing Sr content in a 

biphasic calcium phosphate ceramic (234). These would tend to indicate that 

material is breaking down faster, though the exact cause of this is uncertain. 

It was also observed that phases form with  Sr substitution, disrupting the 

Mg2SiO4 crystal structure and hence increasing the degradation rate and 

weakening the material’s mechanical properties (234). AWGC is a more 

complex material, as the base composition is already triphasic, with glassy, 

wollastonite and apatite phases (119), hence precisely how the addition of 

strontium alters the degradation of SrAWGC would require further study.  
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When comparing the ion release from the SrAW glass powder to that 

released from the SrAWGC discs it is important to recall that they are very 

different systems. The glass powder has a high surface area and is 

constantly in motion whilst being mixed, ensuring the whole of the material is 

exposed and releasing ions. In contrast, only the surfaces of the SrAWGC 

discs were exposed to the media. Previous work in the Wood laboratory 

found that the 0, 12.5 and 18.7 mol% strontium SrAWGC discs formed 

hydroxyapatite on their surfaces, which was theorised to be abrogating ion 

release from these materials (203). A hydroxyapatite layer obscuring the 

surface of the 0 and 12.5 Mol% strontium SrAWGC discs could therefore be 

a contributing factor to the differences seen between the ion release from 

the discs and the SrAW glass conditioned media, in this project.  

It should also be noted that SrAWGC discs are not composed of only glass. 

The AWGC base material is composed of approximately 25% (w/w) glassy, 

40% (w/w) wollastonite (CaSiO3) and 35% (w/w) apatite (Ca5(PO4)3(F, OH)) 

phases, and as calcium is replaced with strontium, this could incorporate into 

the glassy phases the wollastonite phase or the apatite phase, both partially 

and completely (119,235). Previous work on SrAWGC found that strontium 

was taken into the Fluoroapatite phase in the 6.2 and 12.5 Mol% SrAWGC 

compositions (102). This resulted in an expansion of the crystalline planes in 

the SrAWGC, increasing the ratio of the apatite to silicate phases (such as 

wollastonite (102)) found in the material. Although the apatite phase is 

generally not as reactive as the other two phases, studies have found that 

strontium apatite has shown increased solubility (235–237), hence if this 

phase became more prevalent in the SrAWGC with the addition of Sr, this 

could play a part in the increased degradation rate of the material. Previous 

work also found that the addition of Sr to SrAWGC caused two separate 

silicate phases to emerge (both being types of pseudo-wollastonite, 

CaSiO3): one rich in magnesium with comparatively less Sr, and the other 

magnesium depleted but with comparatively more Sr (102). However, the 

degradation rate of wollastonite (CaSiO3), which is highly bioactive, has 

been found to actually decrease when strontium was substituted for Ca 

(238), suggesting that this phase would not have degraded faster in the 

AWGC with strontium addition. Finally, there is the glassy phase to consider. 
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The neutron diffraction work in Chapter 2, and the ion release of the SrAW 

described in this chapter, both suggested the dissolution of the material is 

unaffected by the addition of strontium. This was done in a controlled 

condition with powders ground to a similar size and hence surface area. The 

glass-ceramic is more complex, as the presence of the other phases, and 

their willingness to degrade, alters the surface area of the material and could 

therefore appear to increase the solubility of the glass phase. In short, more 

study is required to fully determine the mechanism behind the Sr induced 

rise in degradation of the SrAWGC. 

Before discussing how the material affected the cells, it is important to note 

that the ion release work presented in this project only studied the release 

after 24 hours. This was useful in providing an estimate of the way in which 

the material degrades, however the release rate can be dynamic and so 

study of the ion release at several time points can provide useful insights 

into how the material responds to culture media, and therefore how the cells 

respond to the material. This has been covered in previous work where the 

ion release of both the SrAWGC discs (as used in this project) and also 

foam replicated 3D porous SrAWGC scaffolds was in simulated body fluid 

(SBF) was measured at 1, 3, 7 and 14 days (203). It was found that only 

24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr compositions showed a vast change in Ca, Sr, Si 

and Mg ion release over time, with the concentration of these ions steadily 

increasing over the time course (203)  However, this was not in a burst 

release. As in this project, the concentration of the P was seen to fall over 

time. Before interpreting this, it is also useful to summarize previous work on 

the formation of hydroxyapatite on the surface of the SrAWGC discs and 3D 

porous scaffolds in SBF. It was found that for the discs only the 0, 12.5 and 

18.7 Mol% Sr compositions formed hydroxyapatite on their surface, and this 

layer could have been acting to slow down the dissolution of the material’s 

surface. (203). This could explain the finding in this project, where the 

release rate of the SrAWGC discs increased with Sr content. Interestingly, 

the work by Pontiroli also highlighted how the form of the SrAWGC glass 

ceramic can alter how it breaks down. The 6.2 and 24.9 Mol% Sr discs did 

not form hydroxyapatite within 2 weeks, however it was found that for the 
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porous scaffolds all of the compositions except 37.4 Mol% Sr formed 

hydroxyapatite on the inner struts of the porous structure (203).  

When considering the effects of the SrAWGC discs and the SrAW glass 

conditioned media on MSCs it is also important to note ion species released. 

Recent work found that two bioactive glasses with properties which promote 

osteogenic differentiation, Bioglass 45S5 and siloxane-doped vaterite (SiV), 

released different species of Si ions (239). The SiV was found to release Tn 

Si ions (CSi(OSi)n(OH)3-n), whilst the Bioglass 45S5 release Qn Si ions, and 

these were seen to be taken up by the SaOS-2 cells in different 

concentrations and to induce differences in calcium staining and metabolic 

activity (239). Like Bioglass 45S5, SrAWGC is also a calcium silicate 

bioactive glass, and the NMR results in Chapter 2 found that the silicon took 

the form of Qn in the SrAW glass. Hence, it is possible that SrAWGC would 

also release Qn Si ion, however this would require further work to verify.  

3.4.2 Cell seeding and morphology on SrAWGC discs 

Next, SEM and complementary techniques were used to establish whether 

the cells could attach to the material and at what seeding density the cells 

reached confluence.  The Y201 MSCs were seen to adhere to the surface 

and spread out well after 24 hours, with the flattened shape of the cells and 

the extended processes being indicative of good cell adhesion. By EDS, the 

presence of the cells was clear at the higher seeding densities due to the 

stark contrast between the silicon-rich surface and the carbon-rich cells, 

however on the discs without cells, interpreting the EDS could be misleading 

due to how the software treated contrast. The intensity of the EDS signal 

was normalised across the whole image, hence for the images with a strong 

source of carbon signal (such as ones that contained cells), there was a 

clear contrast between the material surface, and that of the cells. However, 

when there was no strong source of carbon, the weak residual carbon signal 

on the material surface (the fixative, or other residues from the preparation) 

was then the strongest signal and seemed comparatively bright, when in 

actuality it was very weak (the surface appears uniformly red). The 

cumulative spectra support this, showing that there was a very low carbon 
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signal on the discs without cells, which increased as more cells were seeded 

on the surface. The addition of more than 12.5 Mol% Sr caused noticeable 

changes to the surface of the SrAWGC, seen more clearly in the 

backscattered electron microscopy images, with the surface gaining more 

extreme peaks and troughs. This was not found to have any effect on the 

cell morphology, however the MSCs were only grown on the surface for 24 

hours. Changes to the surface morphology of the material could be a 

valuable avenue for future work as it is well understood that changes in 

surface topology can have significant effects on cell behaviour over time 

(67,240). More specifically, it has been shown that simply changing the 

roughness of the surface of a bioactive glass can have significant effects on 

cell morphology and mineralised nodule formation (241). 

3.4.3 Response of MSCs to Sr content of SrAWGC  

The findings discussed so far indicate that the SrAW glass conditioned 

media and the SrAWGC glass ceramic discs are able to release strontium, 

but it is important to establish whether strontium alone is capable of inducing 

any effects on the MSCs, or whether the other elements (Si, Mg, P and Ca) 

also released by the materials are required. It was found that 4mM SrCl2 

doped mineralisation media and osteogenic media both increased ALP 

activity compared with 4mM SrCl2 basal media. These findings suggested 

that strontium on its own, in basal media, was simply not sufficient to evoke 

a positive osteogenic response. This was potentially due to osteogenic 

differentiation requiring certain criteria to be met, such as the cells being 

confluent on a collagen ECM and there being sufficient phosphate present to 

produce ALP (225,242), which are accommodated by the L-Ascorbic acid 

and β-glycerophosphate found in the osteogenic and mineralisation medium, 

but lacking from the basal medium. However, it was also found that the 

addition of strontium to the osteogenic or mineralisation media actually 

reduced the ALP activity compared with osteogenic or mineralisation media 

without strontium. These data suggest that strontium potentially interferes 

with the action of osteogenic supplements (either just dexamethasone or 

also β-glycerophosphate and L-Ascorbic acid). Later work revealed that 

4mM of SrCl2 was potentially too high, as it was found that between only 0.5 
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and 1 mM SrCl2 had the greatest stimulatory effect on ALP activity after 9 

days. Nevertheless, no SrCl2 concentrations were able to raise ALP 

significantly higher than mineralisation media on its own, again indicating 

that Sr could have some inhibitory effect. Although there is a body of 

evidence to support strontium being osteo-supportive, a recent study has 

found that Sr can actually interfere with osteogenic differentiation (243). 

Zhang et al. (2016) demonstrated that just 1mM Sr could greatly attenuate 

the osteoinductive effects of rhBMP-2 in human MSCs by forming a complex 

with the protein and inhibiting the BMP/Smad signalling pathway (243). 

Strontium is also known to interact with (and stimulate) the Wnt pathway via 

numerous potential routes, such as the Calcium Sensor Receptor (CaSR) or 

by inhibition of Wnt inhibitors(122,124), and this could also be blocking 

osteogenic differentiation of the MSCs (122,124,125,129). Although Wnt has 

been shown to encourage proliferation of human MSCs, the canonical Wnt 

pathway has been shown to inhibit their ability to mineralise the matrix 

(though their ability to synthesise matrix is undiminished)(244,245). As the 

SrAWGC releases more than just strontium, in addition to the SrCl2 studies, 

the ion release of the material was modelled using glass conditioned media. 

The glass conditioned media’s effects on the MSCs were found to partially 

resemble those of the SrCl2 media experiments. It was found that basal 

media did nothing to the ALP of the cells, with or without any of the 

compositions of SrAW glass media. The osteogenic and mineralisation glass 

conditioned media alone were found to increase ALP activity. However, 

when conditioned with AW glass, the strontium conditions resulted in a 

lowered ALP activity compared with the non-strontium glass media 

conditions, agreeing with the SrCl2 studies. These finding also suggest that 

strontium was responsible for the inhibition of ALP activity (compared with 

control media) in the Y201 MSCs. This is shown as the glass conditioned 

media itself without strontium (0 Mol% Sr) seems slightly beneficial to ALP 

activity in the Y201 MSCs (potentially due to Si and Mg naturally also being 

slightly osteoinductive (72)), and only with strontium addition did ALP activity 

decrease. This not only confirms the previous finding that the Sr alone is not 

sufficient to induce osteogenic differentiation in the MSCs used here, but 

also that the content of the other elements within the glass conditioned 
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medium (Si, Mg, P, Ca and F) are also not sufficient to induce osteogenic 

differentiation (as even without strontium, the glass conditioned 

mineralisation media was not able to match the ALP activity of osteogenic 

media). However, it must be considered that the reduced phosphorus 

content caused by the glass conditioned media could mask the potency of 

the other ions as even though Si ions have been shown to be slightly 

osteoinductive, principally through encouraging Collagen I formation, the 

collagen needs to phosphorylate before mineralisation can take place, which 

would be less likely in a phosphate deprived environment (72,243,246). 

Promoting cell growth is a requirement for a material to be an effective tissue 

engineering scaffold; hence the effect that Sr content of SrAWGC on the 

growth of the Y201 MSCs was explored. As explained previously, SrAW 

glass conditioned media studies were used to explore the effects of the 

increasing amount of Sr content in the dissolution ions of the material. After 

only 8 days of exposure to the different compositions of glass conditioned 

media (Figure 50) there was seen to be a clear dose-response between Sr 

and cell number. This was shown again at later time points, with the effect 

most pronounced at 21 days (Figure 51). As discussed previously, the SrAW 

glass released increasing concentrations of Sr with increasing Sr-content in 

the material. Hence, the strontium content of the SrAW glass conditioned 

media could be responsible for the increase in cell number. The other 

dissolution ions (such as Si and Mg2+) could also have been responsible for 

the altered cell number, having been seen at later time points to raise the 

cell number above control mineralisation media (Figure 51). However, as the 

release of the other ions did not change significantly between the 

compositions, they probably did not contribute to the change in cell growth 

observed between the different compositions of SrAW glass conditioned 

media. The peak in the cell growth was observed with the 24.9 Mol% SrAW 

composition and further substitution of strontium resulted in the cell growth 

being less. This could have been because the 24.9 Mol% Sr composition 

was optimum, or alternatively could have been due to the large difference in 

strontium released between the 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr glass conditioned 

media. Although the change in Sr2+ ions released by the SrAW was linear 

with Sr content, after 24 hours the 37.4 and 24.9 Mol% glasses release 
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~2.5mM and ~1.5mM. This meant that the 37.4 Mol% Sr was then in excess 

of the optimum Sr levels found in previous studies, and could indicate that 

intermediate strontium substitutions should be explored, such as 30 Mol% 

SrAW (124,129,230).  

Strictly, the experiments discussed previously measured only DNA content 

of the experimental wells. However the cell growth in response to the Sr 

content of SrAW glass conditioned media was confirmed using a metabolic 

(WST-1) assay. As the cell number was found to have increased with 

strontium content, this would have suggested an increase in proliferation 

with strontium at some stage in the experimental periods covered (between 

0 and 21 days). However EdU assays found that that cell cycle turn over 

(and hence proliferation) did not increased with strontium addition to the 

mineralisation media during the 48 hour exposure period, straight after cell 

seeding. It is possible this was simply too early to see the effect, particularly 

as the earliest time point used in the other experiments was 6 days in the 

WST-1. Future work could repeat the proliferation assay, but instead expose 

the Y201 MSCs to the EdU after a period of one week (or longer), to more 

closely align with the findings of the other experiments. Interestingly, the 

CFU study suggested that some component of the glass conditioned media 

aids the formation of colonies. Exactly which elements, or combination of 

elements in the glass conditioned media had this effect are unclear. 

However, it seems the presence of strontium did not strongly affect the 

outcome, suggesting that Sr was not responsible. As mentioned previously, 

Si and Mg are known to have many positive effects on human cells, such as 

to encourage cell survival, adhesion and stability, all of which would have 

been beneficial in forming colonies (88,246–249).  

The glass conditioned media studies are effective for studying the effects of 

what is released by the material on the cells, but this can only indicate so 

much about how a material will behave and how the cells will respond to it, 

because the surface of the material is complex, and can have significant 

effects on cell behaviour and function (67,68,240,250). Though the use of 

conditioned media to establish the bioactivity of biomaterials is well 

established (65,85,87,231), this study was also able to grow the cells directly 

on discs of the material. Much like the results from the conditioned media 
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work, it was found that the addition of strontium to the SrAWGC discs 

seemed to interfere with osteogenic differentiation of the Y201 MSCs, as it 

retarded the increase in ALP induced by osteogenic media. As in the SrAW 

glass conditioned media studies, increasing the strontium content of the 

SrAWGC discs resulted in greater DNA content in osteogenic, mineralisation 

and basal conditions. For Y201 MSCs the peak cell number  increase with 

Sr for mineralisation media was seen for 12.5 Mol% at day 6, and 6.2 Mol% 

at day 9, with higher Sr contents then resulting in lesser increases. A further 

experiment using WST-1 found increased metabolism at day 7 for the 12.5 

Mol% compositions, also suggesting an increased cell number. As with the 

glass conditioned media, the proliferation assay at 48 hours did not show 

any difference between the conditions, though again this could have been 

due to the timing of the measurement. Future work would involve letting the 

cells grow on the material surface for a number of days prior to exposure to 

the EdU. In the 0 Mol% SrAWGC conditions the cell number of the Y201 

MSCs grown on the discs with mineralisation media was found to actually be 

decreasing over time, whereas the substitution of Sr abrogated this 

decrease. These two results taken together suggest the addition of strontium 

to the materials actually aided cell survival on these materials. 

The 6.2 and 12.5 mol% SrAWGC discs were found to be the most 

favourable compositions as they promoted the most growth. However, these 

are not necessarily the optimum SrAWGC compositions for making a porous 

scaffold for bone tissue engineering. This is because the form of the material 

can greatly alter its properties and hence potentially alter how cells would 

respond. This has been indicated by other work on SrAWGC, where Pontiroli 

found that although SrAWGC discs with more than 12 mol% Sr did not form 

a hydroxyapatite surface, a porous SrAWGC scaffold formed hydroxyapatite 

on the inner struts for all compositions except 37.4 mol% Sr (203). Hence, 

further work will be needed to calibrate Sr content for the final format of the 

material. The glass conditioned media also showed a different optimum 

strontium content, with 24.9 Mol% Sr resulting in the highest cell number. 

However, it is important to recall that the glass conditioned media is not a 

direct analogue of the ions released by the SrAWGC discs. The ion release 

from the glass conditioned media is fixed, having been preconditioned, and 
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then the glass removed, whereas the ions release dynamically from the 

discs over time. For this reason, even though the ions released by the discs 

and the glass conditioned media were measured using ICP-OES in this 

work, that will not correspond with the ions the cells were exposed to, due to 

the regular media changes and dynamic release of the ions from the discs.  

Hence, an area of further study would be to explore how the cells responded 

to glass powder releasing ions over time, suspended above them in an 

insert, potentially more closely modelling the amorphous phase of the 

SrAWGC material. Additionally, the quantity of ions released from the glass 

powder into the media is proportional to the amount of glass used and the 

mixing time. Future work could calibrate the glass conditioned media 

production process so that it was more directly comparable to the SrAWGC 

itself. This could be done by changing the quantity of glass in the media to 

result in approximately the same Sr concentration. 

There have been other studies on strontium (and other ions) added to 

bioactive glasses. However these have been used weaker glass 

compositions (such as Bioglass 45S5) and have frequently used osteogenic 

cell culture media (with the potent osteogenic steroid dexamethasone), pre-

differentiated cells and non-human cells, potentially  over representing 

strontium’s potency (85,87,204,223). Furthermore, studies have found that 

strontium doped bioactive glasses can improve cell growth 

(55,85,257,258,87,204,251–256). These studies used non-human cells 

(such as rat and mouse MC3T3 cells)(55,204,252,253,256,258), whilst other 

studies used pre-differentiated cell types, typically osteoblasts, which are 

known to respond very readily to strontium and to quickly show signs of 

osteogenic activity (as they are already bone producing 

cells)(85,252,253,256). Furthermore, these studies used only simple 

metabolic dye conversion experiments (MTT etc.) to determine the effect 

strontium had. As discussed earlier, without further techniques it is difficult to 

interpret these results as they could mean that there are more cells, or that 

the cells are simply more viable. In particular, it is difficult to know if there 

was an increase in proliferation without some form of cell cycle analysis (as 

conducted in this project). Additionally, it is not certain whether the cells 

which have proliferated are MSCs which have remained undifferentiated, or 
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those which have begun to osteogenically differentiate and started to 

progress through the transit amplifying stage. Further work could explore this 

by measuring the gene expression of marker genes of osteogenic 

differentiation at time points after exposure to Sr, SrAW glass dissolution 

ions or SrAWGC. If the MSCs are proliferating whilst undifferentiated they 

will have high Twist and low ALP and Runx2 gene expression (30,259). 

Twist inhibits MSC differentiation by binding the Runx2 protein (259,260). If 

the MSCs have begun to differentiate they will show decreased Twist and 

increased Runx2, ALP and Osterix gene expression compared with 

undifferentiated MSCs (30,261,262). In particular, Osterix is associated with 

proliferation in differentiating MSCs (30,261,262).  

Determining which aspect of SrAW and SrAWGC is responsible for the 

increased cell number is challenging, due to the number of different factors 

that the cells are exposed to. Given that the increased cell number was 

measured using the SrAWGC discs, as well as the SrAW conditioned media, 

it would suggest it was not solely some feature of the material’s surface, but 

instead associated with ions being released from the material. This is 

important to note, as increasingly the literature is reporting that the surface 

of biomaterials has a much larger effect on cell growth and behaviour than 

previously thought (67,68,240,250). 

Clearly, the interaction of human mesenchymal stem cells with bioactive 

glasses is complex. The difficulty arises because there are so many factors 

to consider, even when simply studying the interaction of the cells with 

AWGC on its own, as the material has a rich surface and here it has been 

shown to alter the composition of the cell culture media, particularly lowering 

the phosphate content, and releasing Si and Mg ions, all of which could have 

implications for stem cell development. This complexity is increased when Sr 

is added to the material to make SrAWGC, as the Sr can alter the material 

surface and ion release, and therefore it could alter the cell response to the 

baseline material in a number of ways. The material was found to increase 

cell number with Sr content, however as mentioned previously this could 

have been due to a number of factors. However, further work showed that 

the glass conditioned media from the strontium containing compositions of 

AW glass were able to induce this effect, suggesting that the ions released 
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by SrAWGC play a part in this change in cell number in human MSCs. 

Finally, although the glass conditioned media contained a number of 

different ions, SrCl2 was found to also be able to raise cell number, and so 

together these results suggest the strontium being released from the 

material contributes to this effect. However, the ion release data for the both 

the glass conditioned media, and the discs themselves, show the addition of 

strontium to the material alters the release of other ions too. Hence, these 

could be inhibiting or aiding this effect, although further study centred around 

the MSC response to differing Si, Mg and P concentrations would be 

required to prove this unequivocally. 
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Chapter 4 – Determining the mechanisms of the MSC 

response to SrAWGC 

4.1 Introduction 

The result discussed in the previous chapter it was found that both SrAWGC 

and SrAW glass conditioned medium have effects on human MSCs, perhaps 

most interestingly increasing cell number. This chapter will build on these 

findings by exploring more widely how SrAWGC affects the MSCs in an 

attempt to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms behind these 

responses, and to determine if it is due to the strontium content of the 

material, or other factors. 

There is evidence that both strontium and bioactive glasses/ceramics are 

able to induce gene expression changes in osteoblasts and MSCs which 

result in higher proliferation, increased cell survival and differentiation into an 

osteogenic lineage (71,72,122,141). As bioactive glasses and ceramics have 

been typically created with the treatment of bone disease in mind, the 

studies exploring their interaction with human cells have often focussed 

specifically on genes (or proteins) which have some relation to tissue 

engineering bone, such those relating to extracellular matrix production 

(Col1) and osteogenesis, with early stage osteogenic differentiation markers 

such as BMP, Runx2, Col1, Osterix, Alkaline Phosphatase or later stage 

markers such as Osteocalcin and osteopontin (OPN) 

(55,83,204,232,255,263–267). The studies looking at the effects of strontium 

on MSCs have been similarly focused on any effects that Sr has which could 

aid tissue engineering or more broad medical outcomes, such as promoting 

cell growth, survival, osteogenesis and osteogenic differentiation. For 

example, multiple studies have used pre-osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells and 

found that bioactive glasses of various descriptions raises the expression of 

key osteogenic genes (or proteins they encode), such as Col1, ALP and 

BMP-2 (82,83,86,253,256,265,268). Other studies have used MSCs, but 

these have also tended to focus on bone tissue engineering outcomes, such 

as increased Runx2, Col1, ALP, Osteopontin, Osteocalcin and Osteonectin 
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gene expression (204,232,251,254,263,265,269). The ability of the material 

to induce osteogenic differentiation is not the only consideration when 

making a tissue engineering scaffold or construct. Indeed, many of these 

studies also examined proliferation, cell survival and viability, which again 

are important for a good healthy tissue engineered tissue to be formed from 

cells interacting with the scaffold. However, all of these factors are just a 

small facet of the function of the human MSC, and for some time there has 

been a lack of broader study into the effects of both Sr and bioactive glasses 

more generally on cell biology. 

Bioglass 45S5, being the most popular and well-studied bioactive glass, is 

perhaps the exception. Recent reviews of studies on Bioglass 45S5 and 

simple binary and ternary sol-gel bioactive glass studies, have found that 

seven different families of genes in embryonic, osteoblast and primary MSCs 

were typically affected by the ions released by the glasses (78,80,133).  

Specifically, these were genes associated with cell cycle regulation, DNA 

synthesis and repair, apoptosis, growth factors cell surface antigens and 

receptors, and signal transduction molecules. A study by Autefage et al. 

(2015) used an RNA microarray to do a global gene analysis of how 

strontium substituted Bioglass 45S5 conditioned media affected human bone 

marrow MSCs, and found that not only were the usual osteogenic genes up-

regulated, but that the largest change was in the previously un-associated 

area of sterol/steroid production resulting (87). However, it is important to 

note that Autefage et al. (2015) chose to use Bioglass 45S5 solely in its 

powder form, and this doesn’t necessarily provide information on how an 

actual scaffold with cells growing on its surface will affect the gene 

expression of those cells. Bioglass 45S5 can be made into scaffolds, 

however it has a tendency to crystallise above 1000°C, reducing its 

beneficial biological properties (59,101). Although modifications to the 

composition and heating regime have enable Bioglass 45S5 scaffolds, this 

was not included in their study. Hence, in this chapter it will be important to 

explore how the SrAWGC scaffold material itself affects the gene expression 

of the MSCs. 

The aim of the work described in this chapter was to determine how 

SrAWGC affects human MSCs and the mechanisms behind the observed 
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increase in cell number. This will be necessary to further develop SrAWGC 

as a bone regeneration scaffold as it is important to determine whether any 

cellular effects derive from the material itself, and physical changes to the 

material as a result of strontium substitution, or from ions (including Sr) 

released from the material. To achieve this, high throughput gene 

expression techniques were used to study the effects of SrAWGC on MSCs, 

and whether the substitution of Sr into the material altered these effects. To 

further determine whether it is the ions released by the material, or the 

surface itself, both SrAWGC discs, and SrAW glass conditioned media were 

used (with the glass conditioned media simulating the ions released by the 

glassy phase of the SrAWGC). Initially RNA sequencing (RNAseq) was used 

to get a global view of how the MSC gene expression changed when 

exposed to SrAW glass media or SrAWGC glass ceramic discs, with and 

without strontium. Based on the findings of the RNAseq, more targeted 

arrays were used to provide complimentary data by confirming the change in 

expression of key genes using an alternative technique. Pathways of interest 

were then interrogated using appropriate inhibitors to determine the 

intracellular mechanisms by which any effects occurred. The findings of the 

high throughput gene expression techniques were further tested using an in 

vivo Rat study. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Cell Culture 

 Immortalised MSC line: Y201 

Throughout this work an established, highly characterised immortalised MSC 

line was used, referred to as Y201 MSCs, (39). The Y201 MSCs have tri-

lineage potential (osteogenic, chondrogenic and adipogenic), with the 

differentiation protocols established in the Genever Laboratory. The method 

by which the cells were immortalised is described elsewhere (39). However, 

in brief they were created from primary human MSCs extracted from the 

femoral head of routine hip replacement patients which were immortalised 

before passage 3 using a human Telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) 
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lentiviral vector. hTERT allows lengthening of the telomeres and subsequent 

cell immortality. The cells were used in the experiments described in this 

work between passage 60 and passage 90.  

 General cell culture technique 

Y201 MSCs were used in all experiments unless otherwise indicated. All 

reagents were sterile. Cells were typically grown in T175 culture flasks at 

37°C, with a 5% CO2 atmosphere, between passages 60 and 90 and kept 

less than 80% confluent by regular passaging (assessed using a phase 

contrast microscope). Cells were cultured in basal media unless otherwise 

specified, consisting of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Gibco, 

high glucose 4.5g/l with pyruvate and L-glutamine, ref no. 41966-029) with 

10% (v/v) Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Sigma, F7524-500ML) and 1% (v/v) 

Penicillin-Streptomycin (Invitrogen, S15140-122). Cells were detached using 

0.1% (v/v) trypsin ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic-acid (trypsin-EDTA, 

Invitrogen, S25300-054) and counted using a haemocytometer. 

4.2.2 Gene expression analysis of the effects of SrAWGC and 

SrAW conditioned media on MSCs using RNA sequencing 

 RNA extraction 

The gene expression of Y201 MSCs growing on SrAWGC discs and on 

culture plastic whilst exposed to SrAW glass conditioned medium, both of 

these with and without strontium (0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr compositions), were 

compared to determine how the ions released by the material and material 

surface altered MSC gene expression. These four conditions will be referred 

to as “Disc” and “Disc Sr”, for MSCs grown on AWGC discs with and without 

Sr, and “Media” and “Media Sr” for MSCs exposed to glass conditioned 

media with and without strontium. 

Discs were made as described previously in Chapter 2, but using a 24 well 

plate as a template. Once made, these were then autoclaved overnight. The 

autoclaved discs were washed in 1 x Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) 

before being placed in 24 well plates, with the curved face of the disc 
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downwards. Y201 MSCs were seeded in basal media into the wells at 

concentrations of 4.5x104 cells/cm2 for confluency. At the same time, 25cm2 

culture flasks (T25 flasks) were seeded with Y201 MSCs (112.5x104 per 

flask to reach confluence) in basal media. These T25 flasks would be used 

for the glass conditioned media experiments. 

The glass conditioned media was prepared as described in Chapter 3. 

Briefly, glass conditioned media was made by mixing 12mg/mL of 0 Mol% 

SrAW glass powder for the “Media” condition, or 12.86mg/mL of 12.5 Mol% 

SrAW glass powder  for the “Media Sr” condition (both <45µm particle size)  

with high glucose DMEM for 24 hours at room temperature, before filtering to 

remove the glass powder (method adapted from (2015) (87)). The glass 

powder was autoclaved (121°C for 20 minutes) in the mixing bottle prior to 

use.  

After 24 hours (to allow the cells to attach) the cells on discs were exposed 

to mineralisation media for 24 hours. Mineralisation media was basal media 

(Chapter 3, Section 3.2.6) but supplemented with 50µg/ml L-ascorbic acid-2-

phosphate and 5mM β-glycerophosphate. The glass conditioned media was 

also made into glass conditioned mineralisation media through the addition 

of these same supplements. The cells grown in the T25 flasks were then 

exposed to either 0 Mol% or 12 Mol% SrAW conditioned mineralisation 

media for 24 hours. 

After 24 hours of exposure by the cells to either the SrAWGC discs, or the 

glass conditioned media, the media was removed, and the discs were 

transferred to new wells, prior to both the Y201 MSCs on discs and on 

culture plastic (in T25 flasks) undergoing RNA extraction. This used a 

NucleoSpin RNA kit (Machery-Nagel) and followed the manufacturer’s 

instructions. This contained proprietary buffers, namely lysis buffer RA1, 

wash buffer RAW2 and a further wash buffer RAW3. Briefly, each sample 

was first lysed in well using 350μl RA1 buffer (in the kit) with 3.5μl 1x β-

mercaptoethanol. The cell lysis solution was pipetted up and down to fully 

lyse the cells and then passed through into a NucleoSpin filter (using a 1 

minute 11,000 x g spin in a centrifuge at 4ºC) to reduce viscosity and to clear 

the lysate. 350μl of 70% (v/v) ethanol was added and mixed by pipetting to 
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adjust the RNA binding conditions, after which this was applied to the 

NucleoSpin RNA Column (using a 30 seconds 11,000 x g spin in a 

centrifuge at 4ºC). The silica membrane on the column was then desalted (to 

make the following rDNase step more effective), using 250μl of the 

Membrane Desalting Buffer (provided in the kit) and a 1 minute 11,000 x g 

spin at 4ºC. The DNA on the column was then digested for 15 minutes using 

95μl of rDNase reaction mixture (10ul reconstituted rDNase with 90µl 

Reaction Buffer for rDNase, both in the kit). The membrane was then 

washed, using 200μl RAW buffer (provided, spun for 30 seconds at 10,000 x 

g at 4ºC), then using 600µl RA3 Buffer (provided, spun for 30 seconds at 

10,000 x g at 4ºC) and finally using 250µl of RA3 buffer again before 

spinning at 11,000 x g at 4ºC for 2 minutes to dry the membrane. The RNA 

was then eluted from the membrane using 40ul of RNase-free H2O passed 

twice through the membrane. The experiment was performed once, with 

triplicate samples for each condition. 

The RNA samples were then sent to the University of York Technology 

Facility for preparation prior to sequencing. The RNA yields for each 

condition (Disc, Disc Sr, Media and Media Sr) were then counted using a 

Nanodrop Spectrophotometer with 1.2ul sample volume and the quality 

checked by running an Agilent Bioanalyser RNA nano chip. The mRNA 

sequencing library was prepared with 1 µg of good quality total RNA using 

the NEBNext RNA Ultra Library preparation kit for Illumina in conjunction 

with the NEBNext Poly(A) mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module (New England 

BioLabs Inc.), and NEBNext single 6bp indexing primers, in accordance with 

the manufacturer’s instructions. The sample libraries were pooled at 

equimolar ratios and the pool was sent for 2 x 150 base paired end 

sequencing on a HiSeq 3000 at the University of Leeds Next Generation 

Sequencing Facility. The data received was a series of 125 base start and 

end read fragments and this was processed by the University of York 

Technology facility to produce differentially expressed gene FPKM values 

using the following process. In brief, these sequence reads were trimmed to 

remove any adapter sequences using Cutadapt version 1.8.3 (270). The 

trimmed reads were then aligned to version GRCh38 of the human genome 

using HISAT2 (271) and the transcriptomes assembled and gene expression 
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quantified using the Tuxedo pipeline (version 2.2.1)(272), where the 

Transcriptome was assembled using Cufflinks, merged using Cuffmerge, 

and then quantified and normalised by the lengths of the genes into 

fragments per kilobase per million mapped reads (FPKM) in Cuffnorm (272).  

4.2.3 T-test and ANOVA analysis 

The analysis of the gene expression values followed the pipeline described 

in Figure 62. The gene expression values for the four conditions (Disc, Disc 

Sr, Media and Media Sr) were mathematically compared to determine if 

there were changes in gene expression between the conditions. They were 

transformed (Log(FPKM+0.1)), and then these were used to form fold 

changes between conditions by subtracting the Log(FPKM+0.1) values from 

each other. Python was then used to perform t-tests on the fold change 

values and false detection rate (FDR) tests, between the conditions. 

To determine which functional groupings of genes any differentially 

expressed genes between the four conditions belonged to, Geneset 

Enrichment was performed. This compared the genes against established 

“genesets” resulting in a list of genesets with which the differentially 

expressed genes related to and confidence values for that relationship. 

Geneset Enrichment was performed on the differentially expressed genes 

(both up and down regulated) utilising the oposSOM RNAseq R-package. 

This specifically enriched the genes on the Hallmark genesets from the 

Broad Institute (a curated aggregate of other genesets providing a relatively 

redundancy free map of gene to function) and using the Geneset Z (GSZ) 

scoring mechanism (273–276). Typical gene expression analysis (Ordered 

Gene List (OGL) analysis) orders the genes by difference in expression level 

and then performs analysis on the tail ends, either large increases or 

decreases, with arbitrary thresholds in expression. GSZ analysis considers 

both the magnitude of expression of the gene, and its membership of 

functional groups (genesets) to provide a score for how a whole geneset is 

represented between the conditions being analysed. 
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Figure 62: The analysis pipeline of the gene expression data starting 
with normalised FPKM values. 

 

This provides a more stable assessment of how the gene expression has 

changed between conditions because it is based on the average change 

across many genes in meaningful biological processes and systems, rather 

than the potentially changeable measurements of individual genes (275). In 

oposSOM, a GSZ score of 1.5 is thresholded as significantly increased in 

enrichment, whilst -1.5 is significantly less enriched. OposSOM also 

produced heat-maps of the geneset enrichments, and the gene expression 

within a single geneset, and dendrograms arranging the genesets, genes 
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and conditions by order of similarity and overall strength of gene-

expression/geneset enrichment. 

4.2.4 Type 1 Interferon PCR array to determine effects of 

SrAWGC and SrAW glass on MSC cytokine gene 

expression 

A PCR array was used to confirm the findings of the RNAseq using a 

different technique. The Y201 MSCs were seeded on the SrAWGC discs 

(corresponding with the RNAseq Disc and Disc Sr conditions) and also 

(separately) exposed to SrAW glass conditioned mineralisation media (0 and 

12.5 Mol% Sr, corresponding to the RNAseq Media and Media Sr 

conditions) as for the RNAseq (24 hours) (see section 4.2.2.1). The RNA 

was extracted using the same process as described previously (see section 

4.2.2.1). The cDNA was prepared from the RNA samples using the Qiagen 

RT2 First Strand Kit. Manufacturer’s instructions were followed. In brief they 

were, for each sample 2 µl of Buffer GE (genomic elimination buffer) was 

mixed with 0.5 µg of RNA sample and RNase-free H2O to make a 10 µl 

solution. This was then incubated for 5 minutes at 42ºC to destroy any 

genomic DNA, then placed on ice for 1 minute. Next the reverse 

transcription mix was made. This was 5 µl of Buffer BC3 (reverse 

transcription buffer), 1 µl of Control P2, 2 µl of RE3 Reverse Transcriptase 

Mix and 3 µl of RNase-free H2O. For each sample, 10 µl of this mix was 

added to 10 µl of each sample mix, and mixed gently. These were then 

incubated for 15 minutes at 42°C, and the reaction stopped with a 5 minute 

95°C incubation. 91 µl of RNase-free H2O was added to each sample and 

they were mixed, then prepared cDNA was frozen for later use. 

The cDNA samples were later applied to the Human Type I Interferon 

Response PCR Array (PAHS-016ZC Qiagen) utilising the manufacturer’s 

instructions. The PCR master mix for each sample was prepared by 

combining 102 µl of cDNA made previously with 1350 µl of RT² SYBR Green 

ROX (Qiagen) and 1248 µl RNase-free H2O. This was mixed and transferred 

to a freshly opened RNase-free reservoir and a multichannel pipette was 

then used to apply 25 µl of this solution onto each well of the array (see 
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Table 21). Once cDNA addition was complete, the optical film was used to 

seal the plate and it was move to an ABI StepOnePlus PCR machine where 

a series of non-fast cycles were performed. These consisted of one 10-

minute stage at 95ºC, followed by forty stages consisting each of a 15 

seconds at 95ºC and a further 1 minute at 60ºC. After this a melt curve was 

performed. The experiment was performed three times independently. 

 The cycle threshold (CT) for each gene was determined by the PCR 

machine. The data was saved and part analysed on the ThermoFisher cloud 

with the normalisation and figures produced by a bespoke Excel 

spreadsheet which came with the kit. The four conditions were cross 

compared using a ΔΔCT approach (277). This meant there were 

comparisons between SrAW glass conditioned media with 0 Mol% Sr 

(control) and 12.5 Mol% Sr (experimental), between the SrAWGC discs with 

0 Mol% Sr (control) and 12.5 Mol% Sr (experimental), between the 0 Mol% 

strontium SrAW glass conditioned media (control) and SrAWGC discs 

(experimental) and between the 12.5 Mol% strontium SrAW glass 

conditioned media (control) and SrAWGC discs (experimental). There was 

also comparison across strontium and non-strontium conditions, with the 0 

Mol% strontium SrAW glass media and disc conditions averaged (control) 

and compared against the 12.5 Mol% strontium SrAW glass media and disc 

conditions (experimental). Finally, the different forms of the material were 

compared with the averaged values for the SrAW glass media 0 and 12.5 

Mol% Sr conditions (control) compared against the average of the SrAWGC 

0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr conditions (experimental).  

The housekeeping gene CT values were averaged together to make 

“housekeeping experimental” (HE) and “housekeeping control” (HC) values 

and these were then subtracted from the gene tested experimental (TE) and 

gene tested control (TC) values. This formed a ΔCT value for each gene in 

the experimental (ΔCTE) and control (ΔCTC) conditions. These were then 

subtracted to form ΔΔCT values for each gene and each comparison (i.e. 

between 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr glass conditioned media). The ΔΔCT values 

were then transformed into fold-change values (2−ΔΔCT). Student’s T-test was 

used to determine the significance of the differences with significance set as 

p < 0.05. 
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ADAR BAG3 BST2 CASP1 CAV1 CCL2 CCL5 CD70 CD80 CD86 CDKN1B CIITA 

CRP CXCL10 DDX58 EIF2AK2 GBP1 HLA-A HLA-B HLA-E HLA-G IFI16 IFI27 IFI30 

IFI6 IFIH1 IFIT1 IFIT2 IFIT3 IFITM1 IFITM2 IFITM3 IFNA1 IFNA2 IFNA4 IFNAR1 

IFNAR2 IFNB1 IFNE IFNW1 IL10 1L15 IL6 IRF1 IRF2 IRF3 IRF5 IRF7 

IRF9 ISG15 ISG20 JAK1 JAK2 MAL MET MNDA MX1 MX2 MYD88 NMI 

NOS2 OAS1 OAS2 PML PRKCZ PSME2 SH2D1A SHB SOCS1 STAT1 STAT2 STAT3 

TAP1 TICAM1 TIMP1 TLR3 TLR7 TLR8 TLR9 
TMEM1

73 
TNFSF1

0 
TRAF3 TYK2 VEGFA 

ACTB B2M GAPDH HPRT1 RPLP0 HGDC RTC RTC RTC PPC PPC PPC 

 

Table 21: Primers on Type 1 Interferon Response PCR array used to 
confirm the results from the RNAseq by using a more focussed 
selection of genes associated with inflammation. The shaded cells 
are the housekeeping genes. 

 

4.2.5 Use of inhibitors to study the mechanism behind MSC 

response to SrAW glass 

Inhibitor studies were performed to further study the mechanisms by which 

the SrAW glass conditioned media (with 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr) acted on Y201 

MSCs. Ras signalling has been implicated in the response of MSCs to 

strontium in previous work (128), and was also found to be one of the gene 

sets associated with the strontium SrAW glass in this project. Therefore the 

cell number (measured by total DNA) was measured in response to the 

glass conditioned media with inhibitors for K-Ras signalling, Salirasib. 

Salirasib (also known as FTS) is a small molecule inhibitor which prevents 

K-Ras localising to the cell membrane (278), preventing interaction with Sos 

and further signalling(279). Salirasib is not specific to K-Ras and does also 

inhibit N-Ras and H-Ras, however it is well established as a K-Ras inhibitor  

and is used clinically for the purposes of cancer treatment (279–281).  

The RNA sequencing results indicated the SrAW glass and glass-ceramic 

interacted with inflammatory genesets and cytokines specifically, hence 

inhibitors for inflammatory signalling mediators were used. JAK could 
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potentially act as a bridge between inflammatory cytokines, STAT signalling 

(282), Ras/MAPK signalling and the PI3K pathway (associated with Sr 

(124))(283), hence it was targeted: Ruxolitinib was chosen as it is a highly 

specific dose-dependent inhibitor of JAK1 and JAK2/STAT signalling, and 

has been seen to affect MSC growth (284). Src signalling also occurs in 

response to cytokine signalling (285–287), and it’s inhibition has been seen 

to affect MSC differentiation (288). Hence, Src was explored as another 

potential mechanism behind Sr induced and cytokine mediated increase in 

cell number. Dasatinib was used as the Src inhibitor as it is an established 

Src inhibitor with protocols defined for use with human MSCs (288). These 

are all small molecule inhibitors.  

Y201 hTERT MSCs were seeded in 96 well plates at 4.5x104 cell/cm2 and 

after 24 hours exposed to SrAW (0 Mol% Sr and 12.5 Mol% Sr) glass 

conditioned mineralisation media with different concentrations of the 

following inhibitors: Salirasib (0, 1, 5µM, for K-Ras), Dasatinib (0, 0.001, 

0.005, 0.01µM, for Src), and Ruxolitinib (0, 0.05, 0.25, 0.5µM, for JAK2). The 

specific inhibitors used were Salirasib (>98% purity, Sigma Aldrich), 

Dasatinib (>98% purity, Cambridge Bioscience/TOKU-E) and Ruxolitinib 

(>98% purity, CAYM11609-1 VWR/Cayman). Media was changed every 3 to 

4 days and after 9 days exposure the experiment was ended. At the time 

point, the media was aspirated from the well and washed twice in 0.2M 

Carbonate Buffer (2:1 volume to volume ratio of 0.2M Na2CO3 to 0.2M 

NaHCO3, pH 10.2) after which, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X was added to lyse the 

cells (150l in a 96 well plate), and then the well plate was frozen. The well 

plates were freeze thawed three times, after which 50l from each 

experimental well was moved to a fresh well in a black 96-well plate, along 

with DNA standards (in triplicate) made from a 10µg/ml stock of salmon 

sperm (Invitrogen). To begin the measurement 50µl of PicoGreen 

(Invitrogen, P7581) diluted 1:50 in TE Buffer (10mM Tris,1mM EDTA at pH 

7.5) was added to the experimental and standard well. This was agitated to 

mix, then after 10 minutes under foil at the fluorescence emission was 

measured using 485nm excitation whilst monitoring emission at 538nm on a 

BMG Labtech POLARstar OPTIMA plate reader. 
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4.2.6 In vivo study to determine the extent of the inflammatory 

effects on MSCs by SrAWGC and SrAW glass 

A short term in vivo study was done to determine whether the MSCs which 

had been exposed to the SrAWGC discs or the SrAW glass conditioned 

media (0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr, corresponding with the Disc, Disc Sr, Media and 

Media Sr conditions in the RNAseq), would worsen, or sustain any 

inflammatory response, based on the results of the gene expression 

analysis. As inflammatory response typically declines within 1 week, the 

experiment had two time points at 1 and 3 days, with the aim to measure the 

period of peak inflammation. Y201 MSCs were seeded in 6-well plates 

(34mm diameter) at confluency (450,000 cells per 6-well) on both culture 

plastic, and on 6-well sized (34mm diameter) SrAWGC discs (0 and 12.5 

Mol%).  The discs were made as described in Chapter 2 and were 

autoclaved and washed in sterile PBS prior to use. Glass conditioned media 

was made as described in Chapter 3. Briefly, glass conditioned media was 

made by mixing 12mg/mL of 0 Mol% SrAW glass powder, or 12.86mg/mL of 

12.5 Mol% SrAW glass powder (both <45µm particle size)  with high glucose 

DMEM for 24 hours at room temperature, before filtering to remove the glass 

powder (method adapted from (87)). The glass powder was autoclaved 

(121oC for 20 minutes) in the mixing bottle prior to use.  

After 24 hours (to allow the cells to attach) the cells on discs were exposed 

to mineralisation media (4ml per 6-well) for 24 hours. Mineralisation media 

was basal media (as described in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.2) but 

supplemented with 50µg/ml L-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate and 5mM β-

glycerophosphate. The glass conditioned media was also made into glass 

conditioned mineralisation media through the addition of the same 

supplements. The cells grown in the wells without SrAWGC discs were then 

exposed to either 0 Mol% (Media condition) or 12 Mol% SrAW (Media Sr 

condition) conditioned mineralisation media (4ml per 6-well) for 24 hours. 

There was a control set of cells where the media was replaced with fresh 

basal media. 

After 24 hours exposure the SrAWGC discs with cells on were moved to new 

wells and washed with PBS (with no Ca or Mg). The cells exposed to the 
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glass conditioned media had their media aspirated and were washed with 

PBS. Then all cells (on either discs or culture plastic exposed to glass 

conditioned media) were detached from their substrate using 1ml of 

Trypsin/EDTA for 10 minutes, followed by gentle pipetting to loosen. The 

trypsin was deactivated using basal media and the cells for each condition 

were then counted and resuspended at concentration.  

Collagen gels were prepared using a 3mg/ml collagen in 0.02M acetic acid 

previously harvested from rat tails. This was mixed with 10xPBS and 

neutralised with NaOH 1M to begin polymerisation from fluid into a gel, 

however it was kept on ice to temporarily halt the process. An appropriate 

volume of cell solution was then mixed with the collagen gel to result in 1 

million cells per 100µl of collagen gel. Each of the conditions (control cells, 

Disc, Disc Sr, Media and Media Sr) were then drawn into syringes and kept 

on ice for implantation into the rats. 

The hydrogels were then implanted subcutaneously into fourteen Sprague 

Dawley (SD) male rats (200-250 g), with each rat being identified by ear and 

tail markings. The Rats were placed in a trifluorane chamber and 

anaesthetised for approximately 2-3 minutes (level 5 trifluorane and 2.5% 

(v/v) oxygen). After losing consciousness, the rats were transferred onto a 

heated mat and anaesthesia was maintained (level 2.5 trifluorane and 2.5% 

(v/v) oxygen) via a nose cone. The backs of the animals were shaved and 

sterilised with 70% (v/v) ethanol, and four full thickness skin incisions were 

made at both sides of upper (one for each side) and lower (one for each 

side) back regions. To create pockets, the subcutaneous tissues were then 

bluntly dissected using artery forceps and four hydrogels (100μL each) were 

injected within these pockets (away from the incision). The wounds were 

then closed using 5-0 ethilion sutures. The hydrogels were intended to 

polymerise at room temperature, hence would fully gel in situ. After the 

wound was closed, the wound site was cleaned with sterile injection water 

and a Vetergesic injection (0.03 mg/mL) was administered to each rat. The 

trifluorane was then switched off and the rats were transferred to a heated 

chamber until they were fully recovered.  
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After 24 hours, the rats for the first time point were checked for any obvious 

signs of discomfort or infection at the wound site, and then sacrificed using 

schedule 1 where they were transferred into a carbon dioxide chamber for 6 

minutes followed by cervical dislocation. The collagen gels were then 

extracted from the subcutaneous pockets and placed into 10% (v/v) neutral 

buffered formalin. This was repeated at day three. 

The fixed tissue samples for each condition were moved to tissue 

processing cassettes and processed into paraffin wax in a Leica APS2000 

tissue processing machine (Leica Microsystems, UK) using an overnight 

programme, seen in Table 22. 

The samples were then wax embedded on a Leica EG1150C embedding 

station in CellWax plus wax (Cellpath Ltd, UK). Tissue was sectioned on a 

Leica RM 2235 microtome at 4μm and placed on a glass microslide 

(Solmedia Ltd, Shrewsbury, UK) and then dried on a hot plate for 2 hours at 

70°C. The slides were dewaxed through two 5 minute xylene steps (VWR 

International Ltd, UK) and two 5 minute absolute ethanol steps (Sigma, 

Poole, Dorset, UK) and then rehydrated in running tap water before staining 

with Mayer’s Haematoxylin for 3 minutes. This was followed by rinsing in 

running tap water followed by differentiation with 0.3% (v/v) acid alcohol 

(70% (v/v) ethanol in ultrapure water with 0.3% (v/v) concentrated 

hydrochloric acid), further rinsing in running tap water and then rinsing in 

Scott’s tap water (ultrapure water with 2g/ml sodium hydrogen carbonate 

and 20g/ml of magnesium sulphate). After further rinsing in tap water, the 

slides were stained in Eosin for 30 seconds, after which they were rinsed in 

tap water and then dehydrated in two changes of absolute ethanol and two 

changes of xylene before mounting on a cover-slip in DPX (Solmedia). The 

slides were dried then later imaged using a Leica DM IRB inverted 

microscope. 
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Reagent % (v/v) Time Temperature 

70% ethanol 30 min 37°C 

80% ethanol 30 min 37°C 

90% ethanol 30 min 37°C 

95% ethanol 30 min 37°C 

100% ethanol 1:00h 37°C 

100% ethanol 1:00h 37°C 

100% ethanol 1:30h 37°C 

xylene 1:00h 37°C 

xylene 1:30h 37°C 

xylene 1:30h 37°C 

wax 1:00h 65°C 

wax 1:00h 65°C 

wax 1:00h 65°C 

Table 22: The tissue processing programme used for the 10% (v/v) FBS 
fixed collagen gels extracted from the rat sub-cutaneous pockets. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Global gene expression analysis of the effects of the 

SrAWGC discs SrAW glass conditioned media on MSCs 

using RNA sequencing 

RNAseq was performed on cells grown on SrAWGC discs and exposed to 

SrAW glass conditioned media, with 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr, to determine any 

broad-spectrum gene expression changes in the cells in response to the 

strontium content of the material, but also whether the surface of the 

material (as opposed to the ions released) were an important factor. The 

conditions will be referred to as Disc and Disc Sr for the MSCs grown on 0 

and 12.5 Mol% SrAWGC discs, respectively, and these two collectively as 

the “disc conditions”. Media and Media Sr will be used to refer to the MSCs 

exposed to SrAW glass conditioned media with 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr, 

respectively, with these collectively referred to as the “media conditions”. 
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 RNAseq data processing 

mRNA was successfully extracted for all samples, RNA sequencing 

performed and the data processed. The data was run through the data 

analysis pipeline described in Section 4.2.2.1 returning a list of gene FPKM 

values for the different conditions. There were instances where two (or 

more) genes were associated with a particular entry. This occurs when two 

mRNAs are essentially assembled from the same region of a chromosome, 

but reading in different directions, or starting at different points. If the whole 

RNA transcript is preserved, clearly they result in different proteins and are 

distinguishable. However, due to way in which the RNA-sequencing 

fragments the RNA and then reassembles it later, it can result in some 

entries being assigned to multiple genes. This is where the fragments 

assigned did not clearly identify one gene over another. For example, one 

entry is: AC007246.3 and MAP4K3. A search on GenBank shows that these 

are quite different (289). One is part of the MAPK pathway, the other is a 

gene that encodes for THUMPD2. But they belong to the same region of a 

chromosome, and actually overlap, which is where the confusion arises. As 

it was difficult to decompose such entries into the contributions from the 

genes which composed it, these entries were removed from the analysis. 

 Genes aligned from the RNAseq 

The number of genes identified through the RNAseq analysis for each of the 

four conditions, Disc, Disc Sr, Media and Media Sr were compared to find 

which genes were present in both conditions and these are displayed in a 

Venn diagram in Figure 63.  

The media conditions were seen to have more genes identified in the 

RNAseq than the disc conditions (Figure 63). There was also a very high 

level of overlap between the two conditioned media conditions, with only 14 

strontium glass media genes not appearing in the control glass media.  
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Figure 63: Venn diagram of genes identified from RNAseq using mRNA 
extracted from MSCs grown on SrAWGC discs and exposed to 
SrAW glass conditioned media with 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr, referred 
to as the Disc, Disc Sr, Media and Media Sr conditions. Genes with 
a mean FPKM of greater than 1 were included. 

 

The number of genes shared between all four conditions was high, with the 

3553 genes found in all conditions representing ~95% of the genes in the 

control glass-ceramic disc condition (the one with the lowest number of 

genes). 

 Differentially expressed genes between MSCs grown on 

SrAWGC discs or exposed to SrAW glass media with 

and without strontium. 

The differentially expressed genes between the MSCs grown on the 

SrAWGC discs or exposed to the SrAW glass media (with and without 

strontium) were determined using t-tests to establish whether the addition of 

Sr to the material, and the surface of the material itself, altered MSC gene 

expression. Volcano plots were made of the log fold changes between the 

conditions in the RNAseq. First the differences in expression between the 

disc and media conditions were assessed. The largest and most significant 

changes occurring between the media and disc conditions (both without 
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strontium) are shown in Figure 64a (the orange and yellow dots indicate 

changes which are above the threshold of 1 fold change and significant, with 

yellow indicating they pass further Bonferonni corrections). The Disc 

condition was seen to upregulate the expression of CXCL10, CXCL11, 

MMP1, COL5A3 amongst other genes, whilst FOS, PTX3 and CXCL2 were 

down regulated. The differentially expressed genes between the Media Sr 

and Disc Sr conditions are shown in Figure 64b, where it is seen that 

CXCL11, IFIT2, COL5A3 and CCL8, amongst others, were upregulated, 

whilst numerous genes were also down regulated, with FOS, CXCL2 

showing the largest changes. The prominently expressed cytokines CXCL10 

and CXCL11 are associated with inflammatory response (290). Hence, the 

disc conditions were seen to elicit a change in gene expression in the MSC 

compared with the media conditions (both with and without Sr). 

The differences in gene expression between the conditions with and without 

strontium were also examined. The largest and most significant changes 

between the Media and Media Sr conditions can be seen in Figure 65a, 

along with the changes between the Disc and Disc Sr conditions in Figure 

65b. The differential expression was small and of low significance with the 

addition of Sr, particularly when compared with that found when comparing 

between the Media and Disc (and Media Sr and Disc Sr) conditions. Hence, 

the addition of strontium the discs or glass conditioned media was not 

observed to have a great effect on the gene expression of the MSCs. 
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Figure 64: Volcano plots of the t-test comparisons between the a) 
Media and Disc RNAseq conditions, b) Sr Media and Sr Disc 
RNAseq conditions. They show the p-value of any significant 
different against the fold change (log scale). The red dots indicate 
genes with a small and insignificant change (<1 fold change, p > 
0.05). The blue dots are large changes which are insignificant. The 
orange dots are large changes which are also significant. The 
yellow dots are large changes, which are also significant and pass 
the Bonferroni correction. 

 

a) Media-Disc (no strontium) 

b) Sr Media-Sr Disc 
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Figure 65: Volcano plots of the t-test comparisons between a) Media 
and Media Sr RNAseq conditions, b) Disc and Disc Sr RNAseq 
conditions. They show the p-value of any significant different 
against the fold change (log scale). The red dots indicate genes 
with a small and insignificant change (<1 fold change, p > 0.05). 
The blue dots are large changes which are insignificant. The 
orange dots are large changes which are also significant. The 
yellow dots are large changes, which are also significant and pass 
the Bonferroni correction. 

 

a) Media-Sr Media 

b) Disc-Sr Disc 
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The statistical analysis just described compared only one condition against 

another, however it is also beneficial to compare the sets of conditions 

against each other, as this can indicate whether the discs (or media) 

themselves, or the presence or lack of strontium has an effect on MSC gene 

expression. The differentially expressed genes between the cells grown on 

discs and those exposed to media, and those grown without and those 

grown with Sr were then calculated (using ANOVA). Volcano plots of the log 

fold changes between the all of the strontium and non-strontium conditions, 

and between all of the disc and media conditions can be seen in Figure 66. 

There are many genes which were significantly up and down regulated 

between the MSCs grown in the two disc and the two media conditions (see 

Figure 66a), indicating the discs themselves regardless of strontium content) 

have a significant effect on MSC gene expression. As with the individual 

comparisons of the Disc and Media, and Disc Sr and Media Sr conditions, 

MMP1, CXCL10, CXCL11, COL5A1 were amongst the genes upregulated, 

whilst FOS, CXCL2 and TMEM71 were down regulated. The cytokines 

CXCL10 and CXCL11 are closely associated with inflammatory response 

(290). Gene expression between the two conditions with strontium (Media Sr 

and Disc Sr) and the two without strontium (Media and Disc) was also 

compared (Figure 66b), showing that there were no significant changes in 

gene expression, and the general fold change and significance of the 

change was observed to be far lower than that observed for the all Disc and 

all Media comparison.  
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Figure 66: Volcano plots of the different ANOVA comparisons between 
the RNAseq conditions, a) All media (Media and Media Sr) 
compared against all disc (Disc and Disc Sr), b) All non-strontium 
(Media and Disc) conditions against all strontium conditions 
(Media Sr and Disc Sr). They show the p-value of any significant 
different against the fold change (both logarithmed). The blue dots 
are large changes which are insignificant. The orange dots are 
large changes which are also significant. The yellow dots are large 
changes, which are also significant and pass the Bonferroni 
correction. 

 

 

  

,  

 

 

 

 

a) All Media – All Disc b) Non strontium - Strontium 
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4.3.2 Gene-set Enrichment 

The gene expression data for all of the conditions were enriched against the 

Hallmark genesets to produce GSZ scores, and then sorted as a 

dendrogram to produce a heat-map of the enrichment of the these genesets, 

which can be seen in Figure 67. The most enriched and strongly contrasting 

genesets are found at the bottom of the figure, and these relate to 

inflammatory signalling (interferon alpha and gamma response) and 

epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), which were found to be more 

enriched in the Disc and Disc Sr conditions, and less enriched in the Media 

and Media Sr conditions. Other inflammatory genesets also showed altered 

enrichment in the disc conditions, with TNFα being less enriched between 

Disc and Media, but others such as “inflammatory response”, “allograft 

rejection” and “TGF beta signalling” showing increased enrichment between 

Disc and Media conditions. However, the addition of strontium was seen to 

increase the enrichment of these genesets for Disc Sr, but lower it for Media 

Sr, indicating the addition of strontium to the discs and glass conditioned 

media had differential effects upon the gene expression of the MSCs (Figure 

67). Complement, also associated with inflammation was found to be 

enriched with the addition of strontium, in both Media Sr and Disc Sr, 

compared with the non-strontium conditions. 

There were also seen to be differences in the enrichment of several 

genesets associated with proliferation and survival, with DNA Repair, MYC 

targets, and K-Ras Signalling showing increased enrichment, and P53 

(which is pro-apoptotic) and MTORC signalling showing decreased 

enrichment, in the Disc condition, compared with the Media condition. The 

addition of strontium was seen to increase enrichment of DNA Repair and 

MYC Targets in Media Sr and lower enrichment in Disc Sr, again suggesting 

the addition of strontium has differential effects depending on whether it is to 

the discs or the glass conditioned media (Figure 67). 
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Figure 67: The hallmark geneset enrichment across all genes from 
Y201 MSCs exposed to glass media with and without strontium 
(AW and SrAW respectivelt) and grown on glass ceramic discs 
with and without strontium (AWGC and SrAWGC). The GSZ scores 
indicate  the enrichment of each geneset. The genesets and 
conditions have also been sorted using dendrograms by 
similarity. 
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The inflammatory genesets in Figure 67 were then examined more closely, 

and the way in which the genes composing the genesets changed between 

the conditions was determined. The Interferon (IFN) Alpha and Gamma 

response genesets showed a clear upregulation in genes associated with 

these processes between the disc and media conditions, with CXCL10, 

CXCL11 and TNFSF10 being the most increased (Figure 68). The TGF Beta 

signalling showed a similar pattern with a strong difference in enrichment 

between the disc and media conditions, with the SERPINE1 gene being the 

most upregulated in the Disc condition and CDH1 in Disc Sr. The difference 

in gene expression between the strontium and non-strontium conditions was 

much smaller than that observed between the disc and media conditions for 

these three genesets. Although a large number of genes showed a slight 

increase between the Disc and Disc Sr condition. The CXCL10, CXCL11 

and TNFSF10 genes showed a much greater difference between these two 

conditions in the IFN genesets, and the SERPINE1 and CDH1 genes for the 

TGF Beta signalling and were mostly likely the primary contributors to the 

higher GSZ score for the Disc Sr condition compared to the Disc condition 

(Figure 68). The enrichment of the IFN and TGF Beta genesets was 

observed to lower between the Media and Media Sr genesets, with ITGB7 

(IFN gamma) and THBS1 (TGF Beta) genes d the most, thus adding 

strontium to the glass conditioned media lowered inflammatory gene 

expression. 

Hence, the discs themselves were seen to raise the expression of a number 

of genes associated with IFN response and also Allograft rejection, whilst 

the addition of strontium to the discs further raised the expression of 

CXCL10, CXCL11, and TNFS10, in particular, strengthening the 

inflammatory response. However, the addition of strontium to the glass 

conditioned media was seen to have the opposite effect, lowering the over-

all enrichment of the IFN and TGF Beta genesets. 
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Figure 68: The GSZ scores, component genes and relative expression 
of the Interferon Alpha and Gamma response and TGF Beta 
signalling genesets identified within spots in the Hallmark 
Geneset enrichment. The GSZ scores indicate how enriched that 
geneset is for each condition in the RNAseq. Media and Media Sr 
being non-strontium and strontium glass powder media, whilst 
Disc and Disc Sr are non-strontium and strontium AWGC discs. 
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Figure 69 shows the GSZ scores of more inflammatory genesets found to 

have been enriched on the conditions. The inflammatory response geneset 

covered genes associated more broadly with inflammation in response to 

stimulus and showed low enrichment, along with allograft rejection, another 

inflammatory geneset, in the Disc and Media conditions (Figure 69). 

However, the addition of strontium to the discs resulted in increased 

enrichment for the Disc Sr condition, whilst the Media Sr condition showed 

decreased enrichment compared with the Media condition (Figure 69). The 

genes composing the “Inflammatory Response” geneset were observed to 

be both up and down regulated between the disc and media conditions, 

however as observed for the IFN genesets CXCL10, CXCL11, CCL7 and 

TNFSF10 all showed greatly increased expression in the disc conditions 

compared with the media conditions, and further raised expression in the 

Disc Sr condition compared with the Disc condition (Figure 69). The genes 

composing the Allograft response geneset were both up and down regulated 

between the disc and media conditions, however the much higher 

expression of the F2 and IL4 genes resulted in the Media and Disc 

conditions having raised GSZ scores compared with the Media Sr condition, 

and the raised CCL7 gene expression further increased the GSZ of the Disc 

Sr condition compared with the Disc condition (Figure 69).  

Unlike the other inflammatory genesets, the TNF alpha signalling geneset 

showed a similar level of enrichment in the Disc Sr and Media Sr conditions, 

with the Media condition raising the enrichment, and the Disc condition 

lowering it, acting in the opposite manner to the other inflammatory genesets 

(Figure 69). Despite CXCL10 and CXCL11 showing high expression in the 

disc conditions, the strong rise in expression of FOS, along with FOSB and 

CXCL2 in the Media and Media Sr conditions, most likely contributed to their 

high GSZ score for TNF alpha signalling (Figure 69). 

Hence, as with the IFN response genesets, the addition of strontium was 

seen to have differential effects, resulting in an increase in inflammatory 

genes in the discs (between Disc and Disc Sr), whilst it lowered the 

expression of inflammatory genes in the media (between Media and Media 

Sr) (Figure 69). 
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Figure 69: The GSZ scores, component genes and relative expression 
of the TNFα signalling via NFkB, the inflammatory response and 
Allograft rejection genesets identified in the Hallmark Geneset 
enrichment. The GSZ scores indicate how enriched that geneset is 
for each condition in the RNAseq. Media and Media Sr being non-
strontium and strontium glass powder media, whilst Disc and Disc 
Sr are non-strontium and strontium AWGC discs.  
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In addition to inflammatory genesets, multiple proliferative/survival genesets 

showed changes between the conditions. The Epithelial to Mesenchymal 

Transition (EMT) geneset showed increased enrichment for the Disc and 

Disc Sr conditions, when compared with the Media and Media Sr conditions 

(Figure 70). However, the addition of Sr was seen to lower the enrichment of 

EMT in both the disc and media conditions. The expression of the genes in 

the EMT geneset were generally increased for the Disc and Disc Sr, with 

COL5A3 and MMP1 being particularly upregulated compared with Media 

and Media Sr. COL5A3 was more highly expressed in the Disc Sr condition 

and further lowered in the Media Sr condition (Figure 70). Generally, the 

differences in EMT gene expression induced by the addition of strontium 

were much less than between the disc and media conditions. Together, this 

indicates that the SrAWGC discs raised the expression of genes associated 

with EMT in the MSCs, with the substitution of strontium into the material 

acting to inhibit this effect.  

The P53 pathway (potentially associated with cell apoptosis) was seen to 

have increased enrichment only in the Media condition, most likely 

associated with the high FOS gene expression for Media, compared with 

Media Sr and disc conditions (Figure 70). The apoptosis geneset showed a 

similar response, with the Media condition showing increased enrichment 

over the Media Sr condition. However, unlike for the P53 pathway geneset, 

the enrichment of Disc and Disc Sr was at a similar level to the Media 

condition (Figure 70). The high enrichment of the Media condition occurred, 

despite the low TNFSF10 gene expression, potentially due to a slightly 

higher expression of a number of genes, with F2 being amongst the most 

changed between the Media and Media Sr conditions (Figure 70). 

Together these results indicated that the addition of Sr to the media lowered 

expression of these potentially apoptotic pathways, but that Sr had no effect 

on the expression of these apoptotic genesets for the disc conditions. 
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Figure 70: The GSZ scores, component genes and relative expression 
of the epithelial to mesenchymal transition, P53 pathway and 
apoptosis genesets identified within spots in the Hallmark 
Geneset enrichment. The GSZ scores indicate how enriched that 
geneset is for each condition in the RNAseq. Media and Media Sr 
being non-strontium and strontium glass powder media, whilst 
Disc and Disc Sr are non-strontium and strontium AWGC discs. 
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In addition to EMT, P53 and apoptosis genesets, more proliferative and 

survival genesets were found to differ in enrichment levels between the 

conditions and these are displayed in Figure 71. Two of these concerned K-

Ras signalling, which is associated with MAPK signalling and proliferation. 

“K-Ras Signalling Down” contained genes downregulated by K-Ras 

signalling, and only the Media condition showed a high GSZ score (Figure 

71). This indicated that the other conditions had reduced expression of these 

K-Ras genes over-all compared to the media condition, meaning increased 

K-Ras signalling in the strontium and Disc conditions, compared with the 

Media condition. “K-Ras Signalling Up” contained genes which were 

upregulated by K-Ras signalling and increased with strontium addition, as 

the strontium conditions (Media Sr and Disc Sr) had a higher GSZ score 

than the Media and Disc conditions (Figure 71). However, the increase was 

much larger for the Disc Sr condition, associated with the high CXCL10 

expression in Disc Sr. These results indicate that the discs themselves and 

strontium were associated with K-Ras signalling, and the combination of the 

two resulted in further K-Ras gene expression.  

In addition to K-Ras signalling, MTORC1 signalling (an element of Akt 

signalling and hence potentially proliferative) was identified in the Hallmark 

geneset expression analysis as changing between the conditions. When the 

genes composing the geneset were analysed it was found to be strongly 

reduced in the Disc and Disc Sr conditions with TRIB3, PLK1 and DDIT3 

genes being those with the largest difference (Figure 71). The addition of 

strontium was found to increase the GSZ score of MTORC1 signalling for 

Media Sr. 

Together, these results suggest that Sr addition to the material was seen to 

promote the expression of proliferative and survival genesets. 
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Figure 71: The GSZ scores, component genes and relative expression 
of the K-Ras Signalling and MTORC1 signalling genesets 
identified within spots in the Hallmark Geneset enrichment. The 
GSZ scores indicate how enriched that geneset is for each 
condition in the RNAseq. Media and Media Sr being non-strontium 
and strontium glass powder media, whilst Disc and Disc Sr are 
non-strontium and strontium AWGC discs. 
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Hence, the RNA sequencing found that the largest change in gene 

expression was associated with the difference between the glass 

conditioned media (Media and Media Sr conditions) and the glass-ceramic 

discs (Disc and Disc Sr conditions), where the discs were found to raise the 

expression of a number of genes associated with inflammatory response, 

IFN response and TGFβ signalling. The addition of strontium to the discs 

was seen to further enhance these inflammatory responses. A number of 

proliferative/survival genesets also showed altered gene expression for the 

disc conditions compared with the media conditions, such as K-Ras 

signalling and MTORC1 (both associated with MAPK signalling), in addition 

to P53 and Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition.. 

4.3.3 Type 1 Interferon PCR array to determine effects of 

SrAWGC and SrAW glass on MSC cytokine gene 

expression 

A PCR array was used to independently validate the findings of the RNAseq 

by measuring how a panel of inflammatory genes responded to the Media, 

Media Sr, Disc and Disc Sr conditions, and so to determine whether the 

discs themselves and, or, the strontium content of the discs or the glass 

conditioned media could alter the expression of genes associated with 

inflammation.  

The PCR array found that there were a number of genes differing in 

expression between the glass conditioned media and disc conditions without 

strontium (Media and Disc conditions, Figure 72). Most of the genes 

composing the array were found to be upregulated in the Disc condition, 

compared with the Media condition, with the CXCL10 and TNFSF10 

showing the greatest increase, independently confirming the findings of the 

RNA sequencing. Although the majority were upregulated, the CD70 gene 

was down regulated in the Disc condition. This again suggests that the discs 

themselves, without strontium, raise the expression of inflammatory genes 

compared with the ions released by the material.   
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Figure 72: A volcano plot of the t-test comparison between the PCR 
array conditions without Sr (Media against Disc). They show the p-
value of any significant different against the fold change (both  as 
log2 values). The lines indicate the fold difference threshold.  

 

 

When strontium was added to the media and discs, the PCR array showed 

the MSCs responded in largely the same manner to the Disc and Media 

without Sr, with the majority of the Type 1 interferon genes being 

upregulated when comparing between the Media Sr and Disc Sr genesets 

(Figure 73). The Disc Sr condition upregulated those inflammatory genes 

more when compared with Media Sr, than the Disc condition did when 

compared with the Media condition (again, TNFSF10 and CXCL10 were the 

most affected) suggesting the addition of strontium exacerbated whatever 

feature or process was responsible. There were more genes generally down 

regulated between the Disc Sr and Media Sr conditions, when compared 

with the Disc and Media conditions, though the fold change and significance 

were not as high, in particular for CD70.  
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Figure 73: A volcano plot of the t-test comparison between the PCR 
array conditions with Sr (Media Sr against Disc Sr). They show the 
p-value of any significant different against the fold change (both 
as log2 values). The lines indicate the fold difference threshold. 

 

Again, these data independently confirm the findings of the RNA 

sequencing, which found that for the inflammatory genesets (such as IFN 

signalling, TGFβ and inflammatory response) the addition of strontium to the 

discs and media further increased and decreased inflammatory geneset 

enrichment, respectively.  

The previous two figures have compared only the non-strontium (Disc and 

Media) and the strontium (Disc Sr and Media Sr) condition groups, however 

Figure 74 shows the change in gene expression across all of the disc and 

media conditions, regardless of strontium content. Once again, this shows 

that the majority of the genes in the Type 1 Interferon array were 

upregulated by the disc conditions in comparison with the media conditions, 

across the conditions with and without strontium content, and clearly agrees 
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with the previous analyses of the Disc-Media, and Disc Sr-Media Sr 

comparisons. Some genes were down regulated in the disc conditions 

compared with media (with CD70 being the most changed). Again, and 

independently verifying the RNA sequencing result, it was found that the 

TNFS10 and CXCL10 genes were the most upregulated by the disc 

conditions. As this analysis was aggregated over more results (both the 

strontium and non-strontium conditions), this improved the significance of 

the gene expression changes in comparison to the disc-media strontium and 

non-strontium comparisons presented earlier.  

 

 

Figure 74: A volcano plot of the t-test comparison between the PCR 
array between the disc (Disc and Disc Sr) and media (Media and 
Media Sr) conditions, across strontium content. They show the p-
value of any significant different against the fold change (both as 
log2 values). The lines indicate the fold difference threshold. 

 

 

(Media and Media Sr) vs (Disc and Disc Sr) 
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The difference in gene expression between the strontium and non-strontium 

conditions was also analysed, to determine what effect adding strontium to 

the material would have on MSC gene expression, and to confirm the 

findings of the RNA sequencing. The Disc Sr condition was seen to induce a 

relatively large, but an insignificant increase in some of the inflammatory 

genes, with CXCL10 again being amongst the most highly changed (Figure 

75). However, the addition of strontium to the discs was also seen to 

produce a significant but relatively small decrease in the expression of a 

number of genes, with TYK2 being the most decreased. Hence, in addition 

to the discs themselves altering the expression of inflammatory genes in the 

MSCs, the addition of strontium to the discs has a small effect on these 

genes, partially confirming some of the RNA sequencing findings.  

 

Figure 75: A volcano plot of the t-test comparison between the PCR 
array disc conditions (Disc Sr and Disc). They show the p-value of 
any significant different against the fold change (both as log2 
values). The lines indicate the fold difference threshold. 

 

Disc vs Disc Sr 
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When the difference in gene expression between the media conditions with 

and without strontium (Media and Media Sr) was analysed, it was found that 

there were few significant changes, with TICAM1 showing a 0.5 fold 

increase, whilst TAP1 showed a 0.4 fold decrease (Figure 76). The size and 

significance of the gene expression changes between the Media and Media 

Sr conditions was lower than observed for the Disc and Disc Sr conditions, 

and considerably lower when comparing between the Media and Disc 

conditions. This indicates that the influence of Sr addition to the ions 

released from the AWGC glass was relatively small in comparison to that of 

the disc itself. This again, independently confirms the RNA sequencing 

findings where it was found that the differences between the Media and 

Media Sr conditions were not as pronounced as between the media and 

disc, or Disc and Disc Sr conditions.  

 

Figure 76: A volcano plot of the t-test comparison between the PCR 
array glass media conditions (Media Sr and Media). They show the 
p-value of any significant different against the fold change (both 
as log2 values). The lines indicate the fold difference threshold. 

 

       Media vs Media Sr 
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Finally, as with the disc-media comparison, the gene expression change 

between all of the strontium conditions (Disc Sr and Media Sr) and all of the 

non-strontium conditions (Disc and Media) was calculated, to determine 

what gene expression changes induced by the addition of strontium were 

common between the discs and media. The strontium induced Type 1 

interferon gene expression changes across both disc and media conditions 

can be seen in (Figure 77). As with the gene expression changes induced by 

the addition of strontium to the discs, and glass conditioned media, it shows 

that although the tendency was for the genes to be upregulated, the 

changes were both of low significance and of low fold changed. 

The Type 1 interferon PCR array was used to independently validate the 

RNA sequencing finding that the MSCs showed increased inflammatory 

gene expression on the discs (both the Disc and Disc Sr condition), when 

compared with the cells being exposed to the glass conditioned media (the 

Media and Media Sr condition). The PCR array confirmed this, and 

confirmed that CXCL10 and TNFS10 were associated with this response. 

The PCR also confirmed that the addition of strontium to the SrAW glass 

conditioned media, and hence potentially to the ion release products of the 

SrAWGC material itself, had little effect on the inflammatory genes in this 

PCR array. Finally, it was also confirmed that the addition of strontium to the 

discs, did appear to enhance the inflammatory gene expression induced by 

the discs themselves. 
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Figure 77: A volcano plot of the t-test comparison between the PCR 
array aggregates of the strontium and non-strontium conditions 
(Media and Disc against Media Sr and Disc Sr). They show the p-
value of any significant different against the fold change (both as 
log2 values). The lines indicate the fold difference threshold. 

 

4.3.4 Determining the mechanism behind MSC response to SrAW 

glass 

 Previously discussed results indicated that SrAWGC increased cell number, 

and that the discs and the addition of strontium to the discs increased the 

expression of a number of inflammatory genes.  Inhibitors was used to 

explore the role of intracellular signalling pathways in the increased cell 

number response and whether this was associated with the inflammatory 

cytokine gene expression. 

The role of PI3K/Akt signalling in the cell number response to the SrAW 

glass was explored as there is evidence to suggest this is a mechanism by 

which Sr affects MSCs (124). As PI3K/Akt signalling can act via different 

(Disc Sr and Media Sr) vs (Disc and Disc) 
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paths, multiple inhibitors were used to explore these different mechanisms. 

To explore potential Src (which can be activated downstream of cytokine 

receptors (286,287)) mediated strontium response, the cells were exposed 

to the Src inhibitor Dasatinib in addition to the SrAW glass conditioned 

media with 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr (corresponding with the Media and Media Sr 

conditions in the RNAseq). The addition of Dasatinib to glass conditioned 

mineralisation media did not abrogate the cell number increase induced by 

strontium (Figure 78). PI3K/Akt signalling could also have been associated 

with JAK (which can be activated downstream from cytokine receptors), and 

so the JAK inhibitor Ruxolitinib was used to determine its effect on the 

strontium response. The MSCs were exposed to the SrAW glass conditioned 

media with 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr (Media and Media Sr in the RNAseq) with 

increasing concentrations of Ruxolitinib. The addition of Ruxolitinib was seen 

to increase the strontium induced DNA increase for glass conditioned 

mineralisation media, with the 0 Mol% condition showing no decrease. 

These results suggest that if the PI3K/Akt signalling pathway plays a role in 

the strontium response of the MSCs, then it does not act via the cytokine 

associated Src and JAK mediated pathways (Figure 79).  
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Figure 78: The cell number (measured using DNA) of Y201 hTERT 
MSCs after 9 days of exposure to 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr glass 
conditioned mineralisation media with 0, 1 and 5 and 10µM 
Dasatinib (Src inhibitor). Values are means with error bars 
signifying the standard deviation, of six measurements. * 
indicates significant difference between the 0 and 12.5 Mol% 
conditions for that concentration of inhibitor (p-value <0.05). 

 

Figure 79: The cell number (measured using DNA) of Y201 hTERT 
MSCs after 9 days of exposure to 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr glass 
conditioned mineralisation media with 0, 50 and 250 and 500nM 
Ruxolitinib (JAK inhibitor). Values are means with error bars 
signifying the standard deviation, of six measurements. * 
indicates significant difference between the 0 and 12.5 Mol% 
conditions for that concentration of inhibitor (p-value < 0.05). 
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The RNAseq data indicated that K-Ras was upregulated in response to the 

glass conditioned media and strontium conditions more generally. To 

explore any potential role of K-Ras mediated signalling on the cell number 

response to the SrAW glass, the cells were exposed to the Ras inhibitor 

Salirasib in addition to the SrAW glass conditioned media with 0 and 12.5 

Mol% Sr (corresponding with the Media and Media Sr conditions in the 

RNAseq). The inhibitor Salirasib was seen to block the strontium-induced 

increase in cell number seen for cells grown with glass conditioned 

mineralisation media (Figure 80). As the Salirasib concentration in the glass 

conditioned mineralisation media is increased from 0 to 50μM, the DNA 

concentration of the strontium condition was decreased, and eventually 

reached a level below that of the control (non-strontium) condition. This 

indicates that Ras signalling (of which K-Ras is one mediator) plays a role in 

the cell number increase induced by the strontium containing AW glass 

dissolution products. 

 

Figure 80: The cell number (measured using DNA concentration) of 
Y201 hTERT MSCs after 9 days of exposure to 0 and 12.5 Mol% Sr 
glass conditioned mineralisation media with 0, 10 and 50µM 
Salirasib (K-Ras inhibitor). Values are means with error bars 
signifying the standard deviation, N=3. * indicates significant 
difference between the values a shown (p-value < 0.05).  
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4.3.5 In vivo study to determine the extent of the inflammatory 

transformation of MSCs by SrAWGC and SrAW glass 

 Implantation and extraction 

Following from the gene expression work, and the finding that the discs 

(Disc and Disc Sr conditions compared with Media and Media Sr conditions) 

raised inflammatory gene expression in the MSCs, a rat model was used to 

determine whether this pro-inflammatory gene expression could have a 

functional influence on inflammatory function in vivo. 

The Y201 hTERT MSCs were successfully conditioned in four different 

conditions (Disc, Disc Sr, Media, and Media Sr), extracted, mixed into 

collagen gels and these were all successfully injected into subcutaneous 

pockets whereupon they gelled in situ. All rats survived the study with no 

obvious signs of distress or discomfort. All wound sites remained closed, 

with none of them appearing infected or disturbed (Figure 81). At one day 

and three days, rats were sacrificed for each of the conditions, and the four 

gels and surrounding tissue were successfully extracted. 

 

Figure 81: One of the subject rats after termination. The implant sites 
are representative of the other subjects in the study. The 
experiment involved subcutaneous implantation of collagen gels 
containing MSCs conditioned by SrAW glass media and SrAWGC 
discs with and without Sr. 
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The subcutaneous pockets for one day and three days can be seen in 

Figure 82 and Figure 83 (only two of the Disc condition images at one day 

are shown), respectively. The wound sites were noticeably more inflamed at 

one day compare to 3 days, after which the visible inflammation was 

reduced in every single condition, becoming more localised around the gel, 

in comparison to the more widespread inflammation observed a one day. 

The level of visible inflammation varied substantially between implantation 

sites (all four implantation sites for one condition, at one time point, were in a 

single animal).  

 

Figure 82: Photographs after one day of the subcutaneous extraction 
site of the MSCs in collagen gels for each rat, which had been 
conditioned on glass ceramic discs (Disc and Disc Sr) or with 
glass conditioned media (Media and Media), both with either 0 or 
12.5 Mol% Sr).  
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Figure 83: Photographs after 3 days of the subcutaneous extraction 
site of the MSCs in collagen gels for each rat, which had been 
conditioned on glass ceramic discs (Disc and Disc Sr) or with 
glass conditioned media (Media and Media), both with either 0 or 
12.5 Mol% Sr). 
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 Haematoxylin and eosin staining of rat subcutaneous 

tissue samples 

The collagen gels were extracted, fixed and embedded in wax and then 

sectioned and Haematoxylin & Eosin (H&E) stained. Not all of the collagen 

gels could be found within the implant site. The collagen gels were clearly 

visible in the stains of the “gel-only” control (Gel), and the “MSC and gel” 

(Gel + MSC) control (where the cells had not been conditioned with either 

glass conditioned media or growth on discs) (Figure 84). The gels appeared 

distinct against the surroundings, with a gap separating them from the 

surrounding tissue. At 24 hours after implantation numerous cell types were 

observed, with the gels tending to be populated primarily with relatively small 

nuclei (with examples indicated by blue arrows in Figure 84). As the collagen 

gels were implanted loaded with MSCs,  these nuclei were assigned as the 

MSCs. The periphery of the gels, the surrounding tissues and the space of 

the subcutaneous pocket were seen to contain a large number of cells with 

larger, rounder and more strongly stained nuclei than those in the gel 

(examples shown by green arrows in Figure 84). The surgery and gel 

implantation would provoke a wound response resulting in immune cells 

moving to the site, hence these cells were assigned to peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells, potentially lymphocytes. By 3 days, the number of the 

darker nuclei cells was seen to clearly decrease, indicating a reduction in the 

initial immune response to the control gels. Red blood cells were also 

occasionally seen in some samples, more commonly in those at one day. 

The Gel control condition (not seeded with MSCs) was seen to remain 

largely without cells at one and three days, with the exception of a few cells 

having infiltrated around the periphery. 
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Figure 84: H&E stains of collagen gels (at increasing magnifications 
from left to right) removed from rats after subcutaneous 
implantation for one and three days. The gels had either no cells 
(Gel only) or MSC grown in basal media (Gel plus MSCs). The 
edge of the gel is indicated by a red-dashed line. The green arrows 
indicate example mononuclear immune cells. The blue arrows 
indicate example MSCs. 
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The main purpose of the experiment was to determine whether or not 

inflammatory response in vivo could be worsened by the MSCs induced to 

have raised inflammatory gene expression by the SrAWGC. Representative 

stains of the rat tissue where the MSCs had been conditioned by 0 (Disc) 

and 12 (Disc Sr) Mol% strontium SrAWGC discs for one and three days 

hours are presented inn Figure 85. At one day the gel can be seen clearly, 

and as with the controls, there were different cell types observed, however 

within the gels there was an abundance of cells with relatively small nuclei 

(MSCs, examples indicated by blue arrows in Figure 85), whilst cells with 

larger darker and rounder nuclei were in the periphery of the gels, in the 

surrounding tissues and in the space between the gels and the tissue 

(identified with green arrows in Figure 85). These were identified as 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells, and potentially lymphocytes, and 

therefore represented an immune response to the gel and the MSCs, which 

had been conditioned by the SrAWGC discs. At 72 hours the gel is still 

clearly visible, and the MSC Disc and MSC Disc Sr conditions tended to 

show fewer of the larger darker nuclei, particularly those associating very 

close to the gel edge (Figure 85). This would suggest that the immune 

response decreased over time. Additionally, there was no clear difference 

between the Sr condition (MSC Disc Sr) and those without strontium (MSC 

Disc), with a similar distribution of the peripheral blood mononuclear immune 

cells in both conditions at both time points. 
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Figure 85: H&E stains (at increasing magnifications from left to right) 
after one day and three day of collagen gels with Y201 hTERT 
MSCs which had been pre-conditioned through growth on glass-
ceramic discs with either 0 (Disc) or 12.5 Mol% Sr (Disc Sr), shown 
as MSC Disc and MSC Disc Sr above. The edge of the gel is 
indicated by a red-dashed line. The green arrows indicate example 
mononuclear immune cells. The blue arrows indicate example 
MSCs. 
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In addition to testing how the SrAWGC conditioned MSCs might affect 

inflammation, the SrAW glass conditioned media was also used to condition 

MSCs to determine whether the ions released by the material could also 

have an inflammatory effect, separate from the material surface itself. 

Representative stains of the subcutaneous rat tissue and collagen gels with 

MSCs conditioned by 0 and 12.5 Mol% SrAW glass conditioned media, 

(Media and Media Sr, respectively), are presented in Figure 86. After one 

day, the gels are clearly visible compared with the surrounding tissue, and 

throughout the region a number of cell types are observed. In the gels there 

were a large number of cells with relatively small nuclei, potentially the 

MSCs, whilst in the tissue surrounding the gels, in the space of the 

subcutaneous pocket and around the periphery of the gels were a large 

number of cells with larger, darker and more round nuclei (Figure 86). As in 

the control gels and those for the Disc and Disc Sr conditions, these cells 

were identified as peripheral blood mononuclear cells, potentially 

lymphocytes, and represent the immune response to the subcutaneous gel 

implantation. After three days, the gel is still clearly identifiable and, as had 

been seen in the control and disc conditions, the number of cells with the 

darker nuclei had visually decreased, particularly those in close proximity to 

the gel surface (Figure 86). This indicates that the gel and the MSCs in the 

gel conditioned by the glass conditioned media (with and without Sr, Media 

and Media Sr) did not invoke a prolonged immune response. When the 

Media and Media Sr conditions were compared, it was found that there was 

not a clear visual difference in the number of immune cells, and therefore in 

the in vivo inflammatory response. 
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Figure 86: H&E stains (at increasing magnifications from left to right) 
after one and three days of collagen gels with Y201 hTERT MSCs 
which had been pre-conditioned through exposure to glass 
conditioned mineralisation media with either 0 (Media) or 12.5 
Mol% Sr (Media Sr), shown as MSC Media and MSC Media Sr 
above. The edge of the gel is indicated by a red-dashed line. The 
green arrows indicate example mononuclear immune cells. The 
blue arrows indicate example MSCs. 
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4.4 Discussion 

The previous chapter found that one of the main effects of adding Sr to AW 

and AWGC was to increase cell numbers on the material surface. In a 

clinical setting, increasing the survivability of the cells on a scaffold would be 

very desirable, however there remain many unanswered questions as to 

how strontium, and glass and glass-ceramic biomaterials more generally, 

induce their effects on human cells, and MSCs in particular. Therefore, the 

work described in this chapter explored how AWGC, and more specifically 

the addition of strontium to this material (the Disc and Disc Sr conditions), 

and media conditioned with AW and SrAW (the Media and Media Sr 

conditions) affect MSCs by global transcriptome analysis using RNAseq. 

RNA sequencing reads every RNA fragment extracted from the sample, 

potentially allowing the change in every gene in the sample to be measured 

though the processing of these can be somewhat more complicated, 

compared to simpler gene array data (291). 

4.4.1 SrAWGC promotes the expression of inflammatory 

genesets compared with SrAW glass dissolution products 

The four different RNAseq conditions (Disc, Disc Sr, Media and Media) were 

compared statistically, to produce volcano plots and determine how 

individual genes varied in expression. To determine the functional meaning 

of these gene expression changes, they were enriched on Hallmark 

genesets, producing a GSZ score indicating how strongly that geneset was 

represented, and therefore how a particular functional grouping of genes 

was affected by the Disc, Disc Sr, Media and Media Sr conditions. The 

volcano plots of the RNAseq data showed how although the addition of 

strontium had some effects, these were dwarfed by the difference between 

the discs and the media. This can also be seen clearly in the hallmark 

geneset enrichments (Figure 67) where not only does the gene expression 

between the disc conditions seem more similar (compared to the media 

conditions) but also the dendrogram was able to sort them without guidance 

into groups based on disc and media conditions. The strong difference in 

MSC gene expression between the glass-ceramic discs and those exposed 
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to the glass conditioned media was also later confirmed with the PCR array. 

Many studies on bioactive glasses which have measured the effects on gene 

expression have used glass power, or glass conditioned media (the ions 

released by the material)(65,85,87,231), hence this is an important finding. 

Exactly what feature of the material induces the gene expression changes 

remains to be determined, however the surface of tissue engineering 

materials can have significant effects on the behaviour and gene expression 

of human cells (67,68,98,292), with Ohgushi et al. finding that the MSCs 

grown on the AWGC surface show more osteogenic differentiation, and that 

altering the surface roughness could also further increase this effect (293). 

There were many genes upregulated between the MSCs grown in the Disc 

and Disc Sr conditions, on the material surface, and MSCs grown in the 

Media and Media Sr conditions, exposed to the ion released by the material. 

However, amongst the most changed were MMP1, COL7A1, CXCL10 and 

CXCL11, suggesting an inflammatory response to the material. This is an 

important finding as for the SrAWGC to be an effective bone regeneration 

scaffold it must not promote a response in the MSCs which could be 

detrimental to the healing process. Interestingly, another study found that 

human Osteoclasts showed a significant increase in the expression of 

CXCL10 and CXCL12 when grown on a calcium phosphate coated surface 

rather than culture plastic (294). Although the AWGC material is quite 

different to calcium phosphate, there are similarities; hence this could 

indicate that bioactive ceramics may work to induce inflammatory cytokine 

production from both lineages of bone cell. The mechanism behind the 

inflammatory response of the MSCs to the SrAWGC is unknown, however  

other studies have found that roughened titanium surfaces can induce 

cytokine (TGFβ) production (295–297). This is important because the 

surface of AWGC is not flat unless polished, hence it has a different 

topography (and perhaps higher surface area) than culture plastic, which 

could be a factor in the inflammatory response. Additionally, it was observed 

(Chapter 2, Section 2.3.6) that as strontium was added to the SrAWGC 

discs, the disc surface grew more rough, and so the roughness of the 

material could potentially be associated with inflammatory gene expression 

in the MSCs. Determining the mechanism behind Sr-induced roughening of 
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the SrAWGC discs would require further study, however previous work in the 

Wood and Genever laboratories on mesoporous AWGC scaffolds provided 

an indication of these mechanisms (102,203). The mesoporous AWGC was 

produced in a different way with a much greater crystal size than the AWGC 

discs presented in this thesis. However, it was found that Sr substitution into 

the material caused the surface to turn from being mostly flat interlocked 

crystals to having large regions of spherulites, roughening the surface, due 

to the material responding differently during the heating process (102). 

There are other ways in which altered surface topography could alter the cell 

response. Prior work discussed how increasing the roughness of the 

hydroxyapatite surfaces could increase the adsorption of certain proteins 

from the media (e.g. fibronectin), which could then explain the improved cell 

response to the SrAWGC surface (298). Another study built on this work by 

exploring how the combined effects of many surface features, such as 

surface charge, roughness, adsorption, porosity, solubility and crystallinity 

can have effects on cell function, altering cell attachment and TGF-β1 

expression (299). To attach meaning to the lists of the differentially 

expressed genes, the functional groupings most associated with them were 

determined using gene set enrichment analysis, and Hallmark genesets 

(273,274). Inflammatory genesets featured prominently in the most enriched 

Hallmark genesets, differing in enrichment between the disc and glass 

conditioned media groups, further establishing that the gene expression 

changes induced by the material itself are potentially inflammatory. 

The main effect of the disc conditions (Disc and Disc Sr) was that they 

increased the expression of a number of genesets associated with 

inflammatory/stress response, raising “Interferon Gamma Response” (IFNγ), 

“Interferon Alpha Response” (IFNα) and TGFβ. Some of the key genes 

responsible for this were CXCL10, CXCL11, various IFIT genes and 

TNFSF10, all of them associated with immune responses. MSCs 

constitutively produce a number of cytokines and growth factors such as 

TGFβ (300,301). However, bone marrow MSCs do not normally produce 

CXCL10 and CXCL11, though stimuli, such as from TNFα, can promote their 

production (302). This suggests that the MSCs are being prompted to 

produce these cytokines by some feature of the SrAWGC discs, and further 
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implies this process is exacerbated when strontium is added to the glass 

ceramic, as their gene expression was even higher in the Disc Sr condition. 

The more general “inflammatory response” geneset also displayed 

increased expression for the Disc Sr condition compared with the Disc 

condition, but interestingly addition of strontium to the glass conditioned 

media was observed to lower its expression, acting in an opposite manner. 

This same response was also observed for the “TNFα signalling via NFκB” 

geneset, where the Disc Sr showed increased expression, whilst the 

expression of Media Sr was lowered (compared to the non-strontium 

conditions Disc and Media), though for this geneset the baseline expression 

was actually lower for the discs than for the glass conditioned media. This 

suggests that although the Sr itself may be anti-inflammatory, its addition to 

the material causes the SrAWGC to interact with the cells in such a way that 

it enhances the inflammatory response. This is supported by studies on 

monocytes and joint tissue in rats, where it was found that Sr Hydroxyapatite 

powder and strontium ranelate, respectively, were able to lower TNFα 

expression and reduce inflammation (303,304).  

Exactly what caused the increased expression of these inflammatory 

cytokine pathways is not clear, however studies have found cells ingesting 

bioactive glass particulate can show increased inflammatory cytokine 

production, with fibroblasts having been shown to both experience increased 

gene expression and secrete more TGFβ, IL-6 and TNFα after phagocytosis 

of HA particles (305,306). The SrAWGC showed increased dissolution with 

increased strontium content (see Chapter 3 section 3.2.5), and clearly had a 

more granular surface (see Chapter 2 section 2.3.6), potentially indicating 

that addition of strontium to the material could cause faster breakdown of the 

surface and potentially release more particulates to which the cells could 

then respond. Furthermore, association of MSCs with macrophage soluble 

factors are observed to encourage MSC production of cytokines such as 

CXCL10, IL-6 and CCL5, though whether these same factors can be 

prompted by other sources of cell stress is not known (307). 

Amongst the most strongly up regulated gene sets for both of the disc 

conditions was Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition (EMT); however, the 

addition of strontium to both the discs and the glass media dampened the 
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expression of the EMT genes, such as COL5A3. This pathway is thoroughly 

studied in the literature, though often in the context of MSCs or other cells 

releasing TGFβ which prompts the EMT in cancer cells, whereby they 

transform from being more epithelial (with clear polarity) to becoming more 

motile and with some cell types more stem-cell-like (308–312). Furthermore, 

control of EMT genes in MSCs has been associated with cytokines such as 

TGFβ in cardiac tissue engineering, where this process is important for 

encouraging development of the correct tissues (313). The MSCs growing 

on the SrAWGC and AWGC discs (Disc Sr and Disc conditions) showed 

increased TGFβ signalling and EMT gene expression compared to the 

MSCs exposed to the glass conditioned media potentially indicating TGFβ 

and the EMT response were associated. However, the addition of strontium 

to the AWGC discs raises further questions, as it was observed to both 

slightly lower the EMT expression, whilst increasing TGFβ expression 

(contrary to what is seen above). This goes against a TGFβ driven EMT 

response, perhaps suggesting some other process was responsible. 

4.4.2 Sr substitution into SrAWGC and SrAW promotes 

expression of survival and proliferative genes 

The disc conditions were also observed to alter the expression of genesets 

associated with proliferation/survival such as by increasing expression of 

genes associated with “c-MYC Targets” and TGFβ signalling, whilst also 

lowering mTORC1 signalling. c-MYC is a transcription factor which is 

associated with raised proliferation and both cell survival and potentially 

increasing susceptibility to apoptosis (314–317). However, c-MYC also has a 

complex association with apoptosis, as deregulation of c-MYC has been 

found to make cells more susceptible to apoptotic stimuli and could induce 

apoptosis dependent on p53 expression (318,319), with the absence of p53 

allowing c-MYC to act in a more proliferative manner (318,319). For the Disc 

and Disc Sr conditions, the targets of c-MYC showed increased expression 

alongside a decrease in p53 expression, compared with the Media and 

Media Sr conditions, suggesting c-MYC could be acting in a more 

proliferative/survival capacity. The Media Sr condition also increased c-MYC 

and lowered p53 expression, compared with the Media condition (without 
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strontium), perhaps also explaining the observed increase in cell number 

with Sr content found for the glass conditioned media. More recent studies 

have found that c-MYC overexpression in MSCs (in one study associated 

with a p53 knockout) can assist in osteogenic differentiation via other 

osteogenic factors (315,320), a potentially useful property for bone tissue 

engineering. Two further studies of MSCs found that c-MYC expression was 

associated with immortalisation of their MSCs, and hence with survival and 

proliferative gene expression, along with raised expression of DNA repair 

mechanisms (316,317). This could also explain the increase in expression of 

the DNA-repair gene sets found between the non-strontium Disc condition 

and Media condition and also when Sr was added to the glass conditioned 

media (Media Sr). Hench (2009) noted DNA-repair as one of the seven 

families of genes most altered by the ions released by Bioglass 45S5 (80), 

hence it is possible that the AW glass conditioned media also induced 

upregulation of DNA-repair genes themselves (compared to the baseline 

gene expression of the MSCs, although this would require further study), 

and that the AWGC discs further upregulate these genes. The Disc Sr 

condition showed decreased DNA-repair geneset expression when 

compared with the Disc condition, which coincides with higher expression of 

the inflammatory genes, though no mechanisms for this connection are 

known. This requires further investigation, particularly as a previous study 

found DNA repair signalling increased interferon signalling in HeLa cells 

(321). 

The disc conditions were seen to increase expression of TGFβ, compared 

with the media conditions however, the addition of strontium to the discs was 

seen to further increase the TGFβ expression, whilst addition of Sr to the 

glass conditioned media slightly lowered TGFβ expression. TGFβ is known 

to have a wide range of effects on cells, such as encouraging proliferation, 

migration, differentiation and even apoptosis (322). As mentioned previously, 

the increased TGFβ expression could be a result of the increased dissolution 

rate (and hence perhaps glass particulate debris released) of the 12.5 Mol% 

SrAWGC discs (Disc Sr condition), or perhaps related to the altered surface 

topography (295–297,305,306). In agreement with the Disc Sr condition, but 

contrary to the Media Sr condition, Strontium ranelate has been seen to 
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increase the expression of TGFβ in rat chondrocytes (323) and human 

osteoblast-like cells (co-cultured with osteoclasts) (324). This difference in 

response could have been caused by the other ions in the SrAW glass 

conditioned media, or could have been associated with the fall in 

phosphorus in the media induced by the glass; however, this would require 

further study. MSCs normally produce TGFβ (300,301), and it is 

chemoattractant to MSCs, suggesting that increased expression by the 

SrAWGC discs could be useful in a tissue engineering context as it could 

encourage cell migration in and through the scaffold (29,322). Additionally, 

while short term TGFβ exposure has been reported to aid early stage 

osteoblast differentiation (325,326), it also inhibits further differentiation 

trough repressing the transcriptional activity of Runx2 (327), a key 

osteogenic transcription factor (30,327). Thus, further work could involve 

determining whether the disc induced rise in TGFβ expression was time 

limited, to ensure its usefulness to the bone tissue engineering process.  

The MSCs grown on discs also displayed a lower mTORC1 geneset 

expression, whilst the addition of Sr to the glass media resulted in slightly 

increased mTORC1 expression. mTORC1 is an element of the Akt pathway, 

which is associated with MSC differentiation and proliferation (328), and 

importantly is also a pathway through which strontium has been shown to 

act (122,124,127), hence this could be evidence of MSCs sensing and 

responding to the Sr in the glass conditioned media. However, the reasoning 

behind the lowered mTORC1 geneset expression in the discs is currently 

unknown and would need further study. 

The strontium content of the disc and glass media were also seen to 

potentially affect MAPK/ERK signalling as shown by the increase in K-Ras 

Signalling Up, and the fall of K-Ras Signalling Down, for the 12.5 Mol% Sr 

disc and glass conditioned media conditions (Disc Sr and Media Sr), 

respectively. This result suggests the addition of strontium to the material 

activates the K-Ras signalling pathway. Another member of the Ras family of 

proteins (H-Ras) has been established as a component of strontium 

signalling (128), where it was shown that the increased ALP activity, 

osteocalcin (OCN) expression and Alizarin red stain staining could be 

abrogated with the addition of H-Ras siRNA. Hence, given the similarities in 
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function between the H-Ras and K-Ras proteins this would suggest the 

strontium released from the material has some effect on Ras signalling in the 

cells, apart from any effect of debris or other ions released (329). This is 

further supported by the Ras inhibitor work carried out in this thesis, where 

Salirasib was seen to block the Sr-induced increase in cell number, 

sequentially decreasing this to control level as Salirasib concentration 

increased. These findings strongly implicate K-Ras signalling as a mediator 

of the proliferative response of MSCs to Sr, and more specifically to the 

strontium doped SrAWGC material. It should be noted that Salirasib (also 

known as FTS) is not specific to K-Ras and does also inhibit N-Ras and H-

Ras (by blocking association of the Ras proteins with the cell membrane) 

though Salirasib is being used clinically as a K-Ras inhibitor for the purposes 

of cancer treatment (279–281).  

4.4.3 The role of K-Ras and cytokine signalling in the SrAW MSC 

growth response 

In the previous chapter, it was presented that strontium addition to the SrAW 

glass and SrAWGC glass ceramic discs increased cell number, potentially 

also meaning improved cell survival, and as the addition of SrAWGC to the 

AWGC also increased the expression of genes associated with inflammatory 

response, thus it was decided to explore (utilising inhibitors) whether 

inflammatory cytokines were involved in the Sr-induced cell number/survival 

response induced. Strontium is known to interact with the MAPK/ERK and 

PI3K related pathways (126,128,330), which can be affected by 

inflammatory cytokines via Src and JAK (inhibited by Dasatinib and 

Ruxolitinib, respectively) (286,287). However, Src and JAK inhibition did not 

affect the Sr induced rise in cell number, suggesting that cytokine receptor 

mediated pathways were not involved in the cell number increases. 

Given the previous findings that the  glass ceramic (both with and without Sr) 

increased the expression of various inflammatory genes, a pilot study was 

performed to determine whether these disc conditioned MSCs could then 

promote an inflammatory response in vivo. AWGC itself is known to be well 

accepted by the body having been used since the 1980s in studies on 
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rabbits (120,331), mice (118), and clinical to repair long bone defects in 

humans (332). In previous work they showed the presence of giant cell 

formation at 24 weeks along the surfaces of the material, in response to 

glass granules released from the surface of the material (333). However, in 

separate work they showed very little macro-inflammatory response at 4 and 

8 weeks with a somewhat less porous material, perhaps indicating that the 

form of the material is integral to the inflammatory response (118).  

4.4.4 The extent of the inflammatory effects on MSCs by SrAWGC 

and SrAW glass in vivo 

 Although too severe an inflammatory response could be detrimental to the 

healing process and potentially cause rejection of the material (334), a 

controlled short term inflammatory stimulus has been found to promote 

improved healing by encouraging cell recruitment to the engineered tissue, 

improved tissue healing, vascularisation and subsequently resulting in a 

better engineered tissue compared to conditions with no inflammatory 

response (334–338). A sub-cutaneous model was used as a pilot study to 

explore whether the MSCs which had been conditioned by the AWGC discs 

into a more inflammatory phenotype could have potential effects in vivo. The 

MSCs were grown in a manner identical to that used for the RNA 

sequencing, with the Media, Media Sr, Disc and Disc Sr conditions. The 

MSCs were then embedded into a collagen gel and implanted into the rats 

for a time course. Collagen is well utilised and known to induce a low 

immune response (339–341). 

The control conditions determined the baseline response of the rat tissues to 

a collagen gel-MSC construct. The gels were observed to be the faint pink 

structures (342), and at 24 hours had little infiltration by other cells, with the 

MSCs appearing to be the cell type with relatively small nuclei. However, for 

all of the conditions the periphery of the gels tended to show the presence of 

larger darker nuclei, most likely immune cells such as lymphocytes. In this 

pilot study, the most obvious change was the decrease in the presence of 

these darker cells with larger nuclei at the three day point, suggesting that in 

all of the conditions there was no prolonged inflammatory response. This is 
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supported by the rats maintaining good health and the subcutaneous 

implantation sites tending to show much lessened inflammation for all 

conditions. Further to this, the addition of strontium to either the discs or the 

glass conditioned media was not seen to result in an obvious difference 

between the immune response, or its subsequent reduction. This suggests 

that whatever gene expression changes were induced by the Sr conditions 

on the MSCs they were not sufficient to worsen or prolong the inflammatory 

response. 

The MSC-collagen gel control appeared to show more immune cell 

infiltration compared to any of the glass-ceramic disc, or glass conditioned 

media conditions, however there was not a clear difference between the 

glass ceramic discs and glass conditioned media conditions. This either 

suggests that the MSCs were not affected by the discs in a way that could 

worsen inflammation, that gene expression changes were not large enough 

to have any effect, or that the experiment was conducted in a way that 

masked this effect. Either way, as this was a pilot study, further investigation 

would be necessary to establish fully how the SrAWGC and SrAW glass 

conditioned media (representing the ions released by the material) affect 

human MSCs, and what effects these have in vivo. 

It is important to reiterate, that this study did not determine the 

immunogenicity of the AWGC material. Prior work has found that the base 

composition of AWGC without Sr integrates well in mice and induce no 

inflammation at four weeks (118). Instead, this study has explored whether 

the MSCs grown on the glass ceramic discs became more immunogenic. In 

this study there was observed to be a short-term immune response from the 

rat which was over within three days. This is largely confirmed by the 

literature, as numerous studies have been performed with sub-cutaneous 

implant of collagen gels with MSCs in rats and mice and at time points 

ranging from 3 days to 6 weeks tended to find the presence of immune cells 

around the construct, but observed little inflammation around the collagen 

hydrogels (confirming what was observed in this study in the photographs at 

day 3) (343–347).  
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In summary, this work has determined that addition of strontium to the 

SrAWGC material promotes the expression of a number of genesets 

associated with proliferation and survival, such as through lowering the 

expression of apoptotic and P53 associated genes and activating K-Ras 

associated genes, which through the use of a Ras inhibitor has been shown 

to be a requirement for the Sr induced increase in cell number shown in 

Chapter 3. However, the most significant finding was that the AWGC 

material itself increased the expression of genes associated with a number 

of inflammatory genesets, such as Interferons Gamma and TNFα, with 

CXCL10, CXCL11 and TNFSF10 being the most changed genes in these 

genesets. Interestingly, the addition of strontium further increased the 

expression of these genesets, but this was not found in the strontium glass 

conditioned media conditions. This suggests that the inflammatory response 

of the MSCs could instead be due to some property of the material itself 

which changed with strontium content (rather than the strontium itself), such 

as the faster dissolution of the SrAWGC itself or its altered surface with 

strontium content. A pilot in vivo study found that the MSCs conditioned by 

the material to have an increased inflammatory gene expression probably 

did not provoke a prolonged inflammation response, indicating that the 

material could be a valuable tissue engineering scaffold as a controlled 

inflammatory response can improve vascularisation (334–338). 
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Chapter 5 – General discussion 

5.1 Rational of the project 

Treating large bone defects, which are incapable of self-repair, is a growing 

clinical challenge. These non-union defects can result from trauma, infection 

and cancer treatment and their incidence increases for patients who smoke, 

suffer from osteoporosis or have diabetes (2,3). Additionally, the population 

of the UK is aging which will increase the incidence of non-union fracture 

(51). However, the current gold standard treatments are autografts, which 

are expensive and require complex and painful surgery leading to morbidity 

in the donor site (3,6). Additionally older patients, with lower quality bone, 

may not have sufficient bone suitable for the procedure (6). Tissue 

engineering could act as a solution to the increasing need for improved bone 

regeneration strategies. However to tissue engineer fully functional bone 

tissue requires the correct combination of a scaffold to support the wound 

site and the framework on which the new tissue is formed. Cells are required 

to populate the scaffold, form the functional tissue and finally to provide the 

correct environment for cell differentiation into a functional tissue. The 

patient’s own resident stem cells represent a potential source of cells for 

bone tissue engineering, whilst bioactive glasses and glass-ceramics (in 

particular apatite wollastonite glass ceramic, AWGC) are promising bone 

tissue engineering scaffolds due to their bioactivity (ability to form 

hydroxyapatite in vivo), strength (useful for load bearing bone repair) and 

ability to support cell attachment, growth and proliferation 

(9,102,104,118,119,121). However, although some bioactive glasses can 

intrinsically induce osteogenic differentiation in MSCs, they are 

osteoinductive (348), they do not have the high bending strength and 

fracture toughness of AWGC (119,121). AWGC has already been used 

successfully in 60,000 patients as a bone substitute, such as in artificial 

vertebrae and iliac crests (10). However, AWGC can still be improved as a 

scaffold by altering it so that the cells growing on its surface are encouraged 

to osteogenically differentiate, resulting in bone growth and repair. The ions 
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released by the bioactive glasses/ceramics have been found to be a key to 

influencing cell function (79,80,87,246,348), hence the addition of Sr to 

various materials has been explored as a method of inducing osteogenic 

MSC differentiation within a tissue engineering scaffold. This is because Sr 

is an established osteoporosis drug known to raise bone density by inducing 

osteoblast formation and activation (via numerous signalling pathways, 

amongst them CaSR-Akt signalling and MAPK signalling) whilst also 

inhibiting osteoclast formation (122,124,135,349). Previous work in the 

Wood/Genever laboratories showed that Sr could be successfully 

incorporated into mesoporous AWGC scaffolds without compromising the 

mechanical properties of the material and the addition of Sr appeared to 

have had beneficial effects on MSC osteogenic differentiation and 

proliferation (102). However, the exact mechanisms behind how SrAWGC 

(and numerous other Sr substituted scaffolds) affect cells have not been fully 

elaborated. This is important to determine because the addition of strontium 

has been seen to alter various properties of bioactive glasses/ceramics. 

Previous studies have found that Sr addition can alter physical properties 

such as the surface topography and the mechanical properties 

(102,257,350). Strontium is also known to alter more dynamic features of 

these materials, such as the dissolution rate, the ions released by the 

material (not only Sr) and its ability to  form hydroxyapatite (102,208,350). 

Additionally, substitution of strontium has also been found to change the 

glass and crystallisation temperatures, potentially altering the crystals 

formed during any heat treatment(102,207).  

The aim of this thesis was to determine how increasing substitution of 

strontium for calcium in AWGC affects MSCs, and to determine the 

mechanisms behind this response. This would allow the material to be 

improved as a tissue engineering scaffold for large load bearing bone defect 

repair. 
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5.2 The effect of Sr on AW glass short and medium range 

order 

Initially, the effects of strontium substitution on the material itself were 

determined to better understand how its addition to the material could alter 

the cell response. The medium range order was found to change with the 

addition of Sr, resulting in a lowered percentage of Q3 Si tetrahedra, and 

subsequently lowering the NC. A fall in NC indicates the silicon network is 

less interconnected, and so could suggest an increased dissolution rate and 

potentially increased bioactivity. This has been shown in previous work on 

other bioactive glass compositions where (for a fixed phosphorus content) 

lowering the NC was seen to shorten the time to first HA formation (112). 

Interestingly, another group did not find a large change in the percentage of 

Q3 Si tetrahedra (and hence NC) when they fully substituted the Ca for Sr in 

Bioglass 45S5 (150). However, their 50% substitution (corresponding with 

24.9 Mol% in this thesis) did show a drop from 17 to 11% Q3 Si (150), which 

should also result in a drop in NC. This suggests that the strontium itself may 

not have been responsible for the fall in NC, and potentially the raised 

bioactivity of the material. Strontium was also found to raise the density of 

the SrAW glass, whilst lowering the oxygen density, due to both the higher 

mass of strontium, and its larger size. This has been associated with faster 

dissolution in other studies (204,211), and could also have expanded the 

glass network, lowering the bond strength in the orthophosphate 

(85,150,181).  

However, despite the medium range order showing some changes with Sr 

content and changes in the density, the short range order did not change 

with Sr content. Alongside this, the phosphorus component of the glass was 

always found to be orthophosphate, regardless of Sr content. This is 

important as phosphate plays a key role in bioactive glass bioactivity (112), 

and therefore the phosphate phase being similar between the compositions 

supports that there might not be large differences in the way the material 

breaks down. Additionally, the different glass compositions released ions at 

a similar rate. When considered together these data would suggest that the 

strontium content of the glass did not alter its structure in a way that would 
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significantly change how it broke down. Other glass compositions have both 

agreed and disagreed with these findings. The A glass studied elsewhere 

also found the Sr content largely didn’t alter the breakdown of the material 

(86). However, the dissolution ions (particularly Si and P) of higher Si 

content glasses were altered by glass Sr content (55,232), whilst a 

composition similar to Bioglass 45S5 actually showed reduced release of Si 

with Sr substitution (84). These studies also found that strontium altered the 

way in which the ions were released at different time points (55,84,86,232). 

This would be an important area of future study on the SrAW glass as an 

altered dissolution profile could affect HA formation on the surface of the 

material (112), potentially changing its bioactivity with Sr content. 

5.3 The effect of Sr on the ion release of SrAW and 

SrAWGC discs 

In contrast with the SrAW glass studies, increasing the Sr content in the 

SrAWGC discs raised their Sr, Si and Ca ion release, suggesting the 

material as a whole was breaking down faster with Sr substitution. 

Determining the cause behind this is challenging as there are many 

components of the glass-ceramic which could change with the addition of 

strontium. The surface topography of the SrAWGC could have contributed to 

the increased dissolution as this was seen to change with Sr content, and a 

rougher surface, with a greater surface area, should release more ions. The 

ions released by the SrAW glass did not change with Sr content; hence this 

would suggest the same for the glassy phase of the SrAWGC. However, it is 

important to note that the SrAW glass is not a perfect model of SrAWGC, as 

the formation of the crystal phases can deplete the residual glass phase of 

ions (102). It is also possible that the substitution of Sr could have changed 

the dissolution of the material by altering the apatite and wollastonite phases 

of the glass ceramic. Previously, we found that for mesoporous AWGC 3D 

scaffolds the addition of Sr both increased the amount of apatite formed (the 

least soluble phase) whilst also lowering the amount of wollastonite formed 

(the more soluble phase) (102). The apatite phase is generally the least 

reactive phase in AWGC, however, studies have found that strontium apatite 
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has shown increased solubility (235–237). Therefore, the rise in dissolution 

rate of the SrAWGC with Sr content could have been associated with a more 

soluble Sr-apatite phase. However, studies have also found that the 

degradation rate of wollastonite (CaSiO3) falls with Sr substitution for Ca 

(238). This could indicate that the effect Sr has on the degradation rate of 

the material will depend on the heating regime applied, and hence the 

crystal phases which were formed. 

5.4 The effect of SrAW and SrAWGC on growth of MSC 

The substitution of Sr into the material was seen to have a number of effects 

on human MSCs. The SrAWGC discs with Sr, the glass conditioned media 

with Sr, and Sr itself in the form of SrCl2, were all seen to decrease the 

osteogenic differentiation of the MSCs studied. This could have been due to 

some property of the discs, such as the surface area or ion release rate, 

which changed with strontium content and thus negatively affected the 

differentiation of the MSCs. Another consideration is that the discs and the 

glass conditioned media both reduced the phosphorus content in the media, 

and this could have masked the osteoinductive properties of the material. 

The material released Si ions, which are slightly osteoinductive. However, Si 

ions act principally by encouraging Collagen I formation, which requires 

phosphorylation to mineralise, and which would be less likely in a phosphate 

deprived environment (72,243,246). However, the glass conditioned media 

and SrCl2 studies indicated that the Sr released by the material could also 

potentially slow down the osteogenic differentiation of the MSCs. This is 

supported by recent work that has found that Sr can interfere with 

osteogenic differentiation, as well as induce it (243). Strontium is known to 

interact with (and stimulate) the Wnt pathway via numerous potential routes, 

such as the Calcium Sensor Receptor (CaSR) or by inhibition of Wnt 

inhibitors(122,124), and this could also block osteogenic differentiation of the 

MSCs (122,124,125,129).  

Another, more thoroughly studied effect of strontium substitution into the 

SrAWGC discs and the glass conditioned media, was that it raised Y201 

MSC cell number. Other studies on strontium bioactive glasses have found 
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that it could be beneficial to cell function, but typically these studies used 

only metabolic dye conversion experiments and thus could not establish 

whether there was truly increased cell proliferation (85,252,253,256). 

However, in this project DNA and metabolic activity  were used to determine 

that Sr substitution into the SrAWGC discs and glass conditioned media 

could increase cell number. This indicated that strontium substitution into the 

material increased cell growth for both the discs and in the glass conditioned 

media, suggesting it could be associated with the ions released from the 

material (see Figure 87). In particular, the released strontium itself was likely 

a factor in the increased cell growth, as other studies have found that 

strontium ranelate raised osteoblast cell number and reduced apoptosis 

(123,351). Additionally, the RNAseq experiments found that Sr in the disc 

and glass conditioned media induced K-Ras associated gene expression, 

and that the Ras family inhibitor Salirasib could abrogate the Sr induced rise 

in cell number for the glass conditioned media.  

 

 

Figure 87: Illustration of the propose method of interaction between the 
MSCs and the SrAWGC. The material breaks down releasing glass 
particles and ions. The cells respond to these, with increased 
growth, but also an inflammatory response to the glass particles. 
Strontium increases the rate of material breakdown. 
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This indicates that K-Ras could be associated with the increase in cell 

number found for the MSCs grown with the Sr containing material 

compositions. Studies have associated Ras family proteins with strontium 

signalling previously (126–128), further suggesting that the Sr released from 

the SrAW and SrAWGC actively influences the cell response, rather than  

the Sr substitution into the material acting through altering the surface 

topography. Sr will not have been affecting the cells in isolation, and could 

have been working together with the other ions released by the material. For 

example, Si and Mg are known to have many positive effects on osteoblasts 

(88,246,247,249) and MSCs (248), such as to encourage cell survival. 

However, there was a different response seen between the discs and glass 

conditioned media, with the higher Sr content discs (>12.5 Mol%) being 

detrimental to cell number. This could have been associated with the 

differing release rate of ions between the discs and glass conditioned media, 

or with the surface topography of the SrAWGC discs. Other studies have 

found osteogenic cells to be sensitive to material surfaces, as it was 

previously found that some heat treatments of the CaP sputter coating 

(altering the surface) could drastically lower cell proliferation (352). Another 

study found that simply changing the roughness of a bioactive glass surface 

had significant effects on cell morphology and mineralised nodule formation 

(241). 

The glass conditioned media was relatively consistent and well defined, 

whilst the cells grown on the discs would have been exposed to a more 

dynamic environment. This is because as the cells were growing during the 

experiment, the disc would have been undergoing ion exchange with the 

media. Future work could determine more about the ion release profile of the 

discs, and perhaps determine whether there were events which could have 

been detrimental to the cells, such as an initial burst release of ions. This 

could have been the case for the higher strontium content discs as they 

showed increased ion release, and could explain the decreased cell number. 

For example, although Si is beneficial to cell growth, there is a critical 

threshold (>4 mM for osteosarcoma cells) above which it lowered cell 

number after just 1 day (249), hence controlled release of these ions is 

essential.  
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5.5 SrAWGC induces inflammatory gene expression in 

MSCs 

The strongest finding of the RNAseq results was that the SrAWGC discs 

themselves raised the expression of cytokine induced inflammatory/stress 

response genesets such as “inflammatory response”, “Interferon Gamma 

Response” (IFNγ), “Interferon Alpha Response” (IFNα), and TGFβ in MSCs. 

Addition of strontium to the discs further enriched the inflammatory 

genesets, however, this was potentially not due to the strontium itself, as the 

Sr glass conditioned media instead lowered inflammatory gene expression. 

Instead, it could have been due to the increased dissolution of the Sr discs, 

potentially releasing debris (see Figure 87). It has been shown that 

macrophages and stromal cell types can show increased inflammatory 

cytokine production in response to glass particulate (305,306,353). 

Alternatively, it could have been associated with the rougher surface of the 

Sr discs (compared with culture plastic), particularly as previous studies 

have found that roughened titanium surfaces can induce cytokine (TGFβ) 

production in osteoblasts (295–297). Determining the mechanism behind 

this response would require further study, and could involve testing different 

aspects of the discs (such as surface roughness, or glass particulate) in 

isolation, to determine their effects on cell inflammatory gene expression. 

As a bone tissue engineering scaffold it is important that the SrAWGC did 

not promote too severe an inflammatory response, as this could cause the 

failure of the therapy (334). The pilot rat in vivo study found that MSCs, 

induced by the SrAWGC to have increased inflammatory gene expression 

did not appear to prolong the normal sub-cutaneous implantation 

inflammatory response, as it was observed to decrease by day 3. This is 

beneficial, because controlled short term inflammatory stimuli can actually 

promote improved healing by encouraging cell recruitment to the engineered 

tissue, improved tissue healing, vascularisation and subsequently resulting 

in a better engineered tissue than one which induced next to no 

inflammatory response (334–338). The pilot study in this project has tested 

only whether the MSCs transformed by the SrAWGC could have a functional 

influence on inflammatory function. Given the results in this project indicate 
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that the SrAWGC actually raises the expression of inflammatory genes in 

MSCs, it would be important to determine what effects it could have on the 

other cells present at a wound site, such as immune cells. 

This project has determined how Sr can alter the AWGC material, and what 

affects this can have on the MSCs. These findings will be useful in further 

developing SrAWGC into a 3D porous structure which would more closely 

resemble the architecture of bone. This could potentially be made by foam 

replication (103), 3D printing through selective laser sintering (104) or other 

methods (71). However, 3D structures add a great deal of complexity, not 

only in the fabrication and final form of the material, but also in the way the 

cells would respond. The addition of strontium to the AW glass affected how 

the material sintered, the resulting much larger surface area found in a 

porous 3D scaffold, could magnify any differences in the ion release rates, 

degradation, and consequently mechanical properties in the final scaffold. 

Furthermore, cells respond to 3D environments differently, as compared to 

2D environments, and depending on the size of the pores could experience 

local differences in ion, waste and nutrient concentrations within the scaffold, 

thus future studies on these materials may have to be conducted with more 

dynamic culture conditions. This would involve using a spinner flask, or 

some form of microfluidics chamber to ensure media flowed over the 

scaffold-cell construct.  
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Future Work 

This work focused on exploring the effects of strontium substitution into 

apatite wollastonite glass-ceramic on MSCs, which together are a promising 

bone regeneration therapy. First the effect of the addition of strontium on the 

short and medium range order of the apatite wollastonite glass (associated 

with material degradation) was determined. The interactions between human 

Y201 mesenchymal stem cells and apatite wollastonite glass-ceramic with 0, 

6.2, 12.5, 18.7, 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% Sr (and its dissolution products 

modelled using glass conditioned media) were explored using a range of 

media and osteogenic differentiation and growth/proliferation assays, 

alongside a global gene expression analysis using RNA sequencing gene 

expression analysis and an in vivo model. The key findings were: 

• The substitution of Sr into the apatite wollastonite glass did not result 

in a change in short range order of the material, as the nearest 

neighbour atomic separations were found to be unchanged in 

distance (r), coordination (N) and disorder (σ). The Ca-O and Sr-O 

separations were found to exist in two populations. 

• The substitution of Sr into the apatite wollastonite glass altered the 

medium range order of the material, gradually moving the 

orthophosphate to lower bond energy and decreasing its disorder. 

Additionally the percentage of Q3 silica tetrahedrons (except at 24.9 

Mol% Sr) and the oxygen density also decreased, whilst the density 

increased. 

• All compositions of strontium apatite wollastonite glass could be 

successfully formed into apatite wollastonite glass-ceramic discs. The 

surface of the material was seen to change with increasing strontium 

content, becoming more granular and rough. 

• The strontium apatite wollastonite glass and strontium apatite 

wollastonite glass-ceramic discs released ions after 24 hours in 

culture media. For the glass powder, the Sr and Ca were released in 

proportion to the Sr and Ca content of the glass. The Si and Mg 

release was not seen to change with Sr content in the glass. The 
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strontium apatite wollastonite glass-ceramic discs were also seen to 

release ions, with Sr release increasing with Sr content, alongside Si, 

Mg and Ca release, indicating the whole of the material broke down 

more quickly with strontium substitution. All glass and disc 

conditioned media showed reduced phosphorus content compared 

with control media. 

• The Y201 MSCs attached to all of the compositions of the Sr apatite 

wollastonite glass-ceramic discs and the discs induced an increase in 

Y201 MSC number at 9 days with strontium substitution (reaching a 

peak at 6.2 Mol% Sr), though proliferation was not seen to change, 

suggesting improved cell survival. Strontium substitution into the discs 

was also seen to retard cell osteogenic differentiation. 

• The ions released by the material (modelled using glass conditioned 

media) were seen to raise Y201 MSC number and retard osteogenic 

differentiation with Sr substitution (peaking at 12.5 Mol% Sr). 

Additionally, Y201 MSC number was found to rise in response to Sr 

alone (peaking at 1mM). 

• The global gene expression analysis of Y201 MSCs showed that at 

24 hours of exposure the discs raised the expression of genes 

associated with inflammation (primarily Interferon Gamma and Alpha 

response) and proliferation/survival (K-Ras signalling and lowering 

P53). The addition of strontium to the material was seen to 

exacerbate the expression of many of these gene groupings. 

Strontium addition (12.5 Mol%) induced a relatively small change in 

gene expression 

• In vivo analysis showed that MSCs exposed to the glass-ceramic and 

implanted subcutaneously in collagen gels in rats did not induce a 

prolonged inflammatory response. The strontium content and 

exposure of the cells to the glass ceramic discs or glass conditioned 

media had no observable effect on the result.  

Therefore, this material represents a promising bone tissue engineering 

scaffold because a small level of strontium substitution can support 

mesenchymal stem cell growth and survival and potentially induce a brief 

inflammatory stimulus which could be beneficial to wound healing. 
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This study focused not only on the effects adding strontium had on the 

SrAWGC, but also specifically what the strontium in the material was doing 

to the cells. However, this was just one facet of the material and there 

remain many avenues which could be explored. The glass and glass-

ceramic were seen to release Ca, Mg, Si and to remove P in addition to 

releasing Sr.  Future work could expose MSCs to different concentrations of 

these elements, to determine what effects these other components of the 

material were having on the cells. This is important as its well known that 

therapeutic ions released by bioactive glasses can have a number of 

beneficial effects, with Si and Mg having been associated with differentiation 

and proliferation (72). 

It was found that one of the effects of strontium addition to the SrAWGC was 

to alter the surface topography of the material, and this could have also 

altered MSC behaviour and gene expression. Hence, a significant area of 

future work would be to characterise this change in surface roughness 

precisely as a function of strontium content in the material. This could be 

using a surface profilometre (either with stylus or using light) or through 

Atomic Force Microscopy (which would offer a much higher spatial resolution 

measurement of surface roughness). The impact of the surface roughness 

on cell behaviour could also be explored by polishing the surface of the 

different strontium compositions flat, to provide a consistent surface. Cells 

could then be grown on the polished discs and compared with those grown 

on unpolished discs. These polished discs could also be used to explore the 

mechanism behind the differing ion release rate between the different 

compositions, as it could have been related to differing surface areas 

between the different strontium compositions. 

The SrAWGC was tested using immortalised Y201 human MSCs as a 

reproducible model cell line. It would be valuable to do further studies with 

primary MSCs taken from donors to confirm the findings of MSC growth and 

changes in gene expression. Additionally, other cell types could be used, 

such as immune cells to explore the consequences of the raised cytokine 

production of the MSCs when exposed to the SrAWGC.  
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Perhaps the most important area of future work is the progression of this 

material into a 3D tissue engineering scaffold, and subsequent confirmation 

of the findings here. There are a vast number of ways in which the material 

could be formed into a 3D scaffold, of which three have already been used 

on the base composition of AWGC, namely selective laser sintering (or other 

forms of 3D printing)(118), loose powder moulding (102) and foam-slurry 

method (103). Redesigning the material into a 3D scaffold would, however, 

be a substantial piece of work as many aspects of the scaffold could be 

altered to refine it. These include particle size of the glass used in its 

creation, the type of mould or foam (different materials could be used), the 

quantity of strontium used (which could depend on how readily it is released) 

and the heating regime that must be employed to produce the correct final 

material. In particular, given the observed differences in the strontium 

AWGC discs from those without strontium, it would useful to determine 

whether different heating regimes for the strontium conditions could alter the 

final surface of the material and perhaps make them more similar.  

As the ultimate aim is to use this material in the clinic as a bone regeneration 

aid, further in vitro and in vivo testing will be required on any subsequent 3D 

scaffolds. The in vitro tests performed on the 3D scaffolds would be 

necessary to confirm that the 3D iteration of the material encouraged the 

cells to respond in a similar (and positive) manner as was observed for the 

2D discs. In vivo studies would be necessary to gauge both the response of 

the material  to the more complex environment of living tissue, but also to 

better model how cells could grow and respond to the material when they 

were immersed in a more representative biological fluid. This could be 

performed in a number of ways, with sub-cutaneous implantation being a 

relatively simple surgery which could be used to easily explore the material-

cell interaction and surrounding tissue response, whilst a bone defect study 

could be used to study the long term ability of the cell-scaffold construct to 

actually repair bone in situ. This could then progress eventually from animal 

to human trials, to further refine the material into an effective bone 

regeneration therapy. 
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Appendix A 

Neutron diffraction GEM detector bank data combination. 

 

 

Figure 88: The reciprocal space neutron diffraction signal (the DCS, 
i(Q)) for the individual GEM detector banks for the 0, 6.2 and 12.5 
Mol% Sr glass compositions. 
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Figure 89: The reciprocal space neutron diffraction signal (the DCS, 
i(Q)) for the individual GEM detector banks for the 18.7, 24.9 and 
37.4 Mol% Sr glass compositions. 
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Appendix B 

Convergence tests on the Raman spectra taken of the SrAW glass. The 

change in the percent standard error in the Peak 860 again Peak 950 ratio 

was used to determine whether sufficient measurements were taken. 

 

 

Figure 90: Convergence tests of Peak 1 / Peak 2 area ratios averages of 
up to 15 Raman spectra taken of the 0 and 6.2 compositions of 
SrAW glass. 
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Figure 91: Convergence tests of Peak 1 / Peak 2 area ratios averages of 
up to 15 Raman spectra taken of the 12.5 and 18.7 Mol% 
compositions of SrAW glass. 
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Figure 92: Convergence tests of Peak 1 / Peak 2 area ratios averages of 
up to 15 Raman spectra taken of the 24.9 and 37.4 Mol% 
compositions of SrAW glass. 
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Abbreviations 

ALP Alkaline phosphatase 

AW Apaptite wollastonite 

AWGC Apatite wollastonite glass-ceramic 

BMP Bone morphogenic protein 

BMU basic multicellular unit 

BO Bridging oxygen 

c-MYC c-Myelocytomatosis 

DCS Differential Cross Section 

DMEM Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium 

EDTA Ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic-acid 

EMT Epithelial–mesenchymal transition 

ERK Extracellular signal regulated kinase 

FBS Foetal Bovine Serum 

FGF Fibroblast Growth Factor 

FWHM Full width half maximum 

HA Hydroxyapatite 

hTERT human Telomerase reverse transcriptase 

HWB High Wavenumber Band 

i(Q) coherent neutron diffraction scattering intensity 

IFNα Interferon alpha 

IFNβ Interferon gamma 

IL6 Interleukin 6 

MAPK Mitogen activated protein kinase 
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MAS-NMR Magic Angle Spinning Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Mol% Mole percent 

NBO Non bridging oxygen 

NC Network Connectivity 

NFATc  Calcineurin/Nuclear Factor of Activated T cell  

NFκB Nuclear Factor κB 

Nx Coordination number 

OB Bridging oxygen 

OCN Osteocalcin 

ONB Non bridging oxygen 

OPG Osteoprotegerin 

OPN Osteopontin 

OSX Osterix 

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

PBS Phosphate Buffered Saline 

PCL Polycaprolactone 

PEG Poly(ethylene glycol) 

pNPP p-Nitrophenyl Phosphate 

PVA Polyvinyl alcohol 

RANKL Receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-Β ligand  

SEM Scanning electron microscope 

SrAW Strontium apatite wollastonite 

SrAWGC Strontium apatite wollastonite glass-ceramic 

T(r) Total neutron diffraction correlation function 

TGFβ Transforming Growth Factor Beta 
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TNFα Tumour  Necrosis Factor Alpha 

σx disorder parameter 
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